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Readers Report
May Day — The American Way

The American answer to Communist cele
brations of May Day has been provided by 
Mrs. Albert Grande, 913 S. Lincoln Avenue, 
Park Ridge, Illinois, who in 1954 instigated 
the observance of May 1st in Park Ridge as 
United States Loyalty Day. Other towns and 
cities have followed suit, and in March, 
1955, President Eisenhower signed a bill 
which had been passed by House and Sen
ate proclaiming May 1st Loyalty Day and a 
legal holiday.

Mrs. Grande has written us outlining the 
activities of Park Ridge, now known as “the 
City of Flags,” in celebrating this patriotic 
occasion. Park Ridge now has 197 street 
flags — the Junior Chamber of Commerce 
has sponsored the sale of three thousand 
home flags, turning proceeds over to the 
Retarded Children’s Home — five thousand 
lapel flags were procured and distributed to 
school children last May Day. “Buy Them 
— Fly Them” is the slogan to which local 
newspapers have given the fullest publicity.

This year Park Ridge’s Loyalty Day cere
monies will center around a flag-burning 
ceremony depicting the proper method for 
retirement of tired and tattered American 
flags. The program is being planned to in
clude fullest participation of school children 
since, asks Mrs. Grande, “who ever heard of 
a youngster (or adult) being delinquent, or 
turning to anything anti-American or uncon
stitutional if he feels a depth of patriotic- 
devotion?”

Our hats are off to Mrs. Grande and to 
Park Ridge, the City of Flags, as well as to 
the other patriots whose unceasing efforts 
have resulted in making May 1st a day for 
patriotic celebration.

Let’s all “Buy Them and Fly Them” on 
May Day, U. S. Loyalty Day!

Congressional Gold Mines
Mr. C. J. Morrissey, 324 Streamside Drive, 

Harvey, Illinois, asks that we let our readers 
know that the Government Printing Office 
has recently made available the new Cumu
lative Index to Publications of the Commit
tee on Un-American Activities, complete 
through January 20, 1955 (1344 pages — 
price, $3.50). He also informs us that a 
small reprinting of the report of the Joint 
Committee on Atomic Energy, 82nd Con
gress, 1st Session, dating from April, 1951, 
entitled Soviet Atomic Espionage, has been 
ordered by the Government Printing Office 
to determine if there is still a public demand 
for this document. This report, which was 
out of print for a half-year, gives information 
on the Fuchs case, the Greenglass case, the 
Gold case, the Basil N. May case, and the 
Pontecorvo case, as well as minor eases such 
as Hiskey and Nelson. (Price from Govern
ment Printing Office, 50c.)

A later letter from Mr. Morrissey men
tions that interest has mounted this year 
in the reprinting of the Dies Committee 
reports. Appendix I (967 pages) and Appen
dix IX (over 1650 pages), and urgently re
quests that readers write to their representa
tives in Congress indicating what Dies Com
mittee volumes they need to complete their 
library files.

“Hon. Martin Dies himself states that he 

has been unable to locate a copy since his 
return to Congress,” writes Mr. Morrissey. 
“Your immediate interest and assistance are 
needed in the drive to gain additional sup
port for the reprinting of these valuable doc
umentary exposes of communism. If nothing 
else, fight for the reprinting of Appendix IX 
of 1944 on Communist-front organizations.”

Americanism
This column in September offered plaudits 

to several newspapers for their printing of 
the “Primer for Americans.” This booklet is 
rich in the principles of freedom which built 
this country, and each of our readers may 
wish to obtain a copy or copies for their own 
personal use. These may be obtained at ten 
cents each from Young & Rubicam, Inc., 285 
Madison Avenue, New York 17, N. Y.

Lloyd and Leila Whitney’s booklet, “If 
You Can Keep It,” is also highly recom
mended for all patriotic Americans, and may 
be obtained by writing The Whitneys, 827 
Wilson Avenue, Chicago 40, Illinois, enclos
ing ten cents to cover mailing costs.

Some excellent patriotic recordings have 
been prepared through the efforts of Mr. and 
Mrs. Whitney, among them “The Flag of 
the United States of America,” an original 
reading of the Whitneys which appeared in 
the September, 1955, issue of Facts Forum 
News. Other recordings include “The Get
tysburg Address.”

Titles and prices are available on request 
from the Whitneys (address shown above).

Young Americans for the Republic
In September, 1955, the Broad Ripple 

Post of the American Legion, Marion 
County, Indiana, held a seminar to which 
student representatives from all high schools 
in the county (22) were invited.

After hearing such speakers as Senator 
Jenner, Dean Clarence Manion, Dr. E. Mer
rill Root, Mrs. Frances Lucas, national presi
dent of the DAR, Richard Ahrens, Karl Baar- 
slag and Charles O. Blaisdell, these young 
people decided to form the organization 
Young Americans for the Republic.

The aims of this organization are stated in 
the Preamble to their Constitution:

We, the Young Americans for the Republic, are 
proud of our heritage and believe that our form 

government offers the greatest opportunity for 
individual freedom, development of ideas, and 
the pursuit of happiness. We dedicate ourselves 
to the understanding of the historical documents 
of the United States of America which were pre
pared by our forefathers, who, wishing to insure 
for themselves and all future generations the 
God-given rights of free men, gave us a com
pletely new form of government.

Article 1. Recognizing Almighty God as the 
author of all human rights, we pledge ourselves 
to oppose atheistic philosophies and materialistic 
ideologies.

Article 2. We pledge ourselves to uphold, pro
tect, and preserve our American Independence, 
our Flag, our Constitution and Bill of Rights — 
the freedom for which they stand.

Article 3. Realizing that no peoples desiring 
freedom can be helped by a weakening of the 
government of the United States, we pledge our
selves to defend the full national sovereignty of 
our country.

Article 4. We pledge ourselves to uphold the 
Constitution of the Young Americans for the 
Republic.

In observance of United States Day, Octo
ber 23, 1955, the Young Americans for the 

Republic presented to all of the city, countyW| 
and parochial high schools in Mario^M 
County, large copies of the Declaration o’B 1 
Independence to be hung in every histor)|K ' 
and government classroom.

Mr. and Mrs. Frederick S. Ballweg, 22 
Wynndale Road, Indianapolis 8, IndianaBH 
who are among the parent sponsors of th’fl 
group, write: “You are all busy people, but 1 
hope that, after you read this, you will givl I | 
serious consideration as to how this “sma*f ’ I 
candle” lighted here by these young peopl1’- 
can grow into a very bright light all over out [)o 
country. We will be happy to answer queSj 
tions, to have your suggestions; we wotlM ■ 
like your help and approval.”

“Our country, right or wrong" < 
BUT — our readers’ right to wd^'

What would you like to see 1 J 
column? Constructive suggestions 
cation, recognition of patriots, * 
connected with the news — all are vv< j 
including illustrative photographs (U.^ 
shots. Place your orders I . 
Readers Report, Facts Forum Notes, 
Texas. R.S.V.P.
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"Nightmare in Red"
Congratulations to both the 

Broadcasting Company and Arnist^, 
Circle Theatre for performance of a 
public service in their television present 
of the documentary film, “Nightmare 
Red,” presenting an unforgettable histo , 
the growth of communism in Russia ll? 
the time of Stalin’s death.

Congratulations above all to Mr. 
Salomon, who created this gripping Pr 
tion, requiring the careful, painstaking j H 
pilation of thousands of feet of motio^ >. 
ture film collected from sixty-four di“^( ( 
sources all over the world, including 4d, 
hideaways, private collections, and >1’f ’ 
archives, some of which may not even IT 
be revealed. I

Some sections of the footage of 
mare in Red” had never been seen P” N 
before; some had not been viewed 
cades. The earliest of the material da^eStj| >' 
to 1895; the latest was made as recnn j 
the construction of the Iron Curtain 
World War I. i

It is to be hoped that this will be 
again and again, until everyone in the । 
try has had an opportunity to see it.

Charity Begins at Home
While Mrs. Birdie Flanakin, 1105 Harpe' 

Poplar Bluff, Missouri, has no fault to fi'11 
with U. S. plans to send greater amounts e 
our surplus foods abroad, she asks, “Is it p(’s 
sible for us to use some of these foods to W 
our Indians — those like the Navajos eSM I 
daily?”

Mrs. Flanakin enclosed reproduction of 
letter written at Christmas, 1954, by 
Emmett, O.F.M. Cap., St. Labre Indian M*  ( 
sion, Ashland, Montana, thanking a fde’’ 
for cigars which had been sent him, but st;l 
ing that it would have made him much h'J 
pier if the donor had sent some food 
clothing for his beloved’Indians.

Fr. Emmett’s letter continued, “You sin^ 
cannot imagine the bitter suffering of , 
Cheyenne until you live among them, b 
Sisters found some children on Chrisf1^ 
night who didn’t have any dinner or supr 
on Christmas day. They were starved.”

Asks Mrs. Flanakin, “Is our goverrn11 j 
doing anything to correct these condit10 
If not, why not? How can I help?”

*
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FACTS FORUM is nonprofit and nonpartisan, 
supporting no political candidate or party. Facts 
Forum’s activities are designed to present not just 
one view of a controversial issue, but opposing 
views, believing that it is the right and the obli
gation of the American people themselves to learn 
all the facts and come to their own conclusions.

SIGNED ARTICLES appearing in FACTS 
FORUM NEWS do not necessarily represent the 
opinion of the editors.

MANUSCRIPTS submitted to FACTS FORUM 
NEWS should be accompanied by stamped, self
addressed envelopes. Publisher assumes no respon
sibility for return of unsolicited manuscripts.

SUBSCRIPTION RATES in the U.S. and U.S. 
possessions, $2 per year, $5 for three years. All 
other countries, $3 per year. To subscribe, see 
page 64.

CHANGE OF ADDRESS: Send old address 
(exactly as imprinted on mailing label of your 
copy of the magazine) and new address to FACTS 
FORUM NEWS, Department CA, Dallas 1, Texas. 
Please allow three weeks for changeover.
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W e tell you about 
the next issue of

’’Dear Congressman
If you have not used the above saluta

tion recently, you may wonder whether 
letters to Congress are worthwhile. Per
haps you are one of the many who, accord
ing to a recent survey, do not even know 
the identities of their congressmen!

The white light of clarity will be 
thrown on this subject next month by an 
article proving that letters to Congress 
ARE important — that many single let
ters have resulted in beneficial action and 
legislation.

You’ll want to save the index of Sena
tors and Representatives, showing the 
areas each represent — also the listing of 
Senate and House Committees and their 
chairmen, — a personal Congressional 
Directory in miniature!

Are “Right to Work"
Lairs Right?
YES . . . say those who believe that all 

should have the right to join labor 
unions, but not be compelled to do 
so, pointing to the eighteen states 
which now have Right to Work Laws. 
The economy of many of these states, 
they claim, has advanced steadily in 
most fields that usually indicate gen
eral prosperity.

NO . . . say the opponents of Right to 
Work Laws, claiming that through 
them business is hampered rather 
than helped. Such laws, in their opin
ions, result in a restricted economy, 
lower wages and less purchasing 
power for the consumer.

Response to RFE Series
Each mail brings to Facts Forum more 

letters both complimenting and condemn
ing the publication in our January 
through March issues of articles dealing 
with Radio Free Europe, many on each 
side bearing the “mark of authority.”

In order that a full presentation may 
be included, it is necessary to postpone 
the publication of these letters. They will 
appear in our May issue, rather than in 
this issue, as originally planned.

Page 1
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Any solution to the farm problem must, of 

necessity, consider not only farmers, but urban 

dwellers as well — taxpayers all. President 

Eisenhower advanced what he considered a 

fair and equitable plan in his message to 

Congress. The plan is outlined below.

PRESIDENT Eisenhower’s Nine-Point Farm Plan most 
likely has been cussed and discussed by any number 
of informed and uninformed farm operators, as well 

as by legislators, housewives and businessmen. Doubtless 
it has also become a matter for much discussion to the 
staunch chew-and-spit crowd who congregate on street 
corners.

Farmers, in all likelihood the greatest individualists in 
America, are always sensitive to a shift in the wind of 
governmental interference. A panacea offered for the 
agricultural barometric disturbance was Eisenhower’s 
Nine-Point Farm Plan. Some farmers are no longer sure 
of their “ground,” for the Hydra-headed farm plan presents 
problems peculiar to certain areas, and its many ramifica
tions are not always discernible per se.

To some farmers it seems a veritable lifeline; to others 
it appears to be a strangle hold unequaled in modern 
times, marketing quotas notwithstanding. Additionally, 
the President is said by some to be assiduously wooing a 
rustic maid in order that he may marry the rural vote.

Election campaign hoopla to the contrary, the truth 
of the matter is that the farmer, who generally operates 
out of the limelight, has become, hyperbolically, the cyno
sure of all eyes. And now the farmer regards those eyes, 
perhaps with some justification, as too often astigmatic 
and myopic.

Undeniably, the farmer’s difficulty is no Johnny-come- 
lately thing; it is a problem of long standing. He is caught 
in a squeeze play — squeezed between rising prices for 
the things he buys, and declining prices for the things he 
sells. Furthermore, it has long been a matter of record 
that as the agricultural economy goes, so goes our entire 
social order — economically speaking, that is.

Two of our greatest farm problems are the utilization 
of pre-existing stock, and a sensible way to diminish out
put. If these two problems can be dealt with concurrently,

Page 2

perhaps the farmer will no longer be getting there (to j 'W' 
bank) “latest with the leastest.” 1 I

President Eisenhower, in his message on farm prob*  1 tr 
sent to Congress on January 9, 1956, stated that cr’*1] cen 
farm problems needed prompt congressional action- I diS{.
outlined the causes of these problems as follows: 1 

First — production and market distortions, the result 0 
wartime production incentives too long continued.

Second — current record livestock production and 
record crop harvests piled on top of previously accumulat 
carry-overs.

Third — rising costs and high capital requirements. 1
One of the greatest problems facing our nation । 

ever-growing surplus. These surpluses are the rest**  
wartime production incentives which were continue0 J 
long after the war. Disposal efforts have been ineffe^ .[ 
By way of explanation, for each hypothetical bushel o 
given commodity sold, one and a half bushels have 
stockpiled to take its place. One is reminded of th* ’..j| 
climbing stairs in the dark—he takes one step up and $ 1 
down two. And, were it not for these mounting surp (n 
currently farmers would be getting more money I 
commodities which they sell. J

Until 1954 there was 90 per cent of parity Pr’c^ 
port, a practice still favored by a great many U, j 
However, the Agricultural Act of 1954, passed J 
partisan support, was felt by many to be a step in 
direction. It brought price flexibility, which was deS,A^ 
to keep commodity supplies in balance with markets 
than 60 different survey groups and more than 500 1 j 
nent farm leaders participated in the study that 
develop the Agricultural Act. Agricultural c° 
research institutions, mail from thousands of farmer 
farm organizations all contributed to this bipartis0 jd 
ture. Essentially, it replaced the 90 per cent price -sl’^jl 
with “flexible” supports. These flexible supports

(Continued
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Im the I arm Problem
Senator Allen J. Ellender (D-La.), right, Chair

man of the Senate Committee on Agriculture 

and Forestry, presents for readers of Facts 

Forum News the basic provisions of the farm 

bill approved by the Committee, and in the 

following article tells why it differed from 

the President^ farm plan.

r'

( totl’

cr< 
on-1

JUDGING from the political sharpshooting that fol
lowed the reporting of the Senate Agriculture Com
mittee’s 1956 farm bill, one would think that “90 per 

c?nt of parity” is an evil phrase, one that portends more 
^stress for our sagging farm economy.

It

ne^'

>id 
jst>^ I 
10^ J 
fed1'] 

,e j 
a si*1] 
rPllll 

for

Unfortunately, that is the impression being spoon-fed 
the average American citizen; it is fostered by those 

^ho refuse to be realistic and who advocate an agricul
tural philosophy which will lead to even more shrunken 
turm income. This, incidentally, is inevitable unless some
thing concrete is done now.

The Senate Committee on Agriculture and Forestry 
ukl not adopt a two-year extension of rigid 90 per cent of 
Parity price supports for political reasons. On the con- 
h’ary, the 8-7 vote which reinstated high price supports 
deluded three Republicans and five Democrats. The 
Proportion of the membership voting against the proposal 
Vvas similarly divided: four Republicans and three Demo- 
Crats voted “Nay.”

Why, then, did the Committee feel that rigid price 
sUpports should be reinstated?

The reason is a simple one, and at the same time, a 
Unipelling one. Net farm income has dropped nearly 

billion since 1951 — from $14.8 billion to $10 billion in 
116 third quarter of 1955. The farmer’s share of the con- 

SUrner’s dollar spent for food products fell from 48 cents 
111 1951 to 39 cents in December of 1955. During approxi
mately that same period, net corporate profits and total 
^bor income increased by $3.5 billion and $46.5 billion 
^pectively.

It was the considered judgment of the committee that 
Uless immediate steps were taken to bolster falling farm 

u50rne’ depressed state of American agriculture would
1 into and infect other segments of our economy.

We considered a number of ways to increase farm 
’°nie, and increase it substantially and immediately. We

Fa
acts Forum News, April, 1956

ce I

Spread

inc,

J

found that as to the basic commodities only one — an 
immediate increase in price support levels—would achieve 
the desired end, short of outright subsidy payments which 
neither the farmer nor the Congress desired. In the hope 
of bolstering farm prices of non-basics, including live
stock, we have recommended an appropriation of one- 
quarter billion dollars to supplement Section 32 funds. 
(These funds are used to purchase surplus perishable 
commodities for use in the school lunch and similar 
programs.)

The question has frequently been raised, “Why did 
not the committee confine its bill to recommendations in 
the President’s farm message?

The soil bank, the Great Plains program, the rural re
development program — all suggested to the Congress by 
President Eisenhower — will bring some good over a 
long-term period. By permitting acres to remain idle, they 
will doubtless result in reducing our carry-over in most 
crops now in surplus, and thereby cause market prices to 
rise, if enough time elapses. But our farmers cannot wait 
two years or five years for relief; they need help now, 
and immediate assistance is what the Committee on 
Agriculture and Forestry voted to extend to them.

It should be noted that the immediate increase in 
price support levels does not stand alone in the suggested 
farm program; included also were the long-range pro
grams recommended by the President — and they were 
included for good reason.

It should also be noted that the inclusion of manda
tory 90 per cent of parity price supports for five of the six 
basic commodities is limited to a two-year period. It is 
our hope that at the expiration of this period, the decline 
in farm income will have been effectively halted, that the 
long-range programs outlined by the President and in
cluded in the Committee’s bill will have taken hold, and

(Continued on Page 5)
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continued . . . Nine-Point Farm Plan

from 75 to 90 per cent of parity on com, wheat, cotton, 
rice and peanuts. However, the Act has not had a chance 
to be effective; it is over-burdened with surpluses already 
on hand.

Government granaries are bulging, and these stockpiles 
cannot be kept forever. There are only two disposition 
routes open — discounting the fact that they could be 
destroyed, which would, most agree, be an asinine thing 
to do — these stockpiles of food must be used either in 
this country or disposed of abroad. If used in this country, 
these surpluses would compete with crops which farmers 
are currently selling. Moreover, if the surpluses were 
moved abroad in large amounts, they would, in the words 
of Mr. Eisenhower, . shatter world prices and trade, 
injure our friends and undermine domestic prices as well.’’

It is possible, of course, to dispose of some of the sur
plus, both abroad and at home. However, these available 
outlets would be of such a minute nature as to absorb 
little of the mountainous surplus. Surpluses, whether the 
taxpayer knows it or not, are costing us one million dollars 
daily in storage charges. And, when the government starts 
tapping John Q. Taxpayer on the hip, it hits J. Q. T. in 
the vital area where he lives.

It is claimed that under Eisenhower’s plan there would 
be no need for large appropriations of money to finance 
the agricultural program, because it would pay its own 
wav. And, as a matter of record, both Eisenhower and 
Secretary of Agriculture Ezra Taft Benson want the plan 
to be on a voluntary basis. Indeed, Mr. Benson, in a speech 
before the Vegetable Growers Association, December 8, 
1955, Sheraton Park Hotel, Washington, D. C., made the 
following statement:

There are now a few people in this country who appar
ently think it is smart politics to capitalize on agriculture’s 
troubles. These are the same people who previously shackled 
farmers with price controls and regimentation — and who 
tried to ram down the throat of agriculture a Brannan Plan 
that would have made farmers’ income depend on govern
ment checks. They are now popping up all over the place 
with quack remedies and discarded nostrums.

... We cannot accept economic aspirin tablets that do 
not get at the roots of our agricultural ills. We must build 
soundly — with programs that assist farmers to meet the 
problems of today and also to face the future with confidence.
Secretary Benson, in the same speech, made reference 

to the six-point farm program which he and President 
Eisenhower had announced in Denver a few weeks earlier. 
This program had as its goal the helping of farmers to 
gain a fairer share of the nation’s prosperity. The six points 
mentioned were as follows:

1. A stepped-up program of surplus disposal and expansion 
of exports.

2. A vigorous purchase program to remove market gluts, 
wherever they occur, and to assist farmers to adjust to 
market demands.

3. An enlarged program of soil conservation and incentive 
payments to divert cropland into grass and trees, particu
larly in drought areas.

4. Expansion of the Rural Development Program for low- 
income farm families.

5. A stepped-up program of research, emphasizing lower 
costs of production, new uses for farm products, new 
crops, and expansion of markets.
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6. A speed-up of the Great Plains Program in cooperation 
with the ten states involved. This is a program directed 
toward better land use and better farming practices in the 
dry-land of the West where drought and soil-blowing are 
a constant threat.

The above-mentioned six points were explained more 
fully and augmented with three more points by Eisen
hower in his message to Congress. Briefly, in outline form, 
Eisenhower’s Nine-Point Program is as follows:

1. The Soil Bank
A. Acreage-Reserve Program
B. Conservation-Reserve Program

2. Surplus Disposal
3. Strengthening Commodity Programs
4. Dollar limit on price supports
5. Rural development program
6. The Great-Plains Program
7. Research
8. Credit
9. Gasoline Tax.
As point No. 1, the Soil Bank plan has as its purpose | 

the working-off of surpluses in order to gear production 
to possible markets. According to Eisenhower, an intelli- I 
gent attack is needed as follows:

First, future production of crops in greatest surplus must 
be adjusted both to the accumulated stocks and to the poten
tial markets.

Second, producers of other crops and of livestock must 
be relieved of excessive production from acreage diverted 
from surplus crops.

Third, lands poorly suited to tillage, now producing un
needed crops and subject to excessive wind and water erosion, 
must be retired from cultivation.

(Continued on Page 6)
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ShouId Secretary of Agricul*

NO was the reaction of Senator 
M. Dirksen (R-lll.) to the above 
on a recent Facts Forum radio

according to Senator Dirksen, it seems to be theAccording to Senator Uirksen, it seems to ne tne
L political sport these days to pan Ezra Benson. 

statement, . . It is not surp^/ 1 
who shout for Benson’s blood. J 

reason I know they can assign for wanting to get C
o  n • 1- 1. 

made the following statement,
that there are some 1
what I can see and make out of this whole case, the

Secretary Benson is that he has resolutely refused j, 
sue a course which he believes to be unsound, 
refused to follow a program that he deems to be 1111 * 
for the country as a whole.

“. . . It takes consummate moral courage of | 
like Ezra Benson to wrestle with the farm problem11 j 
we have now, and incidentally, which he did not N 
and which this administration inherited. And it 
moral courage to wrestle with them and not keep 
constantly on the ballot box. . , J|

Since Benson became Secretary of Agriculture, J . 
traveled over a quarter of a million miles to attend 
ings and to confer with people everywhere. Dirkse^ 1 
eluding remark was as follows, “. . . America and - j 
can agriculture will look a long time before t’u jjj 
another Ezra Benson. That’s why I say we’d bette 
on to him while we’ve got him.” |

Facts Forum News, April,
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THE FARM PROBLEM

continued . . . Committee's Farm Bill

that our farmers will not be in the dire straits they are 
today.

As chanman of the Senate Committee on Agriculture 
and Forestry, I worked closely with the other members of 
the Committee in an effort to keep partisan politics out of 
the consideration of the new program.. I think we did 
exceedingly well, as is shown by the political complexion 
of the vote on the various items, to which I referred above.

It was not until the bill came out of committee and 
was reported to the Senate that the partisan pot-shots 
fired by the followers of Secretary of Agriculture Benson 
began to fly.

The vast majority of the petty political objections 
raised to our bill demonstrate that the dissenters either 
misunderstand the bill, misunderstand the program therein 
contained, or just plain want the American small farmer 

be crushed out of existence beneath an avalanche of 
falling prices. For example, one objection frequently 
raised was that 90 per cent of parity would nullify the 
soil bank.

This is poppycock. '1 he Secretary of Agriculture would 
Teinain empowered to control acreages planted to sup
ported commodities, and to impose marketing quotas. As 
a matter of fact, all production of the six basic commodi- 
oes in 1956 will be so controlled. Violators are subjected 
to heavy penalties, with the single exception of those 
ariners who grow corn. The corn program is on a quasi-

tore,7 
ttend J 
rksl"^ 
and - j 
e thrfj, 
bettef

n Be Replaced?----  ------

YES.. . in the opinion of Senator Olin D. 
Johnston (D-S.C.) who also appeared on 
this program. 

culfphso

fr IVl.rr,Ore sympathetic to the problems facing the f;

k been a 110 
i^e he has been L.

cold on political problems.
A- Is ____• • f O . -r 1

■,Ll’ nA FUs opinion or oenaror jonnston mat me nepunn- 
be 11 ij ^0 promised the farmers in 1952 they would continue 

■ °f d

,or 
e 

» prod'

he
>”• Dif3 
surC 

lood. ^1 

;c’ r 
get 7 sedtol 

nd,

u, n x x _ ________________ ,___ ___ _
er,SOn s * * * * brst act was to tear down 90 per cent sup- 

! J}’ In violation of this promise.

5 u^TOR Johnston was most emphatic in stating that he 
1(,ught Secretary Benson should be replaced by some- 

_ 'armers.
b WaS n° m*ncing °t words when he said, “Mr. Ben- 

“ '|S boon a hot and cold Secretary of Agriculture ever 
--------- 1 in office. He has been hot on idle prom-

’ “ “ “ »

n* ^le °P*n*on °t Senator Johnston that the Republi-

u* eer)t Price supports on basic commodities, and that

i. m violation of this promise.
■ rpl..*.- . .i i ...............................r] tO ^le soil hanh proposal and the plan for 

ta^lu1 \j surphis crops, Senator Johnston stated, “Last 
ceep ‘ ri Benson s Agriculture Department twice wrote 

•hij mble reports on proposals for soil bank programs, 
election year, he’s hot for the soil bank pro- 

^ers>ecause the Republican high command needs the 
i be x°tes and they’ve got to promise something.
(■ Purtj C<tn * blame the farmers, the Democrats or anyone

a Qu ar tor his flippy-flop farm policies. Until a short 
6 0 he was condemning surpluses as a root of all

k Iriers’ troubles.”

h L Vl ls 1 bm xi News, Apn7, 1956

voluntary basis as far as participation and compliance 
are concerned.

The fact to be remembered is that whether price sup
ports are flexible or fixed, whether they are at 75 per cent 
of parity or 90 per cent of parity, acreage allotments and 
marketing quotas of the same magnitude are involved. 
1 he only thing the Committee bill seeks to do is increase 
the income a farmer can expect from these acreages; it 
would not increase acreage allotments, nor would it 
unduly stimulate production on the acreage already allo
cated to farmers who have voted in local referendums to 
participate in the government price support program and 
to accept acreage controls. The same amounts of acreage 
will be allotted to the basic crops, and will be planted to 
these crops in 1956, either with or without the 90 per 
cent parity support feature of the Committee bill. Nor 
will 90 per cent parity supports bring about increased 
yields per acre in 1956. On the contrary, the history of 
our farm program has shown that during periods of 
depressed returns, farmers try harder to increase their 
production in order to compensate for the lower per-unit 
market value of their crops.

As to the specific mathematics of the charge that high 
price supports will nullify the soil bank, let us take a 
concrete example.

Farmer A owns a 500-acre wheat farm. His acreage 
allotment for wheat during the 1956 crop year is, say, 
100 acres. Under the flexible price support program his 
production on this 100 acres would be supported at about 
16 per cent of parity. Under the Senate Agriculture Com
mittee’s bill this production would be supported at 90 per 
cent of parity. There would be no increase in the amount 
of acreage that Farmer “A” could plant. The only increase 
would be the immediate 14 per cent increase in the 
amount of income Farmer “A” would realize from pro
duction grown on his acreage allotment.

A part of the remaining 400 acres of Farmer “A’s” land 
could be placed in the conservation reserve program of 
the soil bank; that is, Farmer “A” could agree to put this 
land into grass or trees, and contract not to graze it, and he 
would receive annual government payments for so doing.

As a matter of fact, it would seem to me that under 
the program of high price supports voted by the Commit
tee, a farmer would have additional incentive to place 
some of his cultivable land in the soil bank than he 
would otherwise. In the first place, he would receive more 
income than under the sliding scale program; he would 
therefore feel less need for planting his remaining acres 
to ft ed grains oi some secondary crop in order to supple
ment his income and would therefore be inclined to par
ticipate in the conservation reserve plan.

1 believe, too, that with 90 per cent of parity price 
suppoits fanners would have more incentive not to plant 
their full acreage allotment, but instead to place some of 
their allotted acres into the acreage reserve program of 
the soil bank. Here is why:

Payments to stimulate participation in the acreage 
reserve will undoubtedly be based on a fixed percentage 
of the parity value of the existing support level. It would 
follow, then, that a higher support level would bring a 
higher incentive payment and, with it, a higher participa-

(Continucd on Page 7)
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continued . . . Nine-Point Farm Plan

The foregoing “adjustments,” according to Eisenhower, 
could be brought about by a Soil Bank Program. This 
would consist of two parts — the Acreage-Reserve Pro
gram, and the Conservation-Reserve Program.

The Acreage-Reserve Program has as its purpose a 
deferred-production plan. If the term appears ambiguous, 
it means simply that the farmer would reduce voluntarily 
his acreage planted to surplus crops; namely, wheat, cot
ton, corn and rice. The farmer, being rewarded for his 
participation in the program, would be allocated certifi
cates for commodities, the value of these certificates being 
in line with the average expected yields from his acreage 
withheld from tillage. These certificates would be nego
tiable, and could be converted into cash — all payable at 
normal crop harvesting time. There would be the stipula
tion that the farmer not graze or harvest any crop from 
the “fallow” acreage in reserve. Additionally, his acreage 
allotment for marketing quota purposes would not be 
affected.

The plan is to finance this Acreage-Reserve Program 
with commodities owned presently by the government. 
Their argument is that time, shrinkage, storage and vari
ous costs are nibbling away at the values of these com
modity stockpiles. Thus, the net cost in the final scheme 
of things would be less than if the government kept and 
added to the stockpiles. For, if no more surpluses are 
added, the stockpiles could be utilized and done away 
with. Virtues of the plan, according to Eisenhower, are 
as follows:

It will help remove the crushing burden of surpluses, the 
essential precondition for the successfid operation of a sound 
farm program.

It will reduce the massive and unproductive storage costs 
on government holdings — costs that are running about a 
million dollars a day.

It will provide an element of insurance, since farmers are 
assured income from the reserve acres even in a year of crop 
failure.

conf

It will ease apprehension among our friends abroad over 
our surplus-disposal program.

It will harmonize agricultural production with peacetime 
markets.

fioii 
be ;

The Conservation-Reserve Program, being the second 
part of the Soil Bank Plan, has as its purpose the restora
tion to pasture and forest some of the acreage now devoted 
to surplus crops. This would, because of previous wastage 
of soil and water resources, restore to pasture some of the 
land now being tilled, which would, in certain areas, elim
inate or substantially decrease dust storms.

The Conservation-Reserve Program, according to Eisen
hower, would bring the following awards:

Lon 
lotu. 
han

V 
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T
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W 1

It will result in improved use of soil and water resources 
for the benefit of this and future generations.

It will increase our supply of much-needed farm-grown 
forest products.

It will help hold rain and snow where they fall and make 
possible more ponds and reservoirs on the farm.

It will reduce the undue stimulus to livestock production 
and consequent low livestock prices, induced by feed-grain 
production on diverted acres.

It will similarly provide protection for producers of the 
many small-acreage crops whose markets are threatened by 
even a few diverted acres.

In combination with the acreage-reserve program for crops 
in surplus, the conservation-reserve program will help during 
the next several years to reduce the total volume of farm 
production and improve the balance among different farm 
commodities, both of which are important to a general im
provement in farm prices.
Also, and equally attractive to both rural and urban 

people alike, is the fact that the plan, according to Mr- 
Eisenhower, would not cost the taxpayer additional 
money, for it would be paid for by the use of the surplus’ 
products now on hand. The big flaw in the plan is that 
many farmers would doubtless want their pay in cash

(Continued on Page
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Secretary of Agri
culture Ezra Benson 
examines "transient 

real estate" on a farm 
fifteen miles east of 

Denver, Colorado. The 
Conservation-Reserve 

Program, as the second 
part of Eisenhower's 

Soil Bank Plan, would be 
of great help to 

farmers in this drought- 
battered area.
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Continued . . . Committee's Farm Bill
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accompanying quasi-monopolistic characteristics and 
;rs, would be accelerated. Even more

i°n in acrea§e reserve and a consequent lowering of 
he amount of acreage actually planted to the basic crops, 
conversely, it would seem that lower farm prices would 

Actually imperil the President’s soil bank program rather 
han assist it.

We have also been criticized for not making participa- 
>on in the so-called “acreage reserve” mandatory, instead 

leaving it on a voluntary basis.
1 his participation was made voluntary for good rea- 

to. Our farm producers had already voted on the issue 
whether they wanted acreage allotments. Their vote 

ad been favorable, and it was predicated on participat- 
jg farmers planting all of the acreage allotted to them. 
Ur Committee felt it would be morally as well as prob- 
Hy legally wrong for the Congress to impose a further 
Edition on the planting of these acres - one which had 

been voted on by the farmers at the time of the crop 
ferendums, and one which would reduce their allotted 
Jfeage by a substantial amount - perhaps as much as 
1 per cent.

J However, the overriding objective of the Committee 
js to bolster farm income immediately. We felt, and I 
Jieve justifiably, that if the present price decline were 
Rtnitted to continue for any appreciable time, many 
^Udreds more of small farmers would be squeezed out of 
piness; the trend toward bigness in agriculture, with 

accompanying quasi-monopolistic characteristics and 
iumv- endant dangers, would be accelerated. Even more 

to Mr' gerous, we felt that a depressed agriculture, bringing 
IL it l°wered farm purchasing power, would soon affect 

•plus *

The Soil Bank Plan
• Is It Legal?
• How It Worked First Time

Twenty Years Ago

Dr. Murray R. Benedict, Professor of Agricultural 
Economics in the Giannini Foundation at the Univer
sity of California in Berkeley, made some interesting 
comparisons in the present proposed soil bank plan 
and a similar soil preservation plan that was in opera
tion some twenty years ago. His observations were 
published in an article by Hamilton L. Hintz in the 
Sacramento lice of January 21, 1956:

HOW ABOUT the soil bank plan ... as a part of a 
program to solve the problems of the farmers? Is it 
new? How will it work? What are its chances of 

success? Can its framers hurdle an apparently formidable 
legal barrier?

1 hese are questions which come to the minds of 
people connected with agriculture, and to those who have 
the welfare of the farmers and the country at heart. . . .

TRIED FIRST IN 1933

“A program somewhat similar to the soil bank plan 
was tried in the middle 1930’s,” said Dr. Benedict.

“Under authority of the Agricultural Adjustment Act 
of 1933 the government entered into contracts with the 
growers of cotton, wheat, corn, and tobacco to pay rental 
on acreage withheld from production.

“A separate program was instituted for hogs with the 
aim of preventing depressing surpluses going to market.”

(Continued on Page 9)

Typical of the farms 
affected by the decline 
in prices of agricultural 

commodities is this 
wheat farm in South

western Kansas. 
Senator Ellender cites 

the reason for rigid 
price supports: "Net 

farm income has dropped 
nearly $5 billion since 

1951 — the former's 
share of the consumer's 

dollar spent for food 
products fell from 48 

cents in 1951 to 39 
cents in December 

of 1955."
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continued ... Nine-Point Farm Plan

rather than in wheat, cotton, or whatever. However, this 
type of payment could be made more attractive to them 
by the addition of bonus bushels of wheat, bales of cot
ton, etc., if they would take their payment in kind.

The Surplus Disposal, as point No. 2, would be accom
plished by bartering perishable agricultural products for 
nonperishable strategic materials. And it is likely that 
donations to the needy, both at home and abroad, would 
be utilized, as well as cut-rate sales.

Strengthening Commodity Programs, as point No. 3, 
would mean simply a program of raised price support for 
some crops. Eisenhower, in his message to Congress, made 
the statement that the Administration:

(a) Whenever possible will continue to ease or eliminate 
controls over fanners; and

(b) For commodities on which price supports are discre
tionary, will continue to support these prices at the highest 
levels possible without accumulating new price-depressing 
surpluses.
Another provision of point No. 3 is that when the live

stock market becomes glutted and prices disrupted, the 
government would, if necessary, purchase livestock and 
bolster prices. Too, there would be stepped-up school 
lunch use, as well as use by the armed services.

A Dollar Limit on Price Supports, as point No. 4, 
would provide a maximum price-support loan to any one 
particular farm or individual. According to Eisenhower, 

. The limit should be sufficiently high to give full 
protection to efficiently operated farms.”

A Rural Development Program, as point No. 5, has as

its purpose the aiding of smaller farms and the low-incontf 
farm families. Heretofore, those who benefited most frod1 
farm programs have been the larger farms, with theU 
higher production. Assisting in this development program 
would be the departments of Commerce, Health, Educfl 
tion and Welfare, and Agriculture.

The Great Plains Program, as point No. 6, would pi-0, 
vide special help against the hazards of this particu^ 
area, such help consisting of government money, techn’ 
cians and credit. This would be a program directed towar1 
better land use and better farming practices in the 
lands of the West, where drought and soil-blowing are! 
constant threat. According to Eisenhower, some desiraH 
modifications of existing legislation include:

1. Provision for long-time cost-sharing commitments । 
under the agricultural-conservation program, and

2. Relaxation of planting requirements to maintain base 1 
acreage for wheat allotments.
Research, as point No. 7, would seek new technique 

products, markets and uses of agricultural produ^ 
Research could help utilize our present abundance W 
finding new uses for agricultural products. A refined n13: 
keting mechanism, plus refrigeration and new processi™ 
techniques, could accomplish much. To quote from Eise
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Marketing margins have continued to increase, even white ' 
farm prices have been declining. Thus the farmer’s share o* . 
the retail food dollar has shrunk appreciably. Retail prices . 6 
have changed little, thereby impeding desired increases I 
consumption. We must find ways to lower costs of food distri' Crq-j 
bution. Research is an effective way to help attain that I 
important goal. I
Credit, as point No. 8, would give the kind of aid I

I 
^Or
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Bales Awaiting Rails. 
This cotton compress 
near Shiner, Texas, 
is filled to capacity, and 
overflow bales of 
cotton are piled in an 
adjoining field while 
awaiting shipment. 
These bales occupy more 
than a quarter-mile 
from the compress to 
the highway.
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( e should talk with those with whom we disagree
* There's always a chance, rather remote, that 
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all. — Sir Anthony Eden

government for the people must depend for its 
dlltl1 'Ss 0,1 intelligence, the morality, the justice,

* e interest of the. people themselves.
— Grover Cleveland

R ,‘>(tr,ct^on °f f'ff thought and free speech is the 
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armers which cannot be found elsewhere. This would be 
rue particularly for young farmers, or for those who have 
.^ted farming recently. In the words of Eisenhower, 
lhe Administration is determined to see to it that an 

^equate supply of credit remains readily available to our 
arniers at all times.”

. It is a matter of record that the poor lot of many 
aimers has forced them off farms and into cities. Birth 

^afes balanced against death rates in cities have never 
een high enough to justify the phenomenal growth in 

^Ver-all population during the past few years. Such growth 
as come largely from farms.

Some of the older farmers who made money during the 
stwar ’40’s have been able to ride out the stormy recent 
ars. The young farmers who started from scratch and 
0 are without reserves, have been harder hit. Harder hit 

to ° are Huddle-size farmers who have too much farm 
^ake it possible for them to work part-time in town, as 

any others have done and are doing, and yet are without 
^gh land to allow them big-operation efficiencies. The 

result of all this is that, even though the total num- 
sizg ^arms has decreased, the decrease is in the middle- 
CrG ^lrrns- Large farms and small ones are actually in- 

easing in numbers.
e\e ae Gasoline Tax, as point No. 9, would make farmers 

nipt from paying federal tax on gasoline which is to 
0nell|Se^?n Iarm equipment and machinery. Approximately 
br la" the gasoline used by them is utilized on the 
ejj.. ’ and the Administration feels that the farmer is 

ed to some relief in this respect.
Us arrners are a kind of buffer group, standing between 

higher living costs. It seems, then, to be the con- 
iDq]^,)s ah the John Q. Taxpayers that it is time to stop 

^armer eften a bridesmaid but never a bride — 
hiOr( sPecifically, that it is time to help the farmer gain a 

equitable share of the nation’s prosperity.
ere * *s no EASY way to unload the government’s 

prOs actions of farm products and bring about a greater 
f°r ^le farmer. The nine-point plan was de- 

b & *0  bring production in line with consumption, and 
by \, lnto practical operation the philosophy expressed

r- Eisenhower that:
tile f roPer r°le °f government ... is that of partner with 
nin td]lller ~ never his master. By every possible means we 
a?ri j‘velop and promote that partnership — to the end that 
for 1,1 tiure may continue to be a sound, enduring foundation

r econoiny and that farm living may be a profitable and 
y’ng experience. end

k News, April, 1956

continued . . . The Soil Bank Plan

ELEMENTS OF SIMILARITY

He pointed out the present soil bank proposal and the 
1933 plan are similar in that farmers would be paid for 
taking land out of production in surplus crops, and the 
government would make soil conservation payments for 
soil-building practices.

Another point of similarity is that the new plan, like 
the old one, would provide the option of the farmer taking 
surplus crops from the government in lieu of cash pay
ments.

PROVED SPECULATIVE

“Farmers taking surplus cotton for payment was tried 
in the early 1930’s,” said Dr. Benedict. “The record shows 
that some farmers made money by a rise in price after 
they took payment in crops. Presumably the architects of 
the new legislation would provide suitable curbs for spec
ulative use of surplus crops.”

The economist pointed out three areas of dissimilarity, 
saying: “The new proposal is unlike the old program in 
that it provides for agreements between the government 
and the growers for periods of five to ten years, whereas 
the earlier deal mostly was on a year-to-year contractual 
basis.

“Also under the new proposal lands diverted from sur
plus crops could not be used in the production of other 
crops which would create new surpluses elsewhere.

TREASURY PAYMENTS

“Another change is that under the system of the 
thirties the money for benefit payments to growers was 
derived from a processing tax whereas the new plan 
would make the payments directly out of the federal 
treasury.”

Dr. Benedict termed the soil bank plan of the thirties 
as not entirely successful although being of some help in 
reducing acreage and surpluses in wheat, corn, tobacco 
and cotton.

The greatest factor in leveling off the situation was 
the droughts of 1933 and 1934 which wiped out the for
midable wheat and cotton surpluses of the 1931-32 period, 
and had the United States on a wheat importing basis 
by the end of 1934.

LEGAL BARRIER?

I’he legal fate of the 1933 soil bank plan poses a ques
tion in the consideration of a revival of the idea.

“After operating for three years,” points out Dr. 
Benedict, “the Supreme Court in 1936 declared the crop 
adjustment plan unconstitutional on the grounds the 
government could not tax the processors and could not 
enter into contracts with individual farmers in connection 
with the land rental feature.

“The present soil bank proposal has individual con
tractual provisions similar to the contracts ruled uncon
stitutional in 1936. Possibly, however, the framers of the 
new legislation can keep it within the bounds of the 1936 
decision, or hope for a more favorable interpretation in 
the light of present-day conditions.” end

Page 9



J. Addington Wagner, National Commander of The American Legion, shakes hand5 
with George Meany, new president of the AFL-CIO, on the occasion of the recent 
merger of the labor organizations. The American Legion is unalterably opposed to 
present policies of UNESCO. American labor endorses and praises its accomplishments-
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What do you know about the specialized agency of the United 
Nations known as UNESCO? Some think it is doing a great job. 
Others think some changes need to be made. Still others radically 
disagree with the whole idea. Here and on the following pages 
are some statements representative of various points of view.

fliol'0 
lands 
ecent
»d to 
lent*'

“llowing are excerpts from the booklet, 
u,‘xtions and Answers about UNESCO, 

^^lished by the U. S. National Conimis- 
/''‘n for UNESCO, Department of State, 
Washington 25, D. C.)

^hot Is UNESCO?

n pie United Nations Educational, 
Ipentific and Cultural Organization 

°ne of ten specialized international 
\^Cne*es affiliated with the United 

ah’ons. Its purpose, stated in its 
"’nstitution, is:

• • to contribute to peace and secu- 
Jty by promoting collaboration among 

e nations through education, science 
culture in order to further universal 

sPect for justice, for the rule of law 
for the human rights and funda- 

^ree<l°ins which are affirmed for 
y e Peoples of the world, without dis- 

. etion of race, sex, language or reli- 
N°?’ by the Charter of the United 

(Article I, Constitution of

Did UNESCO Get Started?

°f the problems facing the 
Baders during World War II 

Qfjj ^at of restoring the educational 
cultural heritage of war-torn 

berries. Schools and libraries had 
Ho? destroyed. More important, 
W'(r e generations of minds had been 
be j . ~~ with what then seemed to 

^rightening efficiency.
j esmen, educators, cultural lead- 

tb;^ o^any countries were convinced 
sbo- । ?n international organization 

d be set up to pool Allied re- 
C.(,s und skills for the job of mend- 

PrOt^ he havoc of the war and to 
stan J.^e better international under- 

In'ng-
Ifies -5 representatives of 43 conn- 

iucluding the United States, 
^ti0 ’’P a constitution for this organi- 

Delegates from the United 

^oRum News, April, 1956

States played a substantial role in 
drafting the document and especially 
in widening the concept of the organi
zation to a broad people-to-people 
type of collaboration.

Why Was the United States 
So Interested?

Leaders in both the executive 
branch and in the Congress, and pri
vate organizations as well, saw this 
organization as a necessary part of the 
foundations for lasting peace. To the 
private organizations, at least, it was 
no new idea. Since the founding of 
this country private citizens have 
taken part in international coopera
tion in intellectual and cultural fields.

Such organizations as the Interna
tional Union of Peace Associations in 
the International Cooperative Alliance 
had been formed before World War I.

During the interwar period such 
groups as the International Council 
of Scientific Unions, the International 
Union of Academies, the International 
Federation of University Women, and 
Rotary International had affiliate or
ganizations in this country. And, 
although the U. S. government did 
not participate in the League of Na
tions’ International Institute of Intel
lectual Cooperation, a National Com
mittee of International Intellectual 
Cooperation had been set up in this 
country.

Thus, these and many others, in
cluding religious and philanthropic 
groups whose work had long ago 
taken them into international educa
tional and cultural matters, gave their 
support to the proposed organization.

Accordingly, resolutions were intro
duced in the House of Representatives 
“urging” the U. S. government to par
ticipate in the creation of a permanent 
international organization for educa
tional and cultural cooperation by 

Representative (now Senator) Karl 
Mundt of South Dakota, and in the 
Senate by Senators William Fulbright 
of Arkansas and Robert Taft of Ohio. 
They passed with overwhelming ma
jorities. Later our participation in 
UNESCO was ratified by a vote of 
264 to 41 in the House and without 
dissent in the Senate.

Who Belongs to UNESCO?

There are now 74 member states. 
They are as follows:
Afghanistan 
Argentina 
Australia 
Austria 
Belgium 
Bolivia 
Brazil 
Burma 
Byelorussian S.S.R. 
Cambodia 
Canada 
Ceylon 
Chile 
China 
Colombia 
Costa Rica 
Cuba 
Czechoslovakia 
Denmark
Dominican Republic 
Ecuador
Egypt 
El Salvador 
Ethiopia 
France
Germany, Federal

Republic of 
Greece 
Guatemala 
Haiti 
Honduras 
Hungary 
India 
Indonesia 
Iran 
Iraq 
Israel 
Italy

japan 
jordan
Korea, Republic of 
Laos 
Lebanon
Liberia
Libya 
Luxembourg 
Mexico 
Monaco
Nepal 
Netherlands 
New Zealand 
Nicaragua 
Norway 
Pakistan 
Panama 
Paraguay 
Peru
Philippines 
Poland
Saudi Arabia
Spain
Sweden 
Switzerland 
Syria 
Thailand
Turkey
Ukranian S.S.R.
Union of South

Africa
U.S.S.R.
United Kingdom
United States
Uruguay 
Venezuela
Viet-Nam
Yugoslavia
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Who Decides What UNESCO Does?

The member states. Delegates from 
these states meet in general confer
ence at least once every two years. 
They determine UNESCO’s policies, 
chart the main line of its work, review 
and, if necessary, change the proposed 
budget for the .coming period, and 
elect a 22-member Executive Board 
to make interim decisions. Each state 
has one vote and a majority carries.

Who Does It?

UNESCO’s affairs are managed by 
a Director-General. His headquarters 
are in Paris. Luther Evans, former 
Librarian of the United States Library 
of Congress, is the present Director- 
General. He is UNESCO’s third 
Director-General and the first Ameri
can to hold the post. Of his Secretariat 
— about 850 employees — some 10 per 
cent are Americans.

Do Delegates at the General 
Conferences and on the Executive 
Board Act as Representatives of 
Their Governments?

Yes. UNESCO is an intergovern
mental organization. United States 
delegates receive their instructions 
from the Department of State. These 
instructions are based partly upon the 
advice provided by the U. S. National 
Commission for UNESCO.

In What Other Way Does the 
American Government Control 
American Participation in 
UNESCO Activities?

Each year appropriations to meet 
the United States’ share of UNESCO 
budgets are prepared by the State 
Department and reviewed by the Ex
ecutive Office of the President, Bureau 
of the Budget, before being presented 
to the Congress. That body, in turn, 
scrutinizes these requests in the same 
manner that it studies any other pro
posed expenditure.

What Does UNESCO Cost?

UNESCO’s regular budget is about 
ten million dollars a year. It also re
ceives varying sums from the United 
Nations Technical Assistance Program 
for special work in underdeveloped 
areas. These are voluntary contribu
tions. The United States pays 30 per 
cent of the regular budget. This 
amount — three million dollars — rep
resents a per capita cost to Americans 
of slightly less than two cents a year.
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Through its program UNESCO 
strives to surmount certain significant 
handicaps to international peace. 
These are:

the lack of education and the op
portunity for education,

the lack of understanding and coop
eration among peoples of differ
ent nations, religions, and cul
tures,

the obstacles to the free flow of 
information, ideas, and of people 
between nations, and

the lack of scientific knowledge and 
how to use such knowledge for 
the improvement of living condi
tions.

UNESCO, therefore, is helping un
derdeveloped countries to create pri
mary and secondary school systems, 
while at the same time helping them 
to teach their adult illiterates the fun
damental knowledge and skills which 
they need in their daily lives to help 
improve their standard of living and 
to become responsible citizens.

It gives and has given technical 
advice to nations to help build press 
and radio systems adapted to the prac
tical needs of their people.

It encourages all nations to use their 
press, radio, and television facilities 
to foster better international under
standing.

It has published catalogs of the best
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headquarters for UNESCO are 
sight of the Military School of Paris 
with a housing capacity for 1500, a parking lot for 150 cars, an additional underground garage, 5 
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constructed on the Place de Fontenoy in Paris, *' 
and the Eiffel Tower. The building will be seven stories t

available color reproductions of 
world’s masterpieces.

It has made available transfix 
from Arabic, Persian, Sanskrit, J11! 
nese, Italian, Spanish, and Portug11' 
to make the literary genius of the 
ferent peoples available in many 
guages.

UNESCO calls the attention 
member states to barriers to the 
flow of persons, ideas, and knowl^ 
between nations, suggesting whei1 ( 
possible practical actions to retf 
them.

UNESCO assists member statf^ 
the establishment of their library j 1 
museum services and helps train r 1 
sonnel for these institutions. j

UNESCO encourages and c0°^ 
nates scientific research for th1’ 
provement of living conditions- t 
the past four years it has j 
research on arid zone problem?Jj 
setting up an International 
Committee on Arid Zone Reseat^ 
addition to the collection am 
change of information, UNESCO ( 
conducted international meeting^ 
various aspects of arid zone reSe‘ $ 
bringing together experts fr0’!1 f 
over the world to combine the*  ' 
sources and talents in the fight 
the desert. J [

Finally, UNESCO provides * 
clearinghouse of information 
latest methods, techniques, ano 1 
opments in education, science 
culture. n
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o rbad INFLUENCE?

These UNESCO Programs 
°0 Ambitious?
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fundamental Education 
Vh hat Does UNESCO Have

0 ^ith It?

UNESCO put a small group 
%jPGrts to work to determine the 

fundamental education
*s t‘n • y a 1111111 to C0Pe with life in 

v’r°nment. They set themselves 
^ect]S^ °f developing a simple and

Xp system of teaching the three 
fun] ^ving- The result is described 

jnental education — an emer- 
, I'in until formal school sys-

j n be established.
'r^en/e ,are now more than a hundred 
h^ct fundamental education 
vlibn- *n countries like India, the 

ynes, Peru, and Nigeria. In 
°r example, reading and spell- 

a es Suhordinated to schooling in 
(.^pfials of hygiene, nutrition, 

V f^^lture. There are, further, 
Ajj. r^onal demonstration centers, 
e Ui ,n.cti°n is to train teachers in 

piques of fundamental educa-
k ational fundamental education 
Xv
L °Rum News, April, 1956 Prl ’ J

h^ictly speaking, these are not 
ofprograms but the reflection 
eff^16 asPirations and the determined 

lih°r?s a considerable portion of 
l^bind. UNESCO is but one of the 

different agencies which is 
to bring them to fruition, 

tbc words “help,” “encourage,” 
f"dy,” “provide.” UNESCO is not 
Ac^BST1TUTE for national and local 

Iva/01'*-  ft is a service agency, an acti- 
catalyst, coordinator.

I Com v SCO, therefore, will not ac- 
of 7? ’Sb these programs. The peoples 
f)ntae world will - and UNESCO is 

e of the tools they are using.
I $|^C,f,cally Why Should 
^Qrnotional Action Be Necessary 

*̂pe  Out Illiteracy?

Thp]e ne^e are more than a billion peo- 
k Cannot rea(f’ an<f m°re than 

Mi i 6 worl(ls children have no 
° k I*  would be absurd to assert 

GV? Ye eradication of illiteracy all 
the world is a “UNESCO goal.” 

prjvens of governments and scores of 
Hie voluntary agencies are tackling 
doiJob — and many of them were 

* long before UNESCO existed.
ESCO is making a significant 

Vg] essential contribution in its de- 
fy^^ent of fundamental education 
Ho* 11 fbc help it can offer to nations 

building their first system of 
education.

projects are associated with UNESCO 
and with each other through a 
UNESCO clearing-house which helps 
them exchange information, materials, 
and consultation services. This ex
change is especially important in a 
field which is barely out of the experi
mental stage and in which novel 
applications of some of the oldest prin
ciples of education are being tried.

Finally, UNESCO conducts “opera
tional” activities which include survey 
and advisory missions, the develop
ment of new materials, and pilot 
projects.

What Is UNESCO's Role in Primary 
And Secondary School 
Development?

Admittedly, fundamental education 
is a “hard way” expedient to make up 
for the lack of schools yesterday. 
What about tomorrow? UNESCO is 
helping some 40 nations build new 
school systems or reorganize and 
strengthen outmoded ones. Here 
again, UNESCO could not undertake 
to build the hundreds of thousands 
of schools which will be built; nor 
will these schools be built because 
UNESCO said they should; nor will 
there be uniform “UNESCO school 
systems.” There is no such system. 
The job is being done, and will be 
finished, by Bolivians for Bolivians, 
by Cambodians for Cambodians, by 
Pakistanis for Pakistanis, and so on.

Because these nations requested 
help, UNESCO is supplying certain 
technical skills. Its teams, however, 
may supply something of the spirit 
which will make these schools suc
cessful. Its experts are saving these 
nations time and costly mistakes. One 
thing is certain — not one of these 
nations, working alone, could have 
marshaled the variety and quality of 
technical advice which the UNESCO 
pool can supply.

Does the Emphasis on Helping the 
Underdeveloped Countries with 
Their National Development 
Problems Mean That One of 
UNESCO's Original Purposes — 
To Foster Mutual International 
Understanding — Is Being 
Neglected?

No. It means that first things come 
first. The level of education in each 
nation helps to determine the plateau 
for common understanding among all 
nations. And formidable though the 
job may seem, we cannot expect any
thing like broad people-to-people un
derstanding until the underdeveloped 

two-thirds of the world succeeds in 
raising its educational — and, with 
it, its economic and social — level.

Are There Accomplishments 
In Other Fields?

A UNESCO Advisory Committee on 
Arid Zone Research now links practi
cally all the important studies being 
made on the use of barren desert 
lands. This is a matter of primary 
importance to the United States. Re
search centers in many countries, 
including this one, are exchanging 
research data and holding joint study 
conferences. The latest of these was 
held in Albuquerque, New Mexico, 
in April, 1955.

At the instigation of UNESCO, 
twelve European countries are pool
ing research facilities to explore peace
ful uses of atomic energy. They have 
formed the Council for European Co
operation in Nuclear Research 
(CERN) and are establishing a large 
laboratory near Geneva, Switzerland.

UNESCO-aided international organ
izations in the fields of literature, 
the theater, music, museums, history, 
philosophy, modern languages, etc., 
link cultural leaders throughout the 
world.

A UNESCO-drafted Universal 
Copyright Convention insures for 
authors the same protection and treat
ment in a foreign land that the coun
try accords its native writers. It has 
been signed by 40 countries and came 
into effect in September, 1955.

UNESCO’s international coupon 
system, which allows people in soft 
currency countries to buy books, sci
entific equipment, and audiovisual 
materials from hard currency coun
tries, has resulted in the exchange of 
more than sixty-five million dollars 
worth of such educational necessities.

Education, Science, and Culture 
Are Powerful Forces.
What Are UNESCO's Premises?

The parties to the UNESCO Con
stitution have stated in that document 
that they believe in:

— full and equal opportunities for 
education for all,

— the unrestricted pursuit of objec
tive truth,

— the free exchange of ideas and 
knowledge.

They further have stated that they 
are “agreed and determined” to de
velop and increase the means of com
munication between their peoples and 
to use these means for the purposes 
of mutual understanding and a truer 
knowledge of each other’s lives.
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Do Russia and Its Satellites 
Accept These Premises?

In the light of Soviet actions since 
World War II, the USSR’s accept
ance of UNESCO and its principles 
can be viewed with considerable skep
ticism. Until she signed the UNESCO 
Constitution in April, 1954, Russia had 
boycotted it and UNESCO had been a 
consistent target of the Communist- 
controlled press.

As a member of the United Nations, 
Russia needed only to sign the 
UNESCO Constitution to become a 
member.

What Is the U. S. Attitude
Toward Russia's Membership?

The United States will welcome a 
Soviet decision to take part in 
UNESCO’s work with real sincerity of 
purpose, but the burden of proof 
rests upon it.

If the USSR is not sincere, the 
world will be given another oppor
tunity to contrast Soviet promises with 
Soviet performance.

One thing is sure. Russia would not 
have joined if she had not felt that 
UNESCO was an important force in 
world affairs. Her presence makes it 
more important than ever that the 
United States continue to provide 
effective leadership in UNESCO.

Is the Participation of the 
American People Important to 
This Intergovernmental 
Organization?

Although UNESCO is necessarily 
an intergovernmental organization, its 
success is measured by the degree to 
which it activates people-to-people 
relationships.

To do this, the UNESCO Constitu
tion invited each member state to 
form a National Commission, broadly 
representative of the government and 
of the principal groups in each coun
try interested in educational, scien
tific, and cultural matters.

What Is the U. S. National 
Commission for UNESCO?

It is a group of American citizens 
appointed by the Secretary of State to:
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(3) promote an understanding of 
the general objectives of 
UNESCO on the part of the 
people of the United States.

How Does It Advise
The Government?

It acts in a consultative capacity, 
helping to select candidates for ap
pointment to United States delega
tions to the General Conference.

Through a system of panels and 
subcommittees, it makes a thorough 
study of UNESCO’s program and ad
vises the U. S. government on the 
specific positions its delegations 
should take at the General Confer

the 
our 
niu 
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enj< 
\u' 

Phi 
tior

vited to participate in dozens of in**  hti 
national advisory, consultative, i11 
technical groups. This nation 
much to offer the world at these sf 
sions, but it also has much to g31 
We sometimes forget what other11 
tions have contributed to our cd11* 
tional, scientific, and cultural we^ 
We cannot afford to fail to particip^ 
in these meetings if we are to 
tinue to develop as a produd*  
society. Perhaps James Madison 
ized this when in 1826 he wrote, 
country, if it does justice to itself, 
be the workshop of liberty. . . *

(1) advise the Department of State 
on UNESCO matters;

(2) serve as the connecting link
with organizations, institutions,
and individuals interested in 
UNESCO and matters relating
to UNESCO; and

the task of the U. S. National Cofl^ 
sion to find the most qualified A^ 
cans to represent this nation.

ence.
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How Does the U. S. National 
Commission Serve as a Link 
Between UNESCO and the 
Educational, Scientific, and 
Cultural Community of America?
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The Commission issues info^ 
tional publications about UNESC 
its work. 1

Ry law it is required to 
National Conference at least e 
two years at which hundreds of 
ers from voluntary organizations 
institutions of higher learning d^ 
and report on important internid’ 
problems. They have addressed j 
selves to such questions as 
We Increase United States Eff^ 
ness in Working With Other <. 
pies?,” “What Does the Balance 
of the United Nations Show?,” L | 
gees and Surplus Population U 
lems,” and “Raising the World 
cational Level.”

Each month hundreds of requests 
for information, many of them on 
highly technical subjects, from people 
doing practical and valuable work all 
over the world — scientists, educators, 
missionaries, etc. — come into the 
UNESCO headquarters in Paris. Many 
of the answers are here in the United 
States — but where? These inquiries 
are referred to the U. S. National 
Commission. Through its many con
tacts, the U. S. National Commission 
obtains the information requested or, 
if appropriate, puts the United States 
source of the information in direct 
contact with UNESCO.

Each year the United States is in-

Villagers in rural Delhi are given seed packs by a UNESCO advisor to the Indian 
as part of a 'fundamental education" program for southeast India. Three truck caravan5 
state bringing lectures and exhibitions on basic subjects in an effort to help wipe out the 
illiteracy rate of 84 per cent.
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j*bng  interest in these problems, 
u^se meetings have been valuable to 

own national policymakers, who 
^ust know the mind of the nation 
0 arrive at sound policies which will 

enjoy continuing public support.
.During the past two years the 
‘ ational Commission has launched a 
Pan for locally led “Citizen Consulta- 
°ns. ’ These are getting the “grass

roots” leadership of America to study 
and make recommendations both to 
the federal government and to their 
own communities on such problems 
as “The National Interest and Foreign 
Languages,” “The American Citizen’s 
Stake in the Progress of Less Devel
oped Areas of the World,” and “The 
American as International Traveler 
and Host.”
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CERTAINLY the American people 
are entitled to an honest, accu- 

k rate and complete explanation 
On r e American Legion of its views 
* UNESCO. I hope to furnish such 

explanation. . . .
Hr6 are ^lree principal objectives 

lch must be reached if we are to 
^sWer finally the earnest questions of 

^creasing number of our fellow 
*ens concerning UNESCO.
'le first is to explain briefly the 

iiis j Hist • unrePorted, fundamental and 
di^ of philosophies and principles

f American Legion which are 
Vvp'^undation of our position on

:O and on every other national 
-p’nternational issue.

e second is to correct certain 
versions of The American 

%^l0ris carefullv considered national 
potion action on UNESCO.

Tp*  ’s t° make it clear that 
American Legion has more than

reason to consider UNESCO 
PhiP ’otemational sanctuary of im- 
ka]s 1Cal one-worlders, red-tinged rad- 
the ’ and apparently deserters from 

l°yal Americans.
t:ip|(/A are the philosophies and prin- 

Underlying The American Le- 
aPProach to UNESCO and to 
^Her national and international

fivecan be summed up in these 
^4 '°rds: What Is Best for Amer- 

lii .
,Soine quarters, this concept is 

• f red old-fashioned and out-of-
? Oop far as The American Legion 

Ce.r.ned, however, this principle 
plid and essential at this very 

A as it was when our nation was 
\ k? and as it has been throughout 
K ,story.

by National Commander J. Add- 
a§ner of The American Legion, 

fl* 6 District of Columbia, 
U 10, I95 Washington, D. C., Novem-

°Ri \f News, April, 1956
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If doing what is best for America is 
synonymous with nationalism, then it 
is an enlightened and constructive 
form of nationalism. For it inspired 
The American Legion to be first 
among the nation’s great veteran, 
patriotic, civic, fraternal and business 
organizations to support the Marshall 
Plan; to fight for the establishment of 
NATO; to endorse former President 
Truman’s action in committing Ameri
can forces to the defense of the 
Republic of Korea; to call for a secu
rity force in the Pacific similar to 
NATO; to support President Eisen
hower’s decision to defend Formosa.

These actions are part of the record 
— a record which clearly shows The 
American Legion’s awareness that col
lective security agreements, economic 
and military aid to our allies, and con
tinued United States participation in 
the United Nations are in America’s 
best interest.

To some, The American Legion’s 
convention approval of continued 
U. S. participation in the United 
Nations is in direct contradiction to 
our action on UNESCO. It is not, of 
course.

It is, instead, but another example 
of The American Legion’s policy of 
supporting organizations, policies and 
programs which contribute to our 
nation’s best interest, and of opposing 
those which do not.

You understand this, just as you 
appreciate that The American Le
gion’s convention action on UNESCO 
climaxed the most extensive study, 
debate and discussion ever given to 
any subject by Legionnaires.

Unfortunately, some segments of 
press created the impression that the 
UNESCO resolution was passed with
out sufficient study and discussion. 
Nothing could be further from the 
truth. Aside from the two days of dis
cussion and debate given the subject 
by the members of the joint Foreign 

Relations-Americanism convention 
committee and by witnesses who 
appeared before it, UNESCO was 
considered by delegates to many of 
our Department Conventions this 
year. As a matter of fact, ten Depart
ment Conventions adopted resolutions 
on the subject. All ten supported exist
ing American Legion policy in opposi
tion to UNESCO.

It’s a matter of record, of course, 
that this subject has also been thor
oughly studied and discussed by the 
National Executive Committee of The 
American Legion.

On every hand is evidence refuting 
completely the charge that we acted 
hastily and without sufficient study 
on UNESCO. . . .

After reaffirming the action of the 
National Executive Committee in 
May, 1953, the 37th convention then 
resolved, and I quote:

“That The American Legion will 
not name a delegate to the United 
States National Commission for 
UNESCO.

“That The American Legion urges 
Congress to repeal the laws creating 
the United States National Commis
sion for UNESCO and its Secretariat; 
and that Congress deliver mandates to 
all Administrative Departments of the 
United States government to de
sist from further dissemination of 
UNESCO and United States National 
Commission for UNESCO materials, 
reports and programs within the terri
torial jurisdiction of the United States.

LEGION URGES CONGRESS 
TO INVESTIGATE UNESCO

“That Congress be urged to make a 
complete current investigation of the 
operations of UNESCO to determine 
whether or not that agency has com
plied and is complying with the terms 
and conditions of Resolution 215 of 
the House of Representatives and 
Resolution 122 of the United States 
Senate, 79th Congress; said resolu
tions being the basis of the United 
States participation in UNESCO; pro
vided, further, that investigation be 
especially made to ascertain ‘explicitly 
whether there has been violation of 
the provision’ of the final portion 
(which reads): ‘provided, however, 
that such agency shall not interfere 
with educational systems or programs 
within the several nations, or their 
administrations.’ ”

Continuing to quote the convention 
resolution: “And if, upon investiga
tion, it is determined that UNESCO 
has violated any of the conditions as 
set forth in the resolutions, that Con
gress be urged to take appropriate
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Senator John J. 
Sparkman (left) is 
welcomed to mem
bership on the U. S. 
National Commis
sion for UNESCO 
by the Chairman of 
the Commission, 
Willard E. Givens. 
Senator Sparkman 
was nominated by 
Vice President Nixon 
and appointed by 
Secretary of State 
Dulles as a rep
resentative of the 
federal government 
on the Commission.

DEPARTMENT OF 
STATE PHOTO

action to enforce compliance there
with.”

I fail to find in any of this language 
any suggestion whatsoever, as has 
been charged, that The American 
Legion urges United States with
drawal from UNESCO. We urge only 
that Congress repeal the laws creating 
the U. S. Commission for UNESCO.

In effect, we ask only that the chan
nel for the distribution of UNESCO 
world government propaganda in the 
United States be abolished.

To those who may think that this 
request amounts to the same thing as 
urging that the United States pull out 
of UNESCO, let me say this:

If The American Legion intended 
the result which UNESCO apologists 
misrepresent as having occurred, we 
would have asked that the Congress 
appropriate no further funds as the 
U. S. contribution to UNESCO. Not 
only would this pull the United States 
out of UNESCO, it would pull the 
foundation out from under UNESCO 
itself.

Uncle Sam each year foots one-third 
of UNESCO’s eigfit- to nine-million- 
dollar annual bill. We do so despite 
the fact that only a fraction more than 
one per cent of the total number of 
UNESCO’s representatives are Amer
ican citizens.

The American Legion doesn’t object 
to this contribution, but we do object 
to the fact that, despite this contribu
tion, the United States government has 
no control over UNESCO’s hiring or 
firing of American employees. Any 
disloyal Americans employed by 
UNESCO could flaunt the authority 
of the United States government, and 
there’s nothing we can do about it.

This isn’t just an opinion. It’s an 
undeniable fact, deplored by Amer
ica’s highest representative to the 
United Nations, Ambassador Henry 
Cabot Lodge, Jr.

In a statement on the loyalty prob
lem among United States employees 
of UNESCO, released a little more 
than a year ago on October 16, 1954, 
Ambassador Lodge stated, and I 
quote:

“It is now clear that eight United 
States citizens employed by UNESCO 
have had adverse loyalty reports from 
the United States International Organ
izations Employees Loyalty Board. 
Concerning these eight persons the 
Board found reasonable doubt as to 
their loyalty to the United States. 
Only one of these eight persons con
descended to accept the Board’s invi
tation merely to meet with it when it 
was in Paris last summer. The seven 
others were in such contempt of the 
whole procedure that they did not 
bother to appear at the Board’s 
meeting.

“Although Dr. Luther Evans, the 
Director-General of UNESCO, after 
a long period of consideration, has 
stated he will not renew the contracts 
of four of these persons when their 
contracts eventually expire, he has 
taken no action to separate these 
eight United States citizens now. The 
failure of Dr. Evans to act on these 
cases actually frustrates the efforts of 
the United States, conducted in close 
collaboration with the heads of the 
other international organizations, to 
ensure the highest standards of integ
rity on the part of those United States 
citizens who are members of the staff 
of these organizations.

“. . . Although UNESCO is a spe
cialized agency and is, therefore, out
side of my jurisdiction, I have a 
responsibility as United States Repre
sentative to the United Nations to see 
that fair play exists. It should, there
fore, be crystal clear that there have 
been no such problems in the United 
Nations itself.

. The other international organi-
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zations, particularly the United N 
tions (with which I have person*  
familiarity) have dealt with the pro11 
lem in a fine way. In all fairn^ 
therefore, public opinion should o’ 
tinguish between the policies wh1() 
are being followed by the DirecW1 
General of UNESCO and the polic1 
which are being followed by t*  
United Nations and the other int^ 
national organizations.” 1

I need not remind you that I 
Luther Evans, the Director-General 
UNESCO, is an American citizen

The record on this problem of 1( 
ally among United States employ*  
of UNESCO, and the very recent 
ord at that, reveals another galP1 
fact.

On October 29, 1955, two 
after The American Legion con^ 
tion, the highest tribunal of the V’ 
ed Nations ordered UNESCO to 
instate four U. S. citizen emplo) 
of UNESCO who had been 
charged for failure to cooperate^; 
a United States Loyalty Board. AV 
UNESCO finally felt compelled to' 
fuse to reinstate these employees, 
tribunal ordered UNESCO to J 
each of them two years’ salary P ! 
legal costs. These indemnities am0 
ed to more than $30,000. , f

Thus we have the situation 
the United States, based on its ' 
third contribution to UNESCO, 
the questionable privilege of j 1 
$10,000 to American citizens firC^| 1 
cause they refused to cooperate 
a United States Loyalty Board.

DISLOYAL EMPLOYEES FIRED
• mW IAnd this is no isolated ins1 

Last April the same tribunal , 
ed three American employeej 
UNESCO $43,000 after they had {J 
dismissed for refusal to face 
Loyalty Board. The American 
ers’ share of this award was 11
$15,000. dj I ,

The moral to be drawn from ] 
examples would seem to me j 
If you want to ignore or 1
authority of legally constituted L 
States loyaltv boards, get a j°7 
UNESCO and be paid by Unc^ 
for the privilege of kicking I11 y 
the teeth. t j( ,]

There can be no question th‘lj ,| 
the small part of UNESCOs 1 jb a
which I have read to you «
justifies The American Legion5 
sition to this specialized agency t| 1 
United Nations. I am confide^ 
this record also inspired rn‘L^ y 
America’s greatest patriotic 
tions to join with The A1*1 I 
Legion in this fight. ,

Facts Forum News,
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no mistake about it —
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school, secondary school and univer
sity teachers, students, teachers’ train
ing colleges, education officials, adult 
education instructors and fundamen
tal educators.”

It is not necessary to examine each 
and every one of UNESCO’s publi
cations to determine whether this 
agency is not only propagandizing for 
world government, but seems also to 
be the sanctuary for red-tinged 
radicals.

We need only follow that famous 
axiom: “Consider the Source.”

The list of authors of UNESCO 
publications who have been identified 
with organizations listed as subversive 
by the Attorney General or the House 
Un-American Activities Committee is 
. . . long . . .[Editor’s note: Com
mander Wagner’s partial list has been 
omitted, but a fuller list, furnished by 
The American Legion’s publication, 
The Firing Line, follows this article.]

UNESCO is also active in the field 
of visual education. And so are some 
of its left wing representatives.

Let me cite just one example. For a 
number of years the UNESCO Film 
Section was headed by John Grierson. 
This individual resigned as head of 
the National Film Board of Canada at 
the time of the Canadian espionage 
hearings. Denied a visa to this coun
try, he came in through UNESCO and 
headed the film section of that organi
zation.

There are many others, of course, 
whose identification with UNESCO 
gives The American Legion more than 
sufficient cause to oppose this agency. 
The most prominent of these were 
Alger Hiss and Harry Dexter White.

The American Legion’s conclusion 

ests are served by UNESCO. 
When the Indonesian delegation 
says, “We welcome UNESCO 
because it helps us make our 
national culture and aspirations 
known to the West,” they are 
speaking of their national inter
ests. When Mexico says, “We are 
happy to be in UNESCO because 
it lets us benefit from research

UNESCO’s world-government ad
vocacy. Another can be found in 
UNESCO’s publication, “The United 
Nations and World Citizenship.” In 
discussing world citizenship, this pub
lication states:

“World-wide organization for the 
conduct of human affairs is, therefore, 
essential. No teacher with a sense of 
realism and even elementary knowl
edge of world affairs will ignore this 
basic need or be indifferent to its con
sequences for education. World ma
chinery is required; and human beings 
with the right outlook are required to 
utilize it or to insist that it be utilized. 
The educator thus has a double task: 
to teach about the machinery of world 
cooperation and to foster the growth 
of the spirit that will make it function. 
Education has, in short, the urgent 
duty to develop informed and compe
tent world citizens.”

There are some who contend that 
UNESCO did not publish these docu
ments or that UNESCO no longer is 
endeavoring to peddle these ideas. 
They have seriously deceived them
selves, for here is the record:

The publications, “In the Classroom 
with Children under Thirteen Years of 
Age” and “The United Nations and 
World Citizenship,” are listed on page 
26 of UNESCO’s own catalogue of 
available English language publica
tions in the field of education issued 
by UNESCO up to September, 1955.

Incidentally, the cover of this cata
logue proves rather conclusively that 
UNESCO does intend to get its mate
rial into our school system in violation 
of the prohibition by Congress. It 
reads:

“Education of interest to primary 

Our National Interests Are Served
(From an address by Walter H. C. Laves, 

Former Chairman, U. S. National Commission for UNESCO)
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our membership in UNESCO.
I don’t mean that there is 
truth in the idea that 

United States dominates 
SCO. We don’t dominate it. 

’‘••her does any other country 
^'“ninate. Neither does UNESCO 

On>inate us or tell us what we 
to do or interfere with us in

> way. Domination, interfer- 
triye’ control, just aren’t in 
^^ESCO’s vocabulary or its con- 
Hi ntion or its actions. What is 
|. is free, friendly coopera- 

0,1 and mutual aid.
• course our national inter
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You know, of course, that The 
pjberican Legion’s opposition to 
UNESCO is not based exclusively on 
he facts I have cited, damaging and 
inclusive as they are.
>^Ve are strongly opposed to 
. NESCO because of its propaganda 
111 this country for world government.

The record clearly shows that from 
Js inception UNESCO has been 
aentified with the idea of world gov- 
^ment. And the record also shows 
at UNESCO has tried to peddle its 

^°bal-minded concepts to the one 
^up in America most likelv to be 
JJsuaded by its propaganda — our 
choo] children.

n they are likely targets only because 
have not yet acquired the matur- 

and experience to understand the 
danger of world government.

j. these world-government propa- 
^hda efforts are in direct violation of 

® act of Congress authorizing U. S.
J?rticipation in UNESCO. Congress 
£cifically prohibited UNESCO in- 
$v..erer,ce in America’s educational 
ystem.

c * ls not surprising, in view of this 
ej^Ptete lack of respect for the sover- 
UVp^,aws °f Uie United States, that 
tk/^CO should state in its publica- 
Qi.] entitled “In the Classroom with 
4 ' ,,ren under Thirteen Years of 

. that “as long as the child 
1$^ dies the poisoned air of national- 

location in world-mindedness
fe .Produce only rather precarious 

Th-' ’
’s same publication further states 
education for world-mindedness 

sidfesent encounters obstacles out- 
(fyi ?ne school. The principal one 
fi1. X is nationalism.”

ls is only one example of

•/ I* p
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zones, they are speaking ot 
their national interests. Those 
are two examples of a score I 
could cite. And we, too, are 
happy to belong to UNESCO 
because our national interests 
are well served.



(Continued) U N ESCO --  GOOD

based on official congressional reports, 
that Hiss and White were, in fact, 
associated with the formulation of 
UNESCO, has been denied or dis
counted in some quarters. Let me 
again cite the record so you can judge 
for yourself whether we are right.

In its January 3, 1955, Report, the 
Senate Subcommittee to Investigate 
the Administration of the Internal 
Security Act and Other Internal Secu
rity Laws concluded, and I quote:

“1. Alger Hiss, Harry Dexter White, 
and their confederates in the Commu
nist underground in government had 
power to exercise profound influence 
on American foreign policy and the 
policies of international organizations 
during World War II and the years 
immediately thereafter.

“2. They had power to exercise pro
found influence on the creation and 
operation of the United Nations and 
its specialized agencies.

“3. This power was not limited to 
their officially designated authority. It 
was inherent to their access to and 
influence over higher officials, and the 
opportunities they had to present or 
withhold information on which the 
policies of their superiors might be 
based.

“4. Hiss, White and a considerable 
number of their colleagues who 
helped make American foreign policy 
and the policies of international organ
izations during crucial years have 
been exposed as secret Communist 
agents.”

In the Second Report on Activities 
of United States Citizens Employed by 
the United Nations of the Senate Sub
committee to Investigate the Adminis
tration of the Internal Security Act 
and Other Internal Security Laws is 
this statement, and again I quote:

“Harry Dexter White was the Treas
ury’s representative at the United 
Nations’ San Francisco Conference, 
where he gave particular attention to 
the establishment of UNESCO.”

There is one final question which I 
would like to answer.

I have been asked, and I’m sure 
that many of you have also been 
asked: Why can’t Ambassador Henry 
Cabot Lodge, America’s representa
tive to the United Nations, do some
thing to clean up UNESCO so that it 
will be acceptable to The American 
Legion and the American people?

Ambassador Lodge best answered 
this question in his testimony before a 
House Subcommittee on Appropria

tions on January 27, 1954, when h 
said, and I quote:

“. . . I think the lack of an admin^,' 
trative framework for the specialize 
agencies is something that has prove1 
very baffling. UNESCO and all the^ 
other agencies are more or less lay 
unto themselves. They are entirdJ 
outside of my jurisdiction. The Sec^ 
tary-General of the United Natio”’ 
cannot touch them. It is a consta0 
source of confusion and embarral 
ment.

“I think that is something that 
Congress might do well to look int°-

The American Legion thinks so, 
We have asked the Congress to ma\ 
a complete current investigation 0 
UNESCO to determine whether 
not that agency has complied 
and is complying with the terms afl 
conditions set down by Congress 
authorizing U. S. participation 1 
UNESCO.

We sincerely hope that the C°j 
gress will act upon this request cp 
tained in the UNESCO resohd’^ 
passed overwhelmingly at our con'y| 
tion ... in Miami. We are certain y, 
such an investigation will confirm 
American Legion’s findings with 
spect to UNESCO.

Authors of UNESCO Publications Listed as Subversive

•e i

kIJ()

Un-American Activities stated that 
PAULING’s “whole record . . . indi
cates that ... (he) ... is primarily 
engrossed in placing his scientific at
tainments at the service of a host of 
organizations which have in common 
their complete subservience to the 
Communist Party, U.SA, and the So
viet Union. Professor PAULING has 
not deviated a hair’s breadth from this 
pattern of loyalty to the Communist 
cause since 1946. . . .”

Tensions Affecting International 
Understanding and Race and Psy
chology, by OTTO KLINEBERG. 
Listed as an employee of UNESCO 
Secretariat (as of April, 1955), 
KLINEBERG was labeled “well- 
known as an extreme leftist” by the 
Special Committee to Investigate Tax- 
Exempt Foundations and Comparable 
Organizations in 1954. A current mem
ber of the Public Affairs Committee, 
KLINEBERG sponsored the American 
Committee for Democracy and Intel
lectual Freedom and the American 
Committee for Protection of Foreign 
Born during 1940. The latter organi
zation was considered “one of the

THE following is a major portion 
of a list supplied by The Firing 
Line, official publication of The 
American Legion, stating that certain 

authors of and contributors to 
UNESCO publications have been 
identified with organizations listed as 
subversive by the United States At
torney General or the House Commit
tee on Un-American Activities. The 
complete list and documentation 
thereof may be obtained from The 
National Americanism Commission, 
P. O. Box 1055, Indianapolis, Indiana.

The Importance of Chemistry in the 
Life of Modern Man, by LINUS 
PAULING. Testifying before the 
House Select Committee to Investi
gate Foundations and Comparable 
Organizations in 1952, LOUIS BUD- 
ENZ said that he was “officially 
advised a number of times ... in the 
middle forties” that PAULING “was 
a member of the Communist party 
under discipline.” BUDENZ testified 
that “Communist leaders expressed 
the highest admiration and confidence 
in DR. PAULING.

In 1951 the House Committee on 

^es. 
Slr 

tai

sPor 
the

the

?ti-e 
S

ip oldest auxiliaries of the Comn111'^ 
party in the United States” by 
Special Committee on Un-AnWrlC‘ 
Activities. |

KLINEBERG signed a statemen1 
1941 urging the President and 
gress to defend the rights of the LJU 
munist Party, USA. He has been 
ated with the now defunct subveP1^ 
Coordinating Committee to Lift 
Embargo. This organization was e’ r 
by the Special Committee on r 
American Activities “as one of a oljilf 
her of front organizations, set up 
ing the Spanish Civil War by 
Communist party in the United $ 
and through which the party cffd j 
on a great deal of agitation. . . • .

Race and Biology, bv LE* ’ 7 
CLARENCE DUNN’. A support^ 
11 subversive and Communist 
zations, DUNN sponsored the 
Voters Against Coudert and the 
Fifth National Conference °f iil 
American Committee for Protect* 1’ 
Foreign Born. He also sponsore^r 
Fifteenth Anniversary National 
ference of the American Comm11 j^| 
for Protection of Foreign B°rI1 , 

IF 
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W In 1940, DUNN was an Execu
te Board member of the American 
. ornmittee to Save Refugees and was 
lsted as a contributor to the now 
erunct subversive periodical, Equal- 

lty> in 1939 . . .
Goethe. UNESCO's Homage on the 
ocasion of the Two Hundredth An- 

^ersary of His Birth, by THOMAS 
\*ANN  (co-author). Before Mann’s 
i®athon August 12,1955, the German- 
°rn novelist had supported 21 organ- 
ations and publications cited as sub- 
ersive and Communist by the United 

Qates Attorney General and the House 
\fA\lnittee on Un-American Activities. 
B' k Was affibated with the Civil 

’Shts Congress; Independent Citi- 
a Committee of the Arts, Sciences 
tl/, Professions; National Council of 
qC Arts, Sciences and Professions; 
sj^gross of American-Soviet Friend- 
c’P; National Council of American-

Friendship; and sponsored a 
$a ner celebrating the 25th Anniver- 
’’n’l the Soviet Red Army in 1943, 
“o1 er the auspices of the now defunct 

°V1et Russia Today.”
was affihated with the Com- 

periodical, New Masses, in 
b and the subversive Film Audi- 

1} (>s f°r Democracy two years later. 
den?'as hsted as an Honorary Presi- 
ers °f the League of American Writ- 
affj’i.'1 Communist subsidiary, and was 
for lated with the American Council 
for 1*1  democratic Greece, Committee 
of First Amendment, Committee 
f'ed ne. Thousand, and the National 
tieseiation for Constitutional Liber-

Sp* 1 1^49, MANN was a National 
N‘al Srf °f ^e Spanish Refugee Ap- 

the Joint Anti-Fascist Refugee 
the jInitfee, and was a supporter of 
lie]../.“^vers Committee on American 
sPon °ns with Spain. In 1946 MANN 
the pOred a conference on China and 
N’ati 4r East un<ler the auspices of the

!|la' Committee to Win the Peace, 
fype ] following year endorsed an 
for yl of the American Committee 
the ^oslav Relief, Inc. A sponsor of

' Orld Youth Festival, MANN 
^tre‘ ” ted the Actors Laboratory The- 
^th' i the World Congress of Intel-

i-s ln 1948. The following year he 
hfie lsted as a Sponsor of the Scien- 
%r] iai?d Cultural Conference for 

^AL<iSj?n's That Cause Wars, by DR. 
die v .Y CANTRIL. A member of 
Ihe . ational Executive Committee of

-|ni?r’can Committee for Democ- 
pNl'n hitellectual Freedom in 1940, 
°ll()Xv- 1C signed a statement the 

year defending the Com-
Party, USA. He was an Execu

News, April, 1956

tive Committee member of the Film 
Audiences for Democracy, and spon
sored the Conference on Bill of 
Rights — Sublime Risk of Free Men, 
under the auspices of the Emergency 
Civil Liberties Committee in 1953. 
CANTRIL was listed as a 1954 con
tributor to The Nation magazine.

What Is Race? M. F. ASHLEY- 
MONTAGU (contributor). MON
TAGU was listed as a Guest Lecturer 
of the School for Democracy, an edu
cational institution controlled by the 
Communist party in 1942. He was 
affiliated with the Mid-Century Con
ference for Peace, and was listed as a 
member of the Editorial Board of 
Interne, the official organ of the Asso
ciation of Internes and Medical Stu
dents (AIMS). The House Committee 
on Un-American Activities cited this 
organization as subversive and a faith
ful follower of the Communist party 
line. MONTAGU was affiliated with 
the National Council of American- 
Soviet Friendship and the American 
Committee for Protection of Foreign 
Born. In 1954 he was listed as a con
tributor to The Nation magazine. The 
text of UNESCO publication. What

Is Race?, was revised by MONTAGU 
after criticisms were submitted by 
HADLEY CANTRIL, LAWRENCE 
C. DUNN, and OTTO KLINEBERG.

The Teaching of the Social Sciences 
in the United States and The Univer
sity Teaching of Political Science, 
MARSHALL E. DIMOCK (contribu
tor). In 1941 DIMOCK was listed as 
a speaker at the Fifth National Con
ference of the American Committee 
for Protection of Foreign Born. He was 
affiliated with the Win-the-Peace Con
ference, and was Vice-Chairman of 
the Progressive Citizens of America 
in 1947. The California Committee on 
Un-American Activities cited the Pro
gressive Citizens of America in 1948 
as “a new and broader Communist 
front for the entire United States 
formed in September, 1946, at the 
direction of Communist steering com
mittees. . .”

A Panel Moderator (or Chairman) 
of the Scientific and Cultural Confer
ence for World Peace in 1949, DIM
OCK was also a 1945 member of the 
Commission to Study the Organiza
tion of Peace of the American Asso
ciation for the United Nations, Inc.

Answer to '"Subversive Authors"" Charge
By John F. McJennett

Assistant Director, U. S. National Commission for UNESCO

[Facts Forum News asked for a state
ment from the U. S. National Commission 
for UNESCO to accompany the list of “sub
versive authors” furnished by The American 
Legion. The following is their reply. — Ed.]

W.™ regard to “certain authors of 
UNESCO publications who have dubious 
records of loyalty to the U. S.,” I have 
checked . . . [those] mentioned with 
UNESCO’s general catalog of publica
tions . . .

The catalog to which I refer goes up 
to July, 1954, and the new one will not 
be out until this summer. Thus, the rec
ords available to me at this time do not 
show what association . . . [some of these 
authors] had with UNESCO.

Mr. Klineberg has been cleared under 
the provisions of Executive Order 10422.

It is my recollection that Thomas Mann 
was a German national who returned to 
Germany before his death.

Ashley-Montagu is of British birth.
This list appears to have been drawn 

from Annex 9 of the House Committee on 
Un-American Activities, dated 1944. As 
you may know, this volume was a compi
lation of letterheads, claimed member
ships, etc., of a variety of organizations 
that had come to the attention of the Un- 
American Activities Committee. I am told 

that individual copies of Annex 9 have 
been circulated but that the Un-American 
Activities Committee has refused the pub
lication official status.

A check with the Security Division 
[of the U. S. National Commission for 
UNESCO] has been made and reveals 
that none of the writers listed were called 
by the Un-American Activities Committee 
to respond to questions about their asso
ciations.

The general catalog to which I referred 
earlier lists 183 different authors. 1955-56 
will probably add another 100 to that 
figure. It would be extremely unlikely if 
a few of this number would not hold be
liefs or hadn’t been members of organi
zations of which some national group dis
approves. In each instance the writers 
were selected on the basis of their stand
ing in their technical field. Their product 
was measured by the same standard. As 
you may also know, by arrangement with 
the heads of all international organiza
tions in which the United States partici
pates, American nationals must satisfy 
the provisions of Executive Order 10422 
as regards loyalty and security.

You will understand that must of the 
specifics pro and con on matters of this 
sort are classified and that Security Regu
lations prevent my discussion.

Page 19
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The Truth About UNESCO*  *

°A slightly revised version of an address 
given at the Annual Conference of the 
National Education Association, Detroit, 
Michigan, July 3, 1952.
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By LUTHER H. EVANS thj

Dr. Evans’ statement is a reply to many 
of the current objections to UNESCO.

THE United Nations Charter pro
vides that the Economic and 
Social Council may exercise a 
certain jurisdiction over educational 

and cultural matters, and in another 
article provides that specialized agen
cies may be established in certain 
fields if a number of the member 
states wish it. It was as a result of 
that authorization, and in response to 
a feeling on the part of the teachers 
of this country that the Economic and 
Social Council assignment was not 
adequate and that we needed an 
international office of education, that 
some of us went to London the end of 
October, 1945, to write the UNESCO 
Constitution. . . .

I am not here to tell you ... all of 
the UNESCO story. I am here today 
as a witness to answer questions as to 
the truth of charges which have been 
made in recent months concerning 
UNESCO, and I shall limit myself to 
answering those questions as honestly 
and calmly as I can.

The first question is, “Is UNESCO 
preaching world government and one- 
world citizenship?” The answer is, 
emphatically, “No, it is not.” UNESCO 
has used the term “education for 
world citizenship,” but it has used it 
interchangeably with the term “educa
tion for international understanding.” 
If you look up the term “world citi
zenship in one of the better diction
aries, you are likely to find “world citi
zen” defined as a “cosmopolitan,” as a 
person who feels at home in any coun
try. That is the sense in which 
UNESCO uses the term “world citi
zenship.” UNESCO has not, to my 
knowledge, ever come out in favor of 
anything stronger than the United 
Nations itself is. In other words, as 
far as any of its declarations and poli
cies are concerned, UNESCO is not in 
favor, nor has it ever been in favor of 
world government, unless the United 
Nations is world government. Now, I 
say “unless” merely because one has

Director-General of UNESCO

to be very cautious in the use of terms, 
since one of the tactics of those who 
attack UNESCO and the United Na
tions is the tactic which the Soviet 
uses in its attack on the free world, 
namely, to take good, honored words 
and pour the meaning out of them and 
pour some polluted kind of meaning 
into them. If I understand the term 
“world government," it would mean 
that a government organ would be set

WIDE WORLD PHOTO

Dr. Luther Evans, Director-General of UNESCO.

up that would be above the national 
governments and would control the 
national governments. UNESCO has 
never preached that, and UNESCO’s 
usage of “world citizenship” does not 
mean literally citizenship in a world 
government.

On March 21 [1952] at a meeting of 
the Executive Board of UNESCO we 
were struggling with a translation of a 
French term, “civisme internationale,” 
and it had been translated as in the 
past, as world citizenship. One of the 
members of the Executive Board said, 
“Look, we’re using the term citizen
ship without noting that it has a legal 
connotation in our different nations. 
We are not using it with that connota
tion in UNESCO. We literally do not 
mean citizenship, which is a term im
plying legal rights and duties between 
a state and an individual.” The Execu
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tive Board agreed with him that 
were not using the term in a leg11 
sense. After a brief discussion tn 
Chairman said that the Secretad11 
would redraft the document to 
what we really meant. We meant ed1’ 
cation for international understanding 
We meant education of citizens t( 
know the role they play in the wor*  
and what their moral obligations 
good citizens of their own country l*r 
toward the world as a whole.

I have been at every UNESCO 
ference except the one in 1946. I "‘l’, 
present at London in 1945 when t* 1 
Constitution was drafted. . . . & , 
member of the Executive Board , 
UNESCO where the program is in1 
ally drafted, ... I can assure yo11 
complete honesty that there is J1, 
one grain of truth in the assertion nC 
UNESCO is preaching world 
ment or one-world citizenship in 
political sense. The literature isSllw 
by UNESCO, the resolutions for t 
program of 1952, among other thi11^, 
call for the development of ad1 a 
methods for education in 
citizenship, especially in relation 
the principles of the Universal Oec,‘1| 
ation of Human Rights. What 1 
means is that we want to teach Pe(,L 
to respect the Universal Declara^- 
of Human Rights. That Declaratio'^, 
something which was unanimon 
passed in the Ceneral Assembly of 
United Nations; even the Soviet V’11 j[ 
did not vote against [it], thou#* 1 
abstained.

NOT OFFICIAL VIEWS 
tilA second charge is that . f 

pamphlets, “Toward World 
standing,” put out by UNET^i 
attempt to undermine the patrio, ;1|i 
of the children attending Amerl|(,<' 
schools and to replace that with ** 
alty toward world government. 
are some statements in the pamp]1 / 
“Toward World Understand’1’jj 
which go further than I would Pi 
this matter of training children to y 
regard for higher loyalties and 1 
but, the point about the pamph 
that they are summaries of se’P 
discussions, and they no more r( ;1i 
sent the policy of UNESCO 
account of the discussion at this11 
ing would represent the policy 0

Fa( ts Forum News, /IpP J
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Rational Education Association. 
Everyone was allowed to get into the 
ach and a lot of statements that were 
^ade represented purely personal 
°pinions. It was clearly stated in the 
Pamphlets that this was the case and 
Pat none of the statements necessarily 
^presented what UNESCO stood for. 

think it is a misconstruction even of
statements in the pamphlets them- 

Selves to say that the people present 
^re committed to the undermining of 
Rational patriotism. Of course, they 
anted to keep away from the kind of 

Patriotism that Hitler and Mussolini 
Pd Stalin have cultivated which 
°lild deny the existence of any rights 

Wde of one’s own country and 
. Pich would deny any responsibility 

, one’s country for the welfare of 
Per countries as a means to having 

c>Orld peace. Therefore, I think the 
I a-ges made about those pamphlets

the first place miss the target, 
‘amely UNESCO. In the second 
ace, the meaning of those pamphlets 

^ls been misconstrued; and in the 
j.lro place, those pamphlets were not 
-jJected toward the United States. 
U ey were directed toward all na- 
kPs; and UNESCO has not made any 
2.ecial effort to undermine the patri- 
^sm of the children of the United 
^'es, even if it were undermining

Vone’s patriotism.

^SIGNED TO RAISE STANDARDS

pVpe third question is, “Does 
E?. SCO in propagandizing for the

" ’ " i

a^ernPf t° destroy the Ameri- 
L bill of Rights?” The statement has 

7 th* 1 Un---------- .......................................... ..
1 ^ijr}^ersu^ Decl ar a ti on of Human

' -o - ■-

ise2Uen«y been made that UNESCO 
I* of t1'1 |^Pa8anclizing the destruction of 
•t U’11*’1 r ? bights because it is propa- 

' p'h ’1 Qf p 21ng the Universal Declaration 
101 10 uman Rights. Now, it is necessary

] a number of things clear as re- 
5 llJs this matter. In the first place, the 

tld ^iVersal Declaration of Human 
ha/indd *s n°t a treaty. It is a resolution 

by the General Assembly of 
•oti^ । United Nations in December, 

?();i] This document states some high 
jof ^P th I*  k no^ binding on any state, 

sense. It was voted for by 
hl$ Russia, as well as by the

inbLIli I States. The United States rep-
VV l i^it ^hves spoke eloquently in favor 
' ( W '•’‘ar 0 foHow up the Universal Dec- 
11/so1' biurnan Rights, the Human
K i ^)\]S Commission, the Economic and 

Council, and the General As- 
strpi/1 \ly of United Nations have been 

r< li ^Pfs1^ On tho development of cove- 
' 1 1 \-,t’r| ’ These draft covenants repre-

j tempts to put in treaty form 
Jb 111 minimum obligations which 

pr/T jjk ls Forum News, April, 1956

countries would be willing to under
take. It is clearly stated in the drafts 
as they have been prepared to date 
that the obligations are minimum, and 
that higher obligations which may be 
contained in a nation’s constitution 
and laws would continue in effect in 
that country.

Now, some people have ignored this 
whole situation and have declared 
that if the covenants as now drafted 
were to be adopted in the United 
States they would deprive us of cer
tain of the liberties we now have 
under the Rill of Rights. That is an 
absolute falsehood; it is a complete

National Commissions 
Serve as Links

The Secretariat in Paris can

not carry out the whole of the 
UNESCO program. This must be 
done mainly by the National 
Commissions coordinating their 
efforts through the Secretariat. 
The National Commissions are a 
unique feature of UNESCO. 
They provide the machinery 
whereby peoples can talk to 
peoples. If the supporters of our 
organization in the member 
states ever forget that in every 
country the execution of the 
UNESCO program must begin at 
home, if they come to think of 
the Secretariat as being all of 
UNESCO and the National Com
missions merely as associations 
of individuals who take an inter
est in UNESCO, then our organi
zation is doomed. Instead of 
peoples talking to peoples all 
that we shall have is bureaucrats 
writing to bureaucrats. I know 
that you are determined this 
shall not happen.

(Statement by former Director- 
General Jaime Torres Bodet in 
leaflet, "UNESCO,” July, 1952.)

wrenching of the documents from 
their basic meaning. I think most of 
the attackers do not even try to ex
plain away even the provisions to 
which I have just referred. . . . 
UNESCO is trying to achieve goals 
in the general direction of our own 
Bill of Rights and trying to pull na
tions along to a higher level of equal
ity and of freedom, and ... it has no 
intention whatsoever of reducing the 
rights that people already have.

The fourth point relates to the re
vision of textbooks. UNESCO has 
been interested in the revision of text
books from the beginning. Naturally, 
it is interested in textbooks. It would 
not be taking education seriously if it 
did not believe that textbooks are 

important; it would not be taking edu
cation seriously if it did not believe 
that what the children learn in their 
early years in school determines what 
happens to nations when those school 
children become the statesmen, the 
diplomats, the politicians. UNESCO 
wishes textbooks revised. UNESCO 
wishes lies to be taken out of text
books, lies like the one that was in a 
book of United States geography say
ing that Costa Rica was a backward 
little Latin American republic which 
grew bananas and assassinated its 
presidents. When this statement was 
examined, it was proved beyond per
adventure of a doubt that in Costa 
Rica not as many presidents had been 
assassinated as in the United States.

MEMBERS REVISE OWN BOOKS

Now, what is UNESCO’s method in 
the revision of textbooks? The state
ment has been made and printed in 
numerous forms that UNESCO wants 
to revise our textbooks and choke 
them down the throats of our children, 
even inject the virus into the babes in 
the cradle. This is a complete distor
tion, a complete lie. UNESCO’s pro
gram is, and always has been, to 
encourage the member states to revise 
their own textbooks, to come nearer 
the tmth about what they say con
cerning other countries, and that is all 
there is to it. Of course, UNESCO 
hopes that in the program of educa
tion about the United Nations, and in 
the program of education about the 
specialized agencies there will be 
something that tells the truth about 
the United Nations and UNESCO and 
so forth. But, the whole purpose of the 
program of revision of textbooks is to 
get the truth, the valid historical truth, 
into the books so that nationalistic lies 
will be eradicated and the children 
will get a balanced, a truer picture 
of the world in which they live. 
UNESCO encourages each nation to 
take a look at its own books and then 
encourages each nation to take a look 
jointly with its neighbor at what they 
say about one another in their text
books. UNESCO would encourage the 
United States and Canada to look at 
what their history books say about the 
War of 1812 and see if they can recog
nize it as being the same historical 
event in the two sets of books. I am 
told that in some of the books you can
not recognize it as being the same 
thing on the two sides of the boundary 
with our great neighbor to the north. 
UNESCO encourages even multilat
eral examinations of textbooks, but it 
never imposes anything. It has no 
authority. All UNESCO can do in 
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this field is to encourage, to promote 
collaboration, and then to give techni
cal guidance and advice when it is 
wanted as to how this ought to be 
done. As you may know, James Quil
len wrote a book for UNESCO giving 
advice to individual member states on 
how to do this sort of job. I know he 
has standing with you, and he cer
tainly deserves standing because of 
the great job he did for UNESCO.

The fifth question is, “Is the 
UNESCO history of mankind athe
istic and a one-world government 
enterprise which would deflate na
tionalism and do other vicious things?” 
My position on the UNESCO Scien
tific and Cultural History of Mankind 
is simply this: The enterprise is enor
mously ambitious, and many of us 
have thought at one time that 
UNESCO should not undertake it. I 
personally have been in favor of the 
enterprise, but the United States gov
ernment at UNESCO conferences has 
been opposed on occasion to it. It 
changed its position ... at UNESCO’s 
Sixth General Conference (June-July, 
1951). It expressed a change of posi
tion and came out strongly in favor of 
the present plan because the history 
then seemed at last to be a practicable 
enterprise. It seemed at that time that 
a form of operation and a plan for 
the history had been developed which 
was worthy of support.

ALL RELIGIONS REPRESENTED

The plan is briefly this: UNESCO 
has set up a commission with a maxi
mum of fifteen members nominated by 
the International Council of Scientific 
Unions and by the International Coun
cil of Philosophy and the Humanistic 
Studies. I know that is a mouthful, but 
it includes all the range of science, as 
internationally organized by the pro
fessions themselves, and the whole 
range of philosophy and the humani
ties, with a good deal of the social 
sciences, literature and language 
thrown in. These people represent the 
great areas of the world; they repre
sent the great religions of the world; 
they represent the great cultures and 
most of the great nations of the world. 
Some of these people are not devout 
religionists of any group; and one of 
those persons is the Chairman of the 
Editorial Committee, Professor Ralph 
Turner of Yale University. Now, the 
attack on this cultural and scientific 
history started out to be a Catholic 
attack on the ground that Mr. Turner 
was reputedly an atheist. Mr. Turner 
denies being an atheist; he says that 
he is an agnostic. The allegation is 
made that he was fired from the Uni-
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Dunter-attacking the Pt‘ ,l||l 
spreading these lies

By JOHN D. CONNORS, Director of Education, A.F. of L.
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UNESCO and American Workers*

PRIMARY among the UNESCO 
-I activities in which the American 
labor movement is interested is the 
holding of international seminars for 
specialists in labor education, such as 
those held in recent years at the Cha
teau de la Breviere, not far from Paris. 
Here during one summer session, for 
example, some dozen American trade 
unionists met with their counterparts 
from other countries to exchange 
ideas, techniques, and information.

In the UNESCO exchange-of-per- 
sons program last summer, a group of

“Excerpts from speech entered in the 
Congressional Record for April 21, 1955, by 
Rep. Harrison A. Williams, Jr. (D-N.J.).

versity of Pittsburgh some years ago 
because he did not believe in God. 
The fact is that a faculty committee 
cleared him of this charge.

UNESCO is in favor of human wel
fare. It is in favor of lifting up the 
millions in India and other places to a 
decent standard of living. Its principal 
weapon for that is the Technical As
sistance Program. But, UNESCO is 
not as socialistic, I guarantee you, as 
the [conservative] wing of the Re
publican party. UNESCO has never 
come out for standard of social secu
rity as high as [it] approves. UNESCO 
has never come out for a public health 
program or federal aid to education as 
advanced as the program that [con
servatives have] supported. UNESCO 
does not preach these doctrines. 
UNESCO preaches that we must learn 
about one another. We must try to 
find the truth. We must try to spread 
the truth in many ways, including the 
technical assistance method.

The only fundamental doctrines to 
which UNESCO attaches itself are 
these: It believes that the mind of 
man has something to do with peace, 
and that unless people have trained 
minds and minds full of facts, there 
will be no peace; UNESCO believes 
in the doctrine of equality of peoples; 
it believes that democracy is essential 
for peace; it believes that the free flow 
of information is essential for democ
racy; and besides that, it believes that 
all cultures and all peoples should be 
understanding of and tolerant toward 
all other peoples and all other cul
tures, including their religions.
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Now, my last point is that UNESCO 
is a secular organization rather than 
one that believes in revealed truth. An 
attack was made on UNESCO . . . b 
a Jesuit organ in Rome on the groun( 
that it is a secular organization. Q 
course, UNESCO is a secular organ1' 
zation. Are you going to have an inter' 
national organization made up of goy 
ernments, and striving to be universal 
that is religious in character? Do 
believe in destroying freedom of rek 
gion? I don’t see how you could hay 
such an organization unless you <leC1^ 
ed some of the religious questions. 
can have UNESCO perform the grea( 
tasks I have just been talking abo1* 
without asking anyone to give up I’1, 
religious convictions. But, are 
going to decide that UNESCO 
Hindu, Moslem, or Methodist? • • ' 
UNESCO values all religio11 
UNESCO cherishes all religioll\ 
UNESCO tries to preach tolerance 
all religions, and UNESCO doctri^ 
are in agreement with the fundanae 
tai precepts of most religions.
... I have covered the princtf 

points that ought to be dealt with • 
such a witness as I described at x 
outset. I do not know all the 
of all UNESCO’s programs and pr°’ 
ects. I do not know all the stateinC 
that all UNESCOans have ever 1 
I am sure many statements have b<• t 
made that are not true and many 
have been careless, but I assure ? J 
that in counter-attacking the P^’LlI 
who are spreading these lies 
UNESCO you would be strengthen’ 
the forces of peace in this com1 ■ .

American trade unionists 
Europe studying labor organized1 । 
working conditions, etc., in sey 
countries. Plans are now under 
for the American Federation of 
County, and Municipal Employftpi? 
charter a plane to take a group p J 
members on a similar four-week s 
tour of six countries this year. j

These activities serve a doubk’ JjJ 
pose: first, to enable workers in 
countries to learn firsthand 
Americans about our economic 
lems faced by all workers ano 
they are solved through free, c I 
cratic trade unions. J I

America’s labor movement alsP
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P°rts the UNESCO clearinghouse for 
educational, scientific, and cultural in
formation; the seminars of experts on 
the problems of education for women, 
evaluation of textbooks and television, 
and the special problems of arid 
z?ues; the missions of specialists as- 
?lsting member states, who request 
’t, in the improvement of their educa- 
honal system; the efforts to establish 
t[ee public libraries more widely; and 
the many other widespread activities

UNESCO. Among the more impor- 
;int projects is the positive encourage

ment of the free exchange of informa- 
t’en among the nations of the world.

Its accomplishments, too numerous 
detail here, have won for UNESCO 

tte praise of American labor and our 
government. Warm endorsement has 

also, from the leaders of all 
major religious groups in the United 
states.
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dan^11' Technical program expanded

iJf the past achievements of 
AESCO are noteworthy, its current 

Oogram is also impressive. The 1955- 
•/ Program, adopted in Montevideo, 
l‘ei,des an expanded program of 
^yhnical assistance in the form of ex- 

amon£ nations of those skills, 
jfhniques, and factual information 

। ^ch will assist mutual economic 
e^elopment.

( Mentific and technical document 
paters will be completed in Mexico, 
a3ypt, India, and Yugoslavia. Primary 

secondary education programs 
u. be carried on in 19 countries, 
fey . ^le direct aim of teaching skills 
( laired for a higher living standard, 
^damental education programs will 

.C()nducted in nine countries, while 
e(pht will receive help in technical 

Ration projects.
j in the past, the training of adults 

0,. children, the education of teach- 
i<i[r th® attack on illiteracy, the train- 

of scientists, the support of re- 
h, the reproduction and the trans- 

of the great literature of all 
q]( Airies, of the great works of art — 
On of these and other projects will

Wkue-
bat does all this cost us, as tax- 

y^Grs^ About 3 cents per person per 
W: Even from the standpoint of 
4^ln.tcrest alone, the benefits to 
prf) ,ricans in terms of increased world 

Activity, accelerated international 
and increased understanding 

this a very good investment in 
e. and security.

’kr ls be hoped that, as literacy 
^]]v lSes’ the workers in the economi- 

Underdeveloped nations will 
how far superior the lot of the
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In the strife-torn 
Middle East, 

UNESCO and 
UNRWA have 

provided over 300 
schools attended by 

over 100,000 Arab 
refugee children. 

Successful also are 
the embroidery 

centers for women 
in the refugee camps 

(shown here), 
where they also 

learn weaving, 
tailoring, and sewing.
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workers in the democratic countries 
is to their own.

This could well lead to the organi
zation of strong and free trade unions 
which would advance labor’s eco
nomic well-being and thus expand the 
economies of their countries.

As President George Meany stated 
in his New Year’s message in summar
izing the program of 1955 for Ameri
can labor:

“Our first concern must be for the 
preservation of peace. That goal can

be accomplished by strengthening our 
national defense, by reinforcing our 
alliance with the free nations of the 
world, by participating with them in 
effective programs for broadening 
international trade and economic 
growth, and by joint resistance against 
any further appeasement of the Soviet 
conspiracy.”

There can be no doubt that the pro
grams of UNESCO will serve to assist 
the free world in accomplishing its 
goal of preserving the peace.

UNESCO vs. Missionary Work
By THOMAS B. CURTIS

FOR six years I have been saying in 
one public speech after another 
that UNESCO and Point 4, desirable 
and helpful as they were, were noth

ing new to Americans and other en
lightened societies of the world. They 
were merely government programs 
attempting to do what our great mis
sions had been doing for many 
decades, indeed for centuries. 1 resent
ed the propagandizing that went along 
with these programs which over
shadowed the great missionary work 
in the very same fields, medical mis
sions, educational missions, sanitary 
missions, missions to teach economic 
skills, and so forth.

I pointed out that here, as in the 
field of economic endeavor, political 
government was moving in to take 
over private enterprise — for, indeed, 
in this regard our missions are private 
enterprise, much as our community 
chests are private enterprise as con
trasted to government endeavor.

I pointed out that just as in the

’’Entered in the Congressional Record for 
January 17, 1956, by Rep. Thomas B. Cur
tis. (R-Mo.).

fields of economic endeavor political 
government did not lend itself well 
by its very structure to performing 
these functions, so in the field of mis
sionary work, political government 
was not well suited to perform these 
functions.

The reasons were quite clear to me. 
If political governments tried to do 
the job, they perforce had to deal 
with and through the political govern
ment which existed in the society they 
were trying to help. In all too many 
instances the political government was 
on the backs of the peoples in the 
society and many of their basic trou
bles lay with that government. Yet by 
channeling economic, educational, 
medical, or any of these aids through 
the political government, to a large 
extent this assisted in keeping that 
particular political government on 
their backs and maintaining the status 
quo. The missionary programs, on the 
other hand, were essentially person to 
person rather than government to per
son or government to government 
relationships.

Second, the missionary programs
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EDITORIAL SPELLS OUT LEGION'S WARNING ----------------------------------------'

The Administrative Tribunal of 

the United Nations ruled . . . that 
four citizens of the United States 
who were employed by UNESCO 
and were fired because they would 
not affirm or deny that they had 
been Communists be paid $31,000 
damages plus court costs or rein
stated. The ruling stated that irre
spective of what the United States 
Loyalty Board said, or irrespective 
of what American rules or regula
tions they broke, there was no 
reflection on “the high standard re
quired of an international official.”

If there is anyone who does not 
believe the United Nations threatens 
American sovereignty, or that the 
organization is often utilized as a 
defense for communism, he should 
look into this case. The American 
government, after checking up on 
the aforesaid employees, suspected 
them of membership in the Com
munist conspiracy. The employees 
were questioned by United States 
officials as to whether or not they

which were most effective were those 
where the persons engaged in the 
work were living with the people they 
were try ing to help. To subject one
self to the living conditions of a back
ward people requires an attitude of 
humility and dedication to service 
which is most often found in our great 
religious institutions. The persons em
ployed by political government, on the 
other hand, are motivated more by 
the wages they will receive and the 
conditions under which they will live, 
the promotions they may expect, and 
so forth. And this is not meant to be 
critical of them, because government 
service in relation to employment in 
private enterprise requires a certain 
amount of dedication. However, secu
rity plays a great role in choosing gov
ernment service as a career. The result 
has been, as might be expected, those 
who have been administering the 
UNESCO and Point 4 programs do 
not usually live with the people whom 
they are trying to help.

I want to point out there are many 
splendid exceptions to this generality, 
but these exceptions would work well 
under a missionary program. Mission
ary programs are not all attached to 
churches; some educational missions 
have been set up by educational insti- 
tions, many health missions by private 
individuals. Furthermore, the govern
ment programs conducted by these 
people are almost without exception 
the least costly and the most effective 
programs toward gaining real friends 

were in the camp of the enemy. 
They refused to answer, so the 
United States demanded they be dis
charged from the jobs they held 
with UNESCO and be replaced by 
loyal Americans. It took consider
able time, influence and pressure 
by Ambassador Lodge and other 
government officials to bring about 
the action by UNESCO.

The dismissed employees ap
pealed to the United Nations for 
reinstatement or back pay ami law
yers’ fees. Three UN officials, none 
of them Americans, sat in judg
ment on the right of the Ameri
can government to act against citi
zens deemed disloyal or security 
risks. The foreign trio told the 
United States it had no control over 
its own citizens, that its regulations 
were not valid, and that question
able loyalty to the United States was 
of no importance.

If the United States accepts this 
decision and puts up the cash to 
abide by this ruling, it will not only

abroad.
I will never forget the time I inad

vertently came across an item in the 
foreign-aid budget for 100 air-condi
tioning units to be sent to a spot in 
India. Certainly it was hot in that sec
tion of India, but I wondered just 
how these Point 4 persons were going 
to work with the people of India in 
air-conditioned offices. No; they were 
not for hospitals.

In 1954 I successfully sponsored an 
amendment to our tax code which 
gave an additional 10 per cent deduc
tion for donations to medical, educa
tional, and religious institutions. I did 
not have in mind our domestic insti
tutions, although I was happy to know 
they would benefit also. I had in mind 
a little discussion I had with a Con
gregational minister after I had 
spoken before a symposium held at 
his church along the lines of this pres
ent talk. He said to me: “This is all 
well, but the problem is so vast that 
some source like the Federal Treasury 
is necessarv in order to meet the 
need.” Well, it is true that the prob
lem is great, but I do not think money 
will solve it. Money will help if chan
neled into the proper places. This tax 
credit, as far as I am concerned, was 
to help a little in getting money chan
neled into our private missions so we 
could get friends abroad.

Essentially the problems of our 
would-be friends abroad will never be 
solved until they take from the limited 
success experienced in our society the

of the three servants. If only our i*  lfe 
sionaries and government servants1 ire an 
gaged in work abroad knew j^ tpojj 
little more about the economics of ’

“All those ambassadors of cu^ 
those emissaries of art and lea’I 
and national handicraft . . . j 
ablaze for the cause of mutual u1’ 
standing and peace,” he said, ■ '1 
the drawstring that could dra^ 
together was 1 
at the last was aimless talk.”
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indicate our sovereignty is dead but 
we can, on foreign demand, be 
made to indemnify citizens deemed 
disloyal. It is a humiliating experi
ence.

The ruling of the United Nations 
tribunal vindicates the recent action 
of The American Legion in refusing 
to accept a whitewash report for 
UNESCO and makes the report of 
the committee headed by Kay Mur
phy look even more stupid than 
hitherto. . . .

The tribunal consisted of a Bel
gian, Albert Deveze; a Dutchman, 
Jonkheer van Rijckevorsel, and a 
Greek, lasson Stavropolous. The 
three agreed that if the discharges 
were upheld a precedent would be 
set so that UN employees could 
he dismissed if their national gov
ernments objected to them. Thus it 
is now UN law that the United 
States has lost all jurisdiction over 
its citizens in UN employ.

(Reprinted from The Tablet,
One Hanson Place, Brooklyn 17, N. Y.)
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sense of futilitv.

American society, they would be1 
intent on selling socialism abroad >, 
the belief that because of its prof^ 
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UNESCO'S ANSWER TO TRIBUNAL'S DECISION
By JOHN F. McJENNETT, JR. 

Assistant Director of U. S. National Commission for UNESCO

▼ ▼ 11II regard to the damages award
ed discharged employees of UNESCO 
who are American nationals, the fol
lowing are the facts:

Following the refusal of these em
ployees to respond to a questionnaire 
and to appear before an appropriate 
loyalty board. Dr. Evans, Director- 
General of UNESCO, advised them 
that he had lost confidence in them as 
employees and discharged them from 
the Agency. These employees, like all 
others in the Secretariat, are employed 
by contract. Thus, the routine of dis
charge involved contract termination 
and, therefore, came under the statutes 
applying to contracts. 

A group of the employees appealed 
to the Tribunal of the International 
Labor Organization on the grounds 
that under the statutes their contracts 
had been illegally terminated because 
in the process, they allege. Dr. Evans 
violated the clause in the statute relat
ing to reasonable expectancy. The Tri
bunal of the International Labor 
Organization found the charges in 
their favor and awarded damages.

At the meeting of the Executive 
Board of UNESCO in late 1955, the 
Board voted in support of the I nited 
States position to contest the Tribun
al’s findings in the International Court 
of Justice, to be argued this spring. 
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lvities in art (its own art books and 
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hat in Ttnational Congress of Plastic Arts, 
semen M at Venice in October on which 
s can fyial reports are just beginning to

1 hey0 je through); and its eighth general 
js me terence, at Montevideo in Decem-

f on which far too little comment 
been made in the American press,
help remedy the latter, it is for-

an observer as one of the fore-

Was encouraging to hear that 
NESCO’s eighth general confer- 
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felt. The conference consider- 
teduced the number of projects
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1 ^umbers of its executive board, 
' Rel^ e^ectec^ as individuals, should 

1Ce ’^Ure be responsible to their gov- 
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itual u^'^hts. The delegates apparently 
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thought they had done something of 
note by ordering their officials to 
‘study means of promoting peaceful 
cooperation’ and by asking the gov
ernments they represent ffo take all 
necessary measures to assure freedom 
of expression and to remove barriers 
to the free flow of undistorted infor
mation between member states.’ 
Among the sponsors of these resolu
tions were the Soviet Union and 
Czechoslovakia. Dr. Evans described 
the two resolutions as ‘ample proof of 
the lessening of international ten
sions.’ People who know just how 
much freedom of expression and free 
flow of information is encouraged by 
Communist governments may be par
doned if they see in these resolutions 
fresh evidence of UNESCO’s ability to 
cut itself adrift from reality and even 
from honesty of mind.

“UNESCO started life eight years 
ago, with the fixed idea that it must 
have a finger in almost every conceiv
able pie. The logic behind this rea
soning was obscure; what is clear is 
that it has proved well-nigh disas
trous. With less than ten million dol
lars to spend each year up to now, 
the organization has been forced to 
spread the butter very thinly over the 
great hunks it has tried to swallow; 
and the impression has inevitably been 
created that it is no more than a hap
py hunting ground for cranks. Culture 
alone is a vast and amorphous term; 
in no other field is it so easy to let

one thing lead on to another, or to 
juggle so convincingly with the the
oretically desirable and the practically 
useful. Thus it is that a body whose 
constitution contains ringing words 
about preventing war by attaching its 
roots ‘in the minds of men’ now finds 
itself designing a ‘mobile museum 
specially adapted to arid zones,’ fos
tering a ‘symposium on bromatology’ 
at Santiago de Chile, and submitting 
reports reviewing research literature 
on the ‘design of wind machines.’

“Dr. Evans, who was appointed 
Director-General some 18 months ago, 
has sought to adopt a realistic attitude 
toward UNESCO’s manifold projects. 
But people acquire vested interests in 
education, science, and culture just as 
they do in other fields; and although 
UNESCO is young in years, it has 
shown itself old enough to be set in 
its ways. It will not find it easy to turn 
a deaf ear to those who urge it to 
provide the world with colored repro
ductions of Australian aboriginal art 
or gramophone records of the folk 
music of the Eskimo, Tuareg, and 
Foula peoples. . . .

“To argue in this strain is not to 
prove oneself a Philistine. It would be 
in UNESCO’s own interest to aban
don some of its more esoteric projects 
and to concentrate its resources on 
those that offer practical results. Ad
mittedly, at Montevideo, some fears 
were expressed that emphasis on the 
practical might lead to neglect of 
spiritual values; but international or
ganizations are unsatisfactory vehicles 
for the propagation of spiritual values, 
and the sad fact is that UNESCO’s 
misguided efforts in some directions
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have diverted attention from the ad
mirable work it is doing in others. . . .

“UNESCO can do valuable work in 
promoting understanding and per
sonal exchange among relatively well- 
educated peoples, but in that field it 
is not alone; at most, it can only fill 
crevices between the activities of uni
versities, learned societies, publishers, 
and national organizations. . . . But it 
is still far from clear that that is what 
UNESCO has in mind.”

To the silly esthetic boondoggling 
described above by the Economist, 
we can add one more late morsel: the 
prizes offered and awarded at the 
recent Venice Biennale by UNESCO 
which became simply two or three 
others added to an already endless 
list of small cash and honors offered 
by tourist bureaus and insurance com
panies. They may sound like a tiny 
thing, which it probably comes to in 
money and importance, yet these 
prizes are somehow typical of the 
most unpleasant and most dangerous 
fault of UNESCO, certainly in the 

arts — namely, its obvious wish and 
will to set itself up competitively, and 
on the same level, with existing organ
izations, instead of as a liaison in 
order to make the best possible use 
of them, as the founders of UNESCO 
intended. But that original premise 
has now disappeared under the hand 
of the firmly entrenched intellectual 
Tammany -Hall which today inhabits 
as well as rules UNESCO.

Hence, of course, UNESCO finds 
itself, among other odd occupations, 
literally in the publishing business — 
and in the art field, in it with expen
sive, huge volumes that have recently 
been reviewed by competent authori
ties as inferior to equally recent, com
mercially published books on the 
same subjects. But it is projects like 
these which create soft jobs and free 
travel for UNESCO functionaries.

So also do, of course, international 
conferences like the one with the 
fancy name, at Venice, a few months 
ago. This turned out to be a no more 
successful performance of the long- 

range idea of creating a UNESC । 
run international artists’ associate ( 
for which an equally expensive fl i 
of a general rehearsal, a sort of p* 1 i 
ning conference, had been held c 
UNESCO at Venice two years befo' j 
It was severely criticized for powefl 
yet eventually ridiculous efforts by f 
Italo-French bloc to ram through t

a

own procedure, ideas, and con# c 
Now the same thing has happen 1 
again, on a larger scale and a 1‘ c 
easily combatable one, a few moi>’ c 
ago — with no press observers invfl hoa 
(why?). As soon as official reports1 
cleared for release, we shall publ 
an account based on experiences 
the considerably disillusioned Un’1
States delegation of artists.

What can be done about UNESC 1
How do we control (in order to a'1 
having to halt entirely) this sorce)1 
apprentice we have called into bei 
Better decide and act before it ' 
nishes one more major, gratufl1 
fueling, at home and abroad, fot 
anti-international reactionaries.
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Guest panelist for a recent thought-provoking television program dealing 
with the subject of UNESCO was Professor Willmoore Kendall (center), 
former Rhodes scholar, now professor of political science, Yale University. 
Regular panelists were (left to right) George Hamilton Combs, former

Congressman (D-Mo.), television commentator; Hardy Burt, 
William Buckley, Jr., publisher and editor of the new weekly, 
Review; and Professor Charles Hodges, teacher of international r 
N. Y. U. Following are some of the highlights from the program.

Question: What is your opinion 
of UNESCO?

Kendall: It is one further example of 
the rash of new international 
organizations that were set up in 
1945 and after in the general 
atmosphere of optimism about 
world peace, and with the general 
purpose of speeding our progress 
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toward that better world which 
our political leaders had promised 
us as a reward for going into 
World War II.

It is a going concern of the kind 
we political scientists call a bu
reaucracy. It is a bureaucracy of 
800 experts strong, with palatial 
offices in Paris, and with an annual 
budget, dug in large part out of 

the theoretically bottomless P 
of the American taxpayeL 
$8,000,000 to spend on 
manner of foolishness its 
directors happen to adopt j 
moment. One critic has j 
an “international WPA for 11 i 
ployed intellectuals.”

Combs: UNESCO is without p0''^ 
conduct any operation in an/
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try unless specifically requested so 
to do. It is not a matter of a supra
national organization imposing its 
ideas, its cultures, or its concepts 
°n the defenseless American 
People.

UNESCO, incidentally, costs 
from the bottomless pocketbook of 
the American people two cents per 
capita per year, and if Professor 
Kendall is loath to give his two 
cents, I’ll be glad to chip in two 
cents for him.

°Dges: I want to point out that the 
UNESCO organization operates 
through national commissions, not 

an international agency in some
body else’s territory, so far as the 
general educational activity goes. 
The United States National Com
mission is an Act of Congress 
^tity, set up and approved by the 
United States government, with 
argely organizations which repre
sent, I should say, everything in 
he United States that is good and 

Progressive.
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. There is something else which I 
mink is very important in the pic- 

and that is the fact that 
A ESCO, possibly unnecessary to 

.he high I.Q., the privileged and 
mtelligent American, is very impor- 
ant to half the inhabitants of the 
vorld. We have 1,200,000,000 peo- 

PJe who cannot read and write 
_ Urrently, and this is the great op
portunity of communism. I want 
. ernphasize the vicious circle — 
gnorance, poverty, disease. Those 
ijc the three things which 

AESCO is tackling, it seems to 
0’ most effectively through its 

sL°ad set-up. I believe that we 
°uld therefore be willing to take 

’ you might say, on its historical 
fn fact, it’s a very important 

Hmct to our foreign policy.

% . : Why is it that liberals
"lined to praise with holy 

UNESCO, while eonserva- 
^li ',re very stern in their denim- 

,tn of UNESCO?
^ri .1tfi ' ."ere is a suggestion that 

^ere is a natural division here be- 
ljkeen the conservatives and the 
q erals. But the Foreign Policy 

of the radically con- 
hieVa^Ve U. S. Chamber of Com- 
“k .Ce drew up a report which said, 
s0 ls °ur hope that we may play 

i Bi) iG srnaH part in increasing the 
Pe ^standing of the American 
l%iPYof UNESCO. When we 
tfip (( into specific charges against

I 'Vit?1’ We found them basically 
L 10ut substance. We looked for
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evidence and could not find any.” 
I am interested in UNESCO 

because 1 am interested in the rad
icalism of its sponsors. The adher
ence to UNESCO was originally 
urged in House Resolution 215, in
troduced by that startling expo
nent of radical causes, then-Con- 
gressman Karl E. Mundt. The Sen
ate resolution urging our adher
ence to it was introduced by an
other “flaming progressive,” Sena
tor Robert A. Taft. His co-author, 
or co-introducer, was Senator Ful
bright of Arkansas. And the joint 
resolution of Congress, having 
examined the constitution of 
UNESCO, passed and authorized 
our adherence to it by a vote of 
264 to 41 in the House, and not a 
single dissent in the Senate.

Kendall: UNESCO is a synthetic, 
made-to-order organization that 
anv conservative with a respect for 
political institutions has got to de
plore. Aly objection to UNESCO 
and probably the objection that 
has underlain the revolt against it 
out over the country, is not that it 
is radical, but that it really does 
draw a line between conservatives 
and liberals. It is a real touchstone 
between reactionaries. It is the 
whole business of supposing that 
you can set something up syntheti
cally overnight without history, 
without organic growth, without 
its having come from anywhere, 
turn important problems over to it 
and sit back, and really suppose 
that 800 bureaucrats drinking aper
itifs in Paris restaurants in the aft
ernoon can do something about 
the problem. The liberal naturally 
cottons to this kind of proposal; 
the conservative very naturally is 
opposed to it.

Hodges: UNESCO isn’t anything new 
at all. This is a part of the old 
League of Nations’ International 
Institute of Intellectual Coopera
tion, set up in 1920. This was set 
up — although we were not mem
bers of the League of Nations — 
with the support of the United 
States. So it’s been going on 
through the period between the 
two world wars. And this is simply 
the United Nations pickup of a 
very old project.

Question: W hat do you think 
about the project of UNESCO to re
write the history of the world?

Buckley: I suggest that what is im
portant about UNESCO is not that 
Senator Taft and Senator Mundt, 
and, if I may say so, George Hamil

ton Combs, are for it, but just what 
is it actually going out and doing? 
Let us take, for example, one of 
the endeavors of UNESCO. They 
decided that the history books that 
cover the history of the world to
day are unsatisfactory because 
they are laden down with bias and 
with tendentious reporting, and 
what have you. So they appropri
ated $600,000 to write a ten-vol
ume history of the world, and 
selected as the proper man to dis
entangle history no less a man than 
Professor Ralph Turner of Yale 
University. Of course, I don’t ex
pect him to write ten volumes, but 
he is the editor of a ten-volume 
history whose specific purpose is 
to take all of the bias out of his
tory. I know of no more biased 
man than Mr. Turner.

Question : W hat about the charges 
of atheism in UNESCO?

Combs: On the international commis
sion supervising the rewriting of 
history books, one represents all 
religions and all cultures. As to the 
specific charge of atheism in 
UNESCO, may 1 point out the 
statement made not long ago by 
the very distinguished churchman 
who had this matter under consid
eration, the Rev. Edward B. Roney, 
Society of Jesuits, and director of 
the Jesuit Educational Association. 
He emphasized to the leaders of 
American Catholic Colleges and 
Universities that active participa
tion in the work of UNESCO and 
diligent promotion of UNESCO’s 
aims is not only in perfect keeping 
with the whole Catholic culture 
and tradition, but implicitly, at 
least, is a duty imposed on us by 
the Vicar of Christ himself. And 
he calls the Pope the world’s great
est UNESCOan, saying, “It is my 
firm conviction that in a Catholic 
institution the work of UNESCO 
and that of the Papal peace pro
gram cannot be separated.” As a 
matter of fact, the Constitution of 
the United States omits the word 
“God,” a source of regret, I am 
sure, which we share.

Buckley: The Rev. Newman, O.M.I., 
said, “Perhaps all the reasons 
which impelled the founding fath
ers in drafting our own Constitu
tion in their great wisdom to omit 
the name of God may have been 
in the minds of those who drew up 
the constitution of UNESCO. It is 
a purely secular instrument, not 
dealing with the religions of man.

(Continued on Page 64)
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SPONSORS: The United States Chamber of Commerce
The building industry
The Housing and Home Finance Agency of the 

eminent (pledged to help in every possible nay)

ITH the alarming deterioration of America’s housing inventory, our standards oi living, upon
which we have always prided ourselves, are being steadily lowered — the nation’s housing inven
tory is rapidly deteriorating. Keenly aware of the need for more and better housing for all people 
of our nation, President Eisenhower has asked that the government join with communities, the 
building and lending industries and private citizens in a nationwide effort toward raising the level 
of living for all American people.

Operation Home Improvement, in establishing 1956 as “Home Improvement Year,” gives 
private enterprise’s answer to President Eisenhower’s request. An estimated 250 million dollars 
worth of advertising will bear the seal and slogan of this program as private industry shifts into 
high gear to recondition dwelling areas of half the American people in which houses ten, twenty, 
thirty years and older predominate.

Now is the time for all American home owners to ask themselves “Is my house in order?” 
and then “Should I seize this opportunity to join hands with the government in reconditioning my 
property to meet the soaring national standard of livability?”

Here presented for the evaluation of our readers in determining the latter question, are the 
addresses of officials of private industry and government designating 1956 as “Home Improve
ment Year.”

Also included is a recent Facts Forum radio program in which Congressman Bruce Alger 
(R., Texas) and Senator John Sparkman (1)., Ala.), in discussing “Public Housing,” touch upon 
many factors common to both public housing and federal aid to home improvement.

Finally shown are the views of Paul L. Poirot, staff member of the Foundation for Economic 
Education, excerpted from his booklet “Public Housing,” including his statement that “What the 
government takes from an individual as taxes is no longer available to that individual for use aS 
he might please toward the care and improvement of his own home and his own family.”

Will this challenging program, in the final analysis, benefit the American homeowner indi
vidually, and the nation’s economy as a whole?
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AL: 7o raise the level of living for all Americans through recondi
tioning dwelling areas of half the American people in which 
houses ten, twenty, thirty years and older predominate.

1956 —Home Improvement Year
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ALbert M. Cole, Administrator of 
. the Housing and Home Finance 

Agency, in response to a direc- 
^at irorn our President, has desig- 
Ye ,, 1956 as “Home Improvement 
\|'r’ Air. Cole’s address, given at the 

°Wer Hotel, Washington, D. C., c«uary i6j jgse was prefaced by 
Bq?11. D. Johnston, Chairman of the 
Vjjjf ’ Chamber of Commerce of the 
Qo] ed States, following which Mr. 
Bu;(\Was introduced by Fritz B. Burns, 
.Vjr । b of Los Angeles, California. 
tor’ yhn R. Doscher, Executive Direc- 
spQi pperation Home Improvement, 

^,,e in conclusion.
aup?e statements of these officials, in- 
arg ^‘‘ting ’56 as the “year to fix,” 

^own in condensed form.
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4 F .Qscinating Venture"
Stn*

Chqj ernent of Clem D. Johnston, 
%rr.rrr'an of the Board, Chamber of 

nierce of the United States.
’H.

v^tu1S *s a fascinating and important 
are sotting out to take 

steP to help improve the 
°f America.

bn 716 this is another achievement 
^^’Ooss leadership. You manufac- 

and distributors of building
1? toRuxi News, April, 1956

materials and equipment, you building 
trade association members, you pri
vate enterprise-minded men in gov
ernment, and we in the Chamber of 
Commerce of the United States, vol
untarily came together to design this 
campaign and set in motion a pro
gram which can help improve millions 
of homes.

Home Improvement Year will have 
other benefits:

1. It will add to our national pro
duction.

2. It will provide more jobs for the 
craftsmen who support their families 
by employment in the home-improve
ment industry.

3. It will provide increased sales of 
building materials and equipment and 
services.

These are the things — more pro
duction, more jobs, and more sales — 
which bring better living to the people 
of America. This is one of the impor
tant objectives of the national Cham
ber.

This is why we are for this nation
wide home-improvement campaign.

I am proud that our voluntary, pri
vate, and competitive way of getting 
progress in America has provided this 
opportunity to again let the profit 
motive give us a purpose which can 
benefit so many Americans. . . .

"A Perfect Partnership"

Remarks by Fritz B. Burns, Builder, 
of Los Angeles, California, at the 
launching of Home Improvement 
Year.

This is a happy day for me.
I started in the real-estate business 

before I finished grade school. I began 
building homes before I was old 
enough to vote. As a young man I 
found keen satisfaction in watching 
new homes rise and seeing cities ex
pand. I was proud to think I had a 
hand in their growth.

I never lost my early feelings of sat
isfaction and pride in our industry. 
But as I grew older I began to realize 
that something else was happening to 
our cities — something evil. While new 
homes grew constantly better and 
cities flourished, many of the older 
homes and older neighborhoods were 
going to wrack and ruin.

Along with a lot of other people I 
started thinking about what would 
happen if we continued to neglect 
those older neighborhoods. The ma
jority of the houses in them were still 
soundly built. Why should they be 
abandoned this way? But the fact was 
that most of t!»>em had not been kept 
up. They needed a lot more than a 
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coat of paint. They had to be brought 
up to the new standards found in the 
new houses we were putting up all 
over the country. If they were not, no 
matter how much new building in the 
country we put up, we would have, 
instead of a net gain in housing, a net 
loss of decent dwelling places.

As I just remarked, a lot of people 
were thinking about the problem. All 
of them wanted to do something 
about it, too, and some of us got to
gether, in various parts of the country, 
and worked out plans. But there was 
no central dynamo to provide the 
power on a national scale.

One day just under a year ago, Bill 
Ulman, of the Housing Agency, and I 
were mulling over the situation in my 
office in Los Angeles. We agreed that 
it might do a lot of good if we could 
set up a national home-improvement 
week. Some time later, in Denver, Al 
Cole, Bill Ulman, Axel Nielsen, and I 
developed the idea further. Why not 
have a home-improvement month? 
Why not have a home-improvement 
year?

That was the real start. We would 
line up the National Association of 
Home Builders, with its “new face for 
America” campaign. We would line 
up the National Association of Real 
Estate Boards and pick up its “build 
America better” project. And we 
would use that fine organization, 
Action — the American Council to 
Improve Our Neighborhoods. We 
could call together the producers, the 
retailers, and the lenders into one 
mighty effort to rescue the living 
wealth of America — our homes.

The United States Chamber of 
Commerce offered to sponsor the 
whole program — and within three 
months of that first exploratory talk 
in Los Angeles, Operation Home Im
provement was born.

UNITY OF ACTION

The important thing, perhaps the 
most important, is that everybody we 
talked to recognized the need for 
unity of action. All the diverse organi- 
pations supporting Home Improve
ment Year are working together. There 
are no rivalries, no jealousies, no con
flicts. We have a perfect partnership.

An indispensable member of this 
partnership of the forces of private 
enterprise is the federal government. I 
think of this member as the cement 
that gives solidarity and strength to 
the structure we are erecting together.

And it must be an enduring struc
ture. Working always as a team, com
bining our idealism with the hard
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headed Yankee common sense that is 
our precious heritage, demanding 
never less of ourselves than the very 
best that is in us, requiring inflexible 
standards of material and workman
ship, we will make it an enduring 
structure.

The supervising architect is well 
known to all of us. And he is favorably 
known to all of us. We have not al
ways agreed with his decisions. Some 
of us have argued with him. A few

of us have quarreled with him. But 
all trust him. And all of us know ir 
our hearts that we couldn’t find a bd' 
ter man for the job.

He isn’t a builder by profession. Hf 
is not a dealer in real estate. He is no1
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a mortgage lender. He is not a maw 
facturer or supplier of building mate 
rials. He came up the hard way" 
through Congress.

I present to you my very god 
friend, the Administrator of the Hod 
ing and Home Finance Agency, 
Cole, of Kansas.
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"A Really Fresh Approach”
Address by Albert M. Cole, Administrator 
of the Housing and Home Finance Agency
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The moment at hand, January 16, 
1956, was chosen many months ago as 
the time to start a great national cru
sade to raise the level of living in all 
parts of our country. The means by 
which we will achieve that end is 
improvement of the fundamental ele
ment of living, the homes of America.

This is a joint enterprise. Millions of 
individuals will take part in it. Thou
sands of communities will participate. 
Civic organizations and many special 
groups, such as the ones sponsoring 
this meeting, will contribute their 
energies. Major areas of private indus
try, including all media of communica
tions, will marshal their powerful 
forces. The federal government will 
aid in every possible way.

When the present administration 
took office, not quite three years ago, 
President Eisenhower and his team 
were keenly aware of the need for 
more and better housing for all the 
people of the nation. But on this occa
sion I want to discuss, not slums, not 
blighted areas in danger of becoming 
slums, not even those urban sections 
that touch such areas. I want to talk 
about all older areas — those in which 
houses 10, 20, 30 years and older pre
dominate — in all the towns and cities 
of the United States.

It is in the older areas, many of very 
high quality, that more than half of 
the nation’s people live today. The 
total property investment — though 
not precisely measurable — is consid
erably in excess of $200 billion.

And we have not been protecting 
that investment. We have been letting 
a vast national asset - dwelling place 
of half the American people — depre
ciate at a rate no factory or mercantile
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establishment would tolerate, 
business leaders have been partly 
fault. They thought only in terms 
“somebody else’s property.” Al^ 
with others, they failed to see that v1 
was the nation’s property, the natio® 
economy — and thus the depreciate 
directly affected us all.

The capital value of our proper 
has not been keeping pace with ok 
capital values. More important, ® 
dividends have been falling off — 
I mean not only municipal tax re 
nues but dividends in efficiency, c° 
fort, and satisfaction. The divide^ 
in livability have not kept up with^ 
dividends from other sources. ' 
have they begun to keep up ''j 1 
American standards of livability wl’’I ’ 
the restless genius of American , s 
builders is constantly elevating to ' 
heights. Countless thousands of 11 
dwellings not only lack the utility 
livability made possible by PoS^ 
technical developments, but are 'L 
ited to facilities popular between 1 
and 1935. J

Today the building and allied 
tries — with the continued cooper1 ( 
of the government — are abOlllJ 
undertake an enterprise of tremen1 > 
scope and of a social import that C 
not yet be measured. These inch’5 0 
are not only going to construct P’, 
ably 1300 thousand new horn6^ 
1956, but they are going to 
very substantially ten million or 
existing dwellings at a cost of Af 
nine billion dollars. An addition^ 
million or more homes will re\j 
maintenance and repairs in exceSJ I 
another five billion dollars. The 1 < 
will be about three billion doll^jj ; 
25 per cent more than was sp6*1
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1955 — and I believe it is a conserva- 
*lve estimate. The Chamber of Com
merce of the United States, for exam
ple, recently published a statement 
tyhich I will quote:

These figures certainly indicate 
^at, despite the discovery that the 
^sidential modernization market may 

e about twice as large as we thought, 
■ye limit may be far from reached. A 
Possible additional expansion of 25 to 
" Per cent of the present activity is 

W,thin probability.”
. 1 also want to read to you the sen- 
ence immediately following:
.. This is a challenge to the construc- 
Jon industry that should not be passed 

a time when other sectors of the 
f°nstruction market may be tempo- 
jay close to the limits of increased 

Mansion.”

A SPECTACULAR OPPORTUNITY

i is indeed a challenge to home 
IJders. It is also an opportunity of 

^^'lacular dimensions for lenders, 
ill’ iS’ arclbtects, producers, and all 
^ed trades and professions. It will 

a whole new area of employ
er f°r lab°r- And neither the chal- 
fenor the opportunities will be 

ored by any of these.
]j > Jo not use the term “challenge” 

ply, nor as a matter of rhetoric.
}^0[years a nearly hopeless burden 
L been placed on the individual 
lrjs .e°wner who wished to improve 
|jt i()rne in an older neighborhood. 

usual]y unable to borrow the
5 n > S f°r a real improvement — 
eij Vv wing, a new bathroom or kitch- 

because few wished to lend sub- 
r SUms *°  a horne owner in an 

^8 area that showed signs of blight.
Pfo' Y We have a really fresh ap- 

urge broad-scale, neigh- 
hst 10°^'wide home improvement, not 
of r P°ckets of endeavor. And instead 

solely on the part-time ef- 
Well-meaning citizen groups — 
whom there would be no real 

abou‘ , ^tio s? we now rely also on the 
c « ar|d l°cal businessman who 

that a sn^_ in this crusade the fulfillment 
indust j an^ econ°mic need without

izing the interests of his stock-

a* *be  same time remark that 
|li ] ?e resP°nsibility of businessmen 

oH^erS to be vigilant in the inter- 
home owners. There is no place

> nati°nal movement for greed or 
^tif( Ss Practices. There can be no tol- 
V?>iti()ri laxity in granting either con- 

iinr?a or government-insured loans.
Sui ' ^en(lers and builders alike to 

e identical standards in the
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granting of both these types of loans.
You are all aware that during the 

half-dozen years ahead there will be a 
fall-off in new family formations due 
to the coming of age of the smaller 
baby crop born during the depression 
period of the 1930’s. An attendant 
moderate drop in demand for new 
homes during those few years can be 
very profitably balanced by satisfying 
the demand for home improvement — 
and thus, without risking pressures of 
an inflationary character, keep fully 
employed the producers and suppliers 
of building materials, the forces of 
labor and management. At the same 
time the building industry will be tool
ing up in preparation for the clearly 
visible new home-building boom that 
will get under way in the early 1960’s.

As one new and practical step to 
assist in the home-improvement effort, 
the Housing and Home Finance 
Agency will recommend liberalization 
of its procedures, through both legisla
tion and regulations, to an extent that 
will bring our mortgage insurance 
facilities into phase with today’s stand
ards. We are also undertaking to send 
through the country highly qualified 
teams to aid in training the personnel 
in all our field offices and thus expe
dite all qualifying applications for 
federal assistance.

MEETING THE CHALLENGE

The challenge facing us all will be 
met. All elements of the building in
dustry are moving forward to accept 
the challenge and to seize the oppor
tunity.

Newspapers great and small, maga
zines of every kind, trade journals, the 
radio and television chains, all are 
giving lavishly of their space and time. 
They, too, have determined to meet 
the challenge.

Many other industries, some of them 
not even indirectly associated with the 
building and building-service indus
tries, have recognized the challenge. 
They know that anything which makes 
for a better America must have their 
support. And they are warmly giv
ing it- , . , ,

Municipal authorities in thousands 
of communities feel the challenge 
deeply. They are very close to the 
need for improving the homes of 
America. They know the importance 
of good homes and sound neighbor
hoods in maintaining a sound capital 
structure in their communities. And 
they know how great are both the 
financial and social dividends. Their 

support is being given to the limit.
I believe I am safe in saying that no 

peacetime endeavor of the American 
people has ever had such assurance of 
universal support as this, our nation
wide home improvement enterprise, a 
true partnership of private industry 
and government. This partnership has 
no opposition. Everywhere it has sup
port.

A SINGLE PURPOSE

In this room here today, in addition 
to the representatives of many indus
tries, there are present distinguished 
members of both houses of Congress. 
Many of the President’s Cabinet and 
several of the White House staff are 
with us today, as are other govern
ment officials from a number of de
partments, state and municipal officers 
and community leaders. There are 
labor leaders, education and health 
authorities, publishers, editors, news 
analysts. There are religious leaders 
and persons eminent in numerous 
other fields of activity. All of you have 
come here with a single purpose.

You have come to demonstrate your 
faith in the enterprise that all of us 
are undertaking together.

You believe that our postwar tech
nology, which has already greatly 
raised the level of living in America, 
will continue to advance. You believe 
that the soaring national standard of 
livability can be increasingly enjoyed 
by ever-growing numbers of our peo
ple. And you believe that millions of 
them are eager to realize that stand
ard in its most elemental reality — the 
homes in which they live and rear 
their children to become useful mem
bers of society.

You believe, too, I have no doubt, 
that as millions of Americans in the 
medium income group advance their 
present level of living closer to the 
new American standards, private in
dustry as a whole will become more 
and more convinced of the real feasi
bility — as well as the desirability, 
which no one now disputes — of home 
improvement on an even broader 
scale. We should never permit our
selves to forget that the long-term 
objective — the attainment of which 
will be most profitable in every way 
for all concerned — is to raise the level 
of living for all the American people.

I have here a letter written to me by 
the President of the United States, in 
which he says in part:

I hope that the Housing and Home Finance 
Agency can now join with communities, the 
building and lending industries, and pri
vate citizens in a nationwide effort toward 
this goal.
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In response to the President’s direc- 
tive I will now read a statement, the 
substance of which I hope will be 
given wide and continuous publicity 
throughout the United States:

DECLARATION OF 1956 AS 
NATIONAL HOME IMPROVEMENT

YEAR

The President of the United States has 
stated that the present administration from 
the outset recognized three major goals of 
equal importance in the complex task of 
housing the American people.

One goal was to provide, by private enter
prise and initiative, a modern home for every 
American family that seeks and can afford 
to buy such a home. This is approaching 
achievement.

Another goal was to provide more and 
better housing, both by private enterprise 
and government aid, for American families 
with low incomes. This is being increasingly 
accomplished.

A third goal was nationwide renewal and

^'‘56^

restoration of middle-aged dwellings in bas
ically sound condition.

Aware of the magnitude and urgency of 
this need to rehabilitate our older homes, the 
President has expressed his desire that the 
Housing and Home Finance Agency stimu
late our communities, the building and lend
ing industries, and private citizens every
where to a full and systematic achievement 
of a modern home for every American.

If this objective is attained with the energy 
at our command, and with the crusading 
spirit of our people, our entire population — 
owners, tenants, and laboring force alike 
— will be enormously benefited.

Therefore, as Administrator of the Hous
ing and Home Finance Agency, I urge the 
American people to join with the President 
and the great forces of private enterprise in 
concerted effort to attain nationwide im
provement of our country’s homes and neigh
borhoods.

In pursuance of our common objectives, 
I designate 1956 Home Improvement Year.

“A Big Idea Because It’s Simple”
Remarks of John R. Doscher, Executive Director 
of Operation Home Improvement:

Someone wired recently and re
ferred to this day as an historic occa
sion. In many respects it is. For today 
marks the beginning of a campaign 
which is bound to have a very positive 
effect on our nation. This campaign is 
called Operation Home Improvement.

Today, for the first time, all the 
many and diverse factors in the build
ing business are joining forces under 
the banner of Operation Home Im
provement to combat one of our most 
serious domestic problems: the dete
rioration of our housing inventory.

Private industry has a big job to do 
in selling home improvement to the 
American people. To do it takes a big 
idea. Nothing less could unite an in
dustry. Nothing less could make an 
impression on the American people 
who are the most promoted-to people 
in the world.

Operation Home Improvement is a 
big idea. It s big because it is simple. 
It is not a new organization or associa
tion. It is simply a year-long campaign 
designed to coordinate the efforts of 
all in the home-improvement industry, 
both at the national and at the local 
level, to accomplish two things: 
(1) To interest more people in im
proving their homes, and (2) to help 
make it easier for home owners to 
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buy materials and services.
The campaign is sponsored by the 

Chamber of Commerce of the United 
States and the building industry. As 
you have seen, it has the active sup
port of the federal government.

The potential is indeed enormous. 
Some economists estimate that the 
home improvement market could be 
doubled in the next few years. The 
condition of our housing inventory in 
America certainly points up the need.

We’ve got a big job to do in devel
oping this market. Statisticians tell us 
that one house in ten is a slum, half of 
those remaining are in need of repair 
and improvement. Certainly the other 
half need to be maintained. We have 
always prided ourselves on having the 
highest standards of living in the 
world, but with the alarming deterior
ation of our housing inventory, our 
standards are being steadily lowered.

hat’s happened to the American 
pride in the home?

Why don’t people spend money to 
keep their homes up to modern stand
ards?

Certainly, with our current pros
perity, full employment, the highest 
wages we’ve ever had even adjusted 
for inflation, people can afford to im
prove their homes. Half the owner-
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FOR THE COMMON GOOD
Never before have all the 4*'^,  PUb 

elements of this huge industry J^'j^epf 

effort, everyone in this industO^ .4^ 
helping to insure our most preC1.
possession — the American lioi^ c 
the bulwark of our way of life. unN,

It is because of this that Oper^ 
Home Improvement is one camp*  
that is big enough to deserve tl'1 
tention of editors of leading 
zines. Every major magazine jp (hy 
joined the team to help sell bettefJ 
............................................
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occupied homes in America are own^ 
scot-free — there are no mortgage J/116 
ments to be made every month. M01 
of these are the older homes that 
in need of modernization. The oth< 
half of our home owners have abo‘ 
a 50 per cent equity — more - 
enough on which sound readvan^ 
could be made for improvement wop 

Manufacturers, trade association d 
ecutives, financing experts, service a’1' 
installation people and governmel 
housing officials, all agree that Op^ 
tion Home Improvement is a ye 1 
enough idea to help achieve a n1’ | ar 
degree of teamwork. With one $eJ 
and one slogan and the declaration^ 
Home Improvement Year, this j1’1. 
has already crea^d ....v-----1.
operation at the national level. Aw 
from tests at the local level in p11. 
cities, it is apparent that the idea 
big enough to get everyone pub” 
together.

It looks now as _________ _
may well become one of the grea^ 
banners ever used in the history 
American business. This year, this 
will appear in many millions of b 
lars worth of national advertising- , f 
local advertising, beginning today^ 
is being used by countless thousa® 
of dealers, contractors, lenders, ai^M ’h 
tailers of home equipment product^ ii 
is estimated that, at the local le j lr 
alone, over $250 million worth of 
vertising will carry this seal du^ 
Home Improvement Year. In addict 

spent on direct mail, display mated^r 
and other promotional activities llS 1 
the seal. 11
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that is big enough to deserve tM 
tention of editors of leading 
zines. Every major magazin6

ing in better homes. Millions am I 
lions of families will be reading 1 t|i 
and better editorial material 0,1 x . 
subject. And on these editorial P‘^ i 
they’ll see the OH I seal time and 
again.

Newspapers, too, are using th*  
editorially.

Through the repetitious imp11 
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of Op Sn is perfect. Our economy needs
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Pro and Con

Bruce Alger

dod

this multi-billion-dollar stimulus — the 
building industry needs this campaign 
to maintain sound growth — and the 
American people need the help that 
this campaign promises in making re
pair and remodeling work easier to 
buy.

Thus, Operation Home Improve
ment is private enterprise’s answer to 
President Eisenhower’s request that 
there be established a concerted effort 
to improve old but still sound dwell
ings. As Collier’s magazine stated on 
its editorial page . . . “The campaign 
is based on a valid premise: that pride 
in one’s home and community can be 
as infectious as slovenliness — and far 
more rewarding and economical. 
From any viewpoint — the welfare of 
the community or the self-interest of 
the home owner — the program makes 
sense and deserves vigorous support.”
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if c'earanc6, urban renewal and public housing are linked 
k e Administration's housing program. Operation Home 
pr Overnent will center on urban renewal; all facets of this 

rarr,/ however, have a common denominator in the nation's 
0nOitiy.

fq(:tl'erT’ar^s °f Congressman Bruce Alger (R.-Texas), on a recent 
ifg S ^Orum radio program, emphasize the importance of keep- 

9°vernment <n its proper confines with free enterprise 
ln9 the motive power.

rj ।<e it easier for them to buy mate- 
and services.

. he timing for this integrated cam- 

t Oper? a out of it. Today, many mayors 
a b’ J 1 • '

: a |* (<lr to mark the beginning of their 
me ^ campaigns.
rationc L^his local level application is most 
his i^ er h°rtant because it means that deal- 
snted j3 contractors, and lenders are join- 
el. Afl t()V°gether to encourage more people 
in P ■ itia1LriProve their homes and to help to

seal in editorial content of maga- 
j nes and newspapers, and in advertis- 

people everywhere will get the 
ca that “ 56 is the year to fix” — and 

uu‘v th be encouraged to improve 
abo11 ^e'r homes this year.

• Pperation Home Improvement is 
p^pcd a big idea. And it is a well-

Ps most exciting is what happens at 
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^in by the Congress. Does public 

ng milA’rA(.r torrn of government. If federal 
zine f^ent should provide housing, 
better food, clothing and other ne- 
; and Sv(l0s — f°r us all? We all know the 
l.-nd ^Ve w nt no part of socialism.

llot opportunity and freedom in-

i is sorely strained

1 ’c housing would be completely 
, 'fs ? ble in a socialistic society, since 
i^llc^ °t their plan. In our country 
i Ah)!Mentioned citizens who cry 

■d111Ag y^Cans should have decent hous- 
*^y  Prices they can afford,” forget 
Ad C()uld say the same for clothes, 

•, W transportation and all other 
needs. That’s socialism, not 

ijhil-jij'canism of the constitutional Re
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Is it outright constitutional violation?
In earlier congresses since 1949, 

public housing has repeatedly been 
voted down. I was there last term 
when the public housing was elimi
nated from the Housing Act by a vote 
of 217 to 188. I was also there three 
days later when public housing sud
denly became the law of the land by 
a vote of 187 to 168. This reversal re
sulted when bags were packed and 
tickets bought to leave Washington. 
We were threatened with no adjourn
ment or a special session if we didn’t 
pass it right then. Those who knew 
that the House conferees improperly 
gave in to the Senate in compromising 
their difference, refused to fight fur
ther with adjournment imminent. 
Some had already left. Further, in a 
rather dishonest legislative maneuver, 
it seemed to me, the public housing 

provision was tied to renewal of FHA 
— so that a vote against public hous
ing was a vote against the necessary 
FHA. All this I saw.

Even the President's restrictions on 
public housing were, and are now, 
removed. President Eisenhower’s pro
gram requested thirty-five thousand 
public housing units yearly, but only, 
first, in connection with slum clear
ance and urban renewal; and second
ly, that the tenants qualifying would 
be only those persons displaced 
through slum clearance.

DANGERS OUTLINED

The American people are capable 
of right decisions when they have the 
facts. This is still a government of, by, 
and for the people. It’s time we re
emphasize the danger of public hous
ing so the march toward socialism in 
this direction can be halted. Here are 
several pertinent considerations in the 
light of our previous experiences in 
the public housing field.

Do you think members of the low- 
income group — those with the most 
easily recognized need — get the hous
ing? In Detroit a tenant earning 
$4,500 yearly can live in public hous
ing, in Wilmington, Delaware, $4,800, 
and in Dayton, Ohio, $5,800. Is this 
the low-income group? In Congress a 
New York representative pleaded for 
help for the middle-income group. 
Should everyone have public housing?

Further, what bureaucrat is so able 
as to pick and choose the right tenant? 
Also, will the tenant refuse a promo
tion in his job if the offer of increased 
income means he will exceed the max
imum qualifying income and lose his 
housing? Are we passing laws to kill 
initiative and incentive without regard 
for human nature? Surely such is not 
our intention.

Now let’s think about the cost to the 
taxpayer. The cost is fantastic! The 
$10 thousand unit (the lowest cost) 
eventually costs in the neighborhood 
of $25 thousand. It woidd even be 
cheaper to give the property to the 
tenant initially. However, the tenant is 
better off living at government ex
pense so he’d probably refuse the gift 
together with taxes, upkeep, and other 
ownership expenses. The 2% per cent 
interest on the money, plus the 2 per 
cent fixed annual contribution makes 
the $10 thousand into $18,600 per unit 
over the forty years life expectancy. 
And to this, add these expenses — the 
federal tax loss on the government 
bonds of $2,352 per unit; the tax loss 
to the local community, which must 
keep up the property including gar
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bage collection, even cutting the grass; 
and the administrative expenses.

Another inequity created is the tax- 
exempt feature of the government 
public-housing bonds, the only federal 
bonds so favored. And another — there 
is even great doubt that public hous
ing can be tied to slum clearance be
cause our past experience shows little 
relationship between the two.

Also, public housing seems to breed 
juvenile delinquency, judging from 
experience. The percentage of delin
quency is greater in the housing proj
ects that have been studied than other 
parts of their communities.

It has been said that public housing 
is “political housing” because sponsor
ing such projects gives an excellent 
opportunity for congressmen to make 
impassioned speeches and champion 
the people with federal handouts as 
the inducements, thereby winning 
votes for re-election. I have heard 
these speeches. I am not convinced — 
quite the contrary. I am not so ignor
ant nor naive to believe these dis
torted views, nor fail to recognize 
them for what they are. Neither do I 
think that the American people can 
be so misled. The facts must be pre
sented to our people, so they can 
decide.

THE AREA OF GOVERNMENT 
OPERATION

For my part, I do not believe that 
building homes is a function of gov
ernment even if we could afford it, 
which we can’t, in view of the na
tional debt. These are perilous times 
for the squandering of money.

Americans don’t expect their gov
ernment to build them houses — at 
least, not the majority of the people. 
The area of government operation is 
spelled out in the Declaration of Inde
pendence and Constitution. Let’s keep 
our government in its proper confines 
with free enterprise providing the 
motive power. How tragic if socialism 
caused our downfall. Our destiny, 
rather, is to lead the world to a reali
zation of the truth and value of our 
“American Way of Living,” in con
trast to the decadent, godless repudia
tion of individual worth found in the 
socialistic and communistic societies.

James Madison said, “We have 
staked the entire future of America, 
not on the power of government, but 
on the capacity of mankind for self- 
government.’’ We have the capacity. 
It’s our government and our future. 
We can blaze the trail for the world — 
our way.

Tell your congressman how you feel.
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Senator John Sparkman (D-Ala.) on the same 
Facts Forum program, agrees with the views of 
the late Senator Taft of Ohio that government 
has a legitimate role to play in helping to meet 
America's housing needs.
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I want to talk about one of our most 
serious problems, one that has been 
called our number one national scan
dal, the problem of slums. I don’t have 
to tell you how great a problem this 
is (SIC). Anyone who has ridden 
through the older sections of our large 
cities and even our smaller towns and 
rural areas has seen all too clearly the 
miserable conditions in which millions 
of our fellow citizens are forced to 
live.

We Americans cannot be proud to 
realize that 15 million homes in the 
world’s richest nation are classified as 
substandard. That was the figure given 
in the National Housing Conference of 
1950, and the problem is getting worse 
every year. At the rate we’re going 
now experts say it would take thirty 
years just to rehabilitate the substand
ard homes and eighty-five years to 
clear all the slums.

The slums are a real blight on the 
face of America. They are the natural 
breeding grounds for crime, disease 
and delinquency. And make no mis
take, the slums extort a tremendous 
price from all of us, not only in the 
terrible social costs of increased crime 
and sickness, but in the plain dollars 
and cents costs that affect all of us as 
taxpayers.

Slums are expensive to operate. The 
city of Buffalo, New York, for exam
ple, spends about $140 per family for 
normal police and fire protection and 
health and social services for the city 
as a whole. But these same services 
cost $340 per family — more than 
twice as much in the slum areas. The 
slum areas don’t pay their own way, 
not by a long shot. In Denver, one of 
our newer cities, slums eat up one- 
third of the city’s annual budget while 
paying in return only 2 per cent of the 
city’s residential property taxes.

These slums pose a complex prob
lem and many men have tried to solve 
it. One of the leaders was the late 
Senator Taft of Ohio. Taft is thought 
of as a conservative, but he realized 
the critical extent of our slum problem 
and he recognized that government 
had a legitimate role to play in helping 
to meet America’s housing needs. Sen

ator
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of House Republicans voted to 
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ator Taft fought for a public hou^ 
program and he was one of the lea$ 
who succeeded in getting Congress 
approve the 1949 Housing Act wi®1. 
provision for building 135,000 pal11 
housing units a year. The law, sp^ 
sored by Senator Taft, gave our 
a real boost in their efforts to C*  
away the slums. By the time 
Eisenhower Administration took 0 
in 1953, the public housing prog11’ I 
was showing real concrete results, t

But the Eisenhower Administra^ < 
I’m sorry to say, tossed Senator 
program right out of the windov^ 
stead of Taft’s goal of 135,000 p11^ ^k 
housing units a year, President Me' 
hower proposed only about a qu^ 
of that — 35,000 units. In 1954, at 
urging of President Eisenhower, 
Republican congress wiped oH ’ 
statute books the remaining auth0, 
to build hundreds of thousands 
public housing units under the 1 1 
acts. And, at the request of the Pr. J 
dent, the Republican congress tied 
public housing program even tig^ 
with crippling restrictions that 
it almost impossible to operate. ,

We Democrats were never 
pietely satisfied with President M 
bower’s public-housing goal of 
units, but while Congress was 
Republican control we led the 
for the President’s program 
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our heads and deplore crime 
nc* delinquency and disease, for we 
.°yld only be furthering crime and 
elinquency and disease if we killed 

r^lic housing. We would not be vot- 
g for economy, but for real extrava- 

^ce and wastage of human re- 
^rces. There is no longer any ques- 
a of whether public housing is 

i cialistic or un-American, as many 
?ve been prone to say. It is not social- 
a.lc °r un-American in any way. Sen- 

Or Taft and others like him settled 

pa rkrno1’

that question long ago.
The question now is whether we 

shall doom millions of our citizens to 
a life of despair, without any hope of 
having an opportunity to achieve a 
decent place in which to live and 
bring up their children in decent sur
roundings with the slums removed.

We must not let up, but we must 
continue to wage a full-scale battle 
on this, our number one scandal.
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Although the foregoing campaign 
statement did not say so, many per
sons believe that a housing shortage 
exists in the United States at the pres
ent time. They say that there are not 
enough dwellings to satisfy the de
mand. They say it isn’t right that some 
American families should be deprived 
of better housing, especially when 
they appear willing to pay for it. They 
say that private builders aren’t doing 
the job, that the competitive system 
isn’t functioning properly. Many per
sons believe that the government 
ought to do something about such a 
situation.

A seeming corrective for any short
age is to produce more of the things 
which are scarce — in this instance, 
produce more houses. And that’s pre
cisely what a great many citizens be
lieve the government of the United 
States ought to do; carry on and en
large its public housing program . . .

The problem is that there are not 
enough dwellings to satisfy the de
mand at prevailing prices ....

Someone has been trying to set too 
low a price for housing, thus causing 
too much demand. Theoretically, such 
interference could originate with in
dividual owners of houses, apartments, 
and other dwellings. Suppose an apart
ment house builder were to open a 
new project, for some reason offering 
all of his well-built and highly desir
able apartments at a monthly rental of 
ten dollars, including utilities. In most 
communities such a ridiculously low 
rental rate would bring forth far more 
applications from tenants than could 
be satisfied. The apartment house 
owner would have created a housing 
“shortage” simply by building housing 
and offering it for rental at less than 
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the prevailing market price. Or sup
pose that some owner decides to sell 
his home for a figure well below what 
the prevailing market price might be. 
This, too, might lead to a so-called 
housing shortage, for there would be 
a tremendous demand for such a 
bargain.

Actually, these are pretty radical 
suppositions. Private builders and 
home owners usually do not cut their 
own throats in any such fashion . . . .

GOVERNMENT INTERFERENCE

Sometimes the government — fed
eral, state, or local — interferes with 
the price signals in the housing mar
ket. Not the private builder, but the 
government, steps in and says that 
rents shall not exceed ten dollars a 
month, or whatever other figure they 
deem to be fair. The consequence 
of such indirect housing subsidy, of 
course, is that those tenants who are 
most fortunate will expand into liv
ing quarters more spacious than they 
would consider necessary at the com
petitive market price. . . .

The tendency of rent control to 
aggravate the housing shortage seems 
to have been recognized even by the 
government. . . . Of course, the gov
ernment doesn’t deliberately set out to 
create a housing shortage when it 
indulges in rent control and various 
easy home-purchase subsidies. The 
object is to help the needy, the return
ing veterans, the families of defense 
workers, the “underpaid public serv
ants,” all those who are thought to be 
worthy and deserving. And it is not 
a popular thing to question such hu
manitarian motives. However . . . the 
housing shortage persists because of 
what is being done by the government 
in its effort to correct it. And the vic
tims who suffer most are the very ones 
who were supposed to be the bene
ficiaries of this intervention — the per
sons who were presumed to be unable 
to meet their own need for housing. 
Even an artificially created shortage 
hits first and hardest against those 
least able to afford the scarce item.

The government is trying to pro
hibit competitive bargaining as the 
determinant of the price for housing. 
In other words, the government has 
been trying to force people to do what 
they would not do voluntarily. . . . 
Shortages and surpluses do not de
velop or, at least, do not continue for 
long when prices are free to fluctuate 
according to the choices of buyers and 
sellers.

The current housing “shortage is 
not a thing that can be measured 
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merely by comparing the number of 
families or the number of people with 
the number of dwellings or the num
ber of rooms. The 1950 census reports 
an average of 3.5 persons per occupied 
dwelling unit in the United States, 
compared with 3.7 persons at the end 
of World War II, 3.8 persons in 1940, 
and 4.8 persons in 1900. The total 
number of dwelling units in 1950 was 
23 per cent greater than 1940, whereas 
the same period saw a population 
increase of less than 15 per cent. These 
figures certainly indicate that most of 
the so-called housing shortage stems 
from disruption of the market mecha
nism rather than from a decline in 
dwelling facifities.

Such a comparison of persons per 
dwelling, of course, tells nothing spe
cific about the condition of the dwell
ings or the happiness or health of the 
residents. It has been charged that 
some Americans are now forced to live 
in slums and substandard dwellings. 
And it undoubtedly is true that some 
Americans are living in homes which 
other Americans would classify as un
inhabitable; But it is equally true that 
some Americans eat and drink food 
and beverages which other Americans 
consider unfit for human consumption. 
Some farm operators till soil so un
productive that other farm operators 
would classify it as unfit for farming. 
Some persons dress in a manner seen 
by others to be inadequate or posi
tively indecent. Even the manner in 
which some Americans worship God 
is frowned upon by others. Who is to 
determine which ones of us are living 
in substandard fashion? And then 
what?

FORCED TO BE INDEPENDENT

Aside from the occupants of prisons 
and other places of detention, how 
many American citizens actually are 
being forced to five in any particular 
place? Just what is the nature of this 
so-called force over those who dwell 
in the “slums”? Am I being forced to 
live in my own modest home just 
because there are others living not too 
far away in homes which are castles 
by comparison? ....

There may be those who will say 
that any person who eats an apple is 
forcing all other persons to do without 
that apple. And perhaps there are 
some who then go on to conclude that 
the eating of a single apple forces all 
others to do without apples. At least 
this seems to be the logic of persons 
who say that people are being forced 
to occupy slums and substandard 
dwellings. They imply that such force 
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is exercised by those who occupy more 
stately mansions. Their idea seems to 
be that force occurs or has been exer
cised whenever there develops the 
least deviation from a condition of 
absolute equality of material posses
sions. By such “reasoning” they con
clude that it is a proper function of 
government to provide a standardized 
dwelling unit for every citizen. Any 
individual who might attempt to dis
turb this dream of social equality by 
improving his own unit would have 
to be taxed back into line!

PARTIALLY EQUAL

The foregoing illustration will be 
challenged by the majority of social 
levelers as going beyond their objec
tives. They will say that their goal is 
not absolute equality — that only the 
lower 5 per cent or 10 per cent or one-

third of the population really deserves 
to be equalized upward. A favorite 
stunt of politicians who want to be 
known as defenders of private enter
prise is to argue that, of course, we 
don’t need one hundred thousand units 
of public housing a year — we only 
need eighty thousand units! But this 
kind of a breaking point leaves no 
stopping place in principle. If all the 
people are to be taxed to build the 
new homes which some of the people 
cannot afford, this very tax will drive 
others down into the eligible “sub
standard class.” There will always be 
a lowest 5 per cent, until absolute 
equality is reached. And the disrupted 
market place will not be allowed to 
indicate by way of price changes just 
who wants what.

If 5 per cent of the productive 
efforts of individuals are diverted, 
through the taxing powers of govern
ment, to the building of housing which 
a free market would not justify, then 
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AN UNPLEASANT SIDE

There is another side of this 4^ 
however, an i_ ------------
picture-painters prefer to keep t0' 
the wall. It depicts the taxpayef( 
the “favored” community and 
entire nation whose property 
taken to finance such housing Pr°d 
The money thus taken might jJ 
hired some tAua huuschvlJ fiv-p .< 
overburdened mother. Or it ] 
have brought the doctor in time, 1 
Johnny developed pneumo^ j 
might have been invested in the $ 
and facilities which provide 
might have provided real empl°^ 
opportunities for those who are 
put “on relief” instead. These are.d| 
of the things which are unseen, J 
which cause “slum” conditions dl 
pand until they become univer^ ; 
developing as the unforeseen 
quences of a public housing pr°l

it must follow that something othj 
than housing will not be made av# 
able for consumption. . . . There1 
much to indicate that some perso1 
five in the “slums” by choice rath*  
than necessity. It is conceivable th 
these occupants consider other thin! 
more important than improved ho^ 
ing, so far as their own spending1 
concerned. Streets filled with parKfi 
automobiles and roof - tops janimj 
with television aerials suggest a*  1 
possibility. And if a man wants i 
spread his earnings by a formula soi^ I 
what different from the average •' ] 
the community, is that necessa^ I 
wrong? If the majority, by way of ’ 
ernment, is to prescribe the kind i 
house in which a poor man is to 
then to the same degree will 
majority prescribe how the wea „ 
and even the citizens of ordin*  
means are to five. If it is a new h0j cOst. 
today, will it not be an adequate <• 
on every table, or a new car in eVf 
garage, tomorrow? And, of course, 
of these things would be quite " 
derful, except for the fact that 
government cannot thus provide 1 
single item of goods or services 
these persons except by taking it a' 
from someone else who has worked 
produce it.

There is no denying that an ai 
tect’s drawing of the bright and ch 
ful new homes of a proposed 
project is more beautiful than a pnn 
graph of) the “slums.” “And it 
cost the community a cent,” they 
ally say. Such clever devices infllie 
opinion in favor of the project 
these are the things which can j 
seen.
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In some respects, a “slum” is like a 
Used-car lot. A “slum area” offers a 
uPply of secondhand housing of the 
^nd which satisfies a need until such 

as a person can afford and wants 
a better home.

For purposes of illustration, let us 
?s$ume that a more or less typical 
a°Use may be suitable for occupancy 
Ver a period of eighty years from the 

it is new. Assume further that 
. e builder or original purchaser lives 
!? the house for twenty years, and 
*ien sells it. He might reasonably ex- 
pc‘t to sell a twenty-year-old house 

r about 75 per cent of the replace- 
ent cost of a new building. If the 

J“xt resident occupies the house for 
enty years, he might then sell it for 

r^ghly half the replacement cost. And 
S1xty-year-old house might sell for 
)()ut one-third of the replacement 

tost.i 1
, other words, if a family can 

ij, !)id only so much for housing — say 
. >000, or the carrying costs on that 
be°Unt — then one alternative would 
^1 a new home of small size. Another 
tykirriaOve would be a used house 

J1 relatively more living space. It 
reasonable to let each family 

d c5de how best to balance newness 
ql !nst cubic content in their own 

0,ce of a home.

NO CAUSE FOR SHAME
Kl'k
J point is that a typical dwelling 
litinj. Ouse a succession of different 
in,/'lies during the life of the dwell- 
lj^' And as a ride, it costs less to buy 
in quarters in a used house than

nevv one- This explains why so 
°f us go through our lives al- 

■\n'[S .bving in secondhand houses. 
4 \ylbis is no cause for shame.

’C Hl . i ^le same with automobiles, 
i! ^;(f .eraI Reserve Board study reveals 
j *n  1951 five out of eight pur- 
) f)M|( rs passenger cars bought sec- 
Ulj^nd vehicles. About a fourth of 
^r'lrs ’n use today are more than ten 

d. Those who nt a car, but 
% taat they cannot afford a new 
As l)atronize the used-car markets. 
Wl consequence of this market 
^ira°C °I? distribution, nearly two- 

of all families in the United 
s 9° own automobiles. And of the 

^’P’ug families, many do not own 
^^Ply because they do not want

^ht(pUs assume, however, that 5 per 
। all families in America are car-

K ecause thev believe that they 
Ml!’ N'n e?za'ck and Co., Appraisal Rullctin, Vol.

Nn ?• January 21, 1953, and As I See, Vol.
I1!- March 17- 195°-

k Obilg Facts and Figures, 1952, pp. 14, 27.

• aft otner words, it a family
’n e j Sj](?rcl onlv so much for housing —□urse> uiiArwx • .
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cannot afford to buy even a used car. 
Now, suppose it is politically deter
mined that the government shall pro
vide “adequate” automobiles — new 
ones, of course — for about 2.5 million 
car-less families. This would mean 
putting some four hundred thousand 
more men to work producing these 
extra cars. But the meaning goes 
deeper; this act of the government 
would, in effect, pull one of every 
one hundred and fifty working per
sons in the country out of his present 
job. That much of our current output 
of goods and services would be with
held from the market in which the 
most urgent wants of consumers are 
now being satisfied through voluntary 
exchange. That would be the unseen 
cost of providing 2.5 million shiny new 
cars for families who either could not 
or would not make the effort to pay 
for them.

It is possible to produce automo
biles under governmental direction 
and control. In fact, if the government 
were to divert enough resources and 
manpower to that job, perhaps the 
government coidd even provide more 
cars than private industry now pro
duces. That might be one way of get
ting more cars for more people. But 
does anyone believe that this same 
method of forced production is a use
ful method of increasing the total 
supply of all the various things people 
might want? Is that a method of get
ting more cars and more of everything 
else at the same time?

COERCIVE METHOD FAILS

Though the long chapters of history 
offer one illustration after another of 
the failure of the coercive method, 
still there are those who think it 
should be tried again. In fact, that was 
the argument for the first of the major 
public-housing projects in the United 
States. We were going to spend our
selves out of depression into prosperity 
by employing persons to build houses. 
Of course, housing was a drug on the 
market, like so many other goods and 
services in those lean years of the 
early thirties. Private landlords, in 
many instances, couldn’t collect rent 
enough to pay the taxes. Yet the gov
ernment was collecting taxes to build 
more housing which wasn’t wanted. 
And the object then was to reduce 
unemployment—implement the spend
ing power of the improvident by seiz
ing the spending power of the thrifty. 
Whatever can be said of the “Arthur- 
dales” and the “Greenhills” and other 

early public housing experiments as a 
means of creating employment, it can
not be said truthfully that they were 
a useful addition to the total of the 
things for which any person would 
voluntarily spend his money.

Forcing the taxpayers of a nation to 
build unwanted housing does not dif
fer in principle from compulsory war 
mobilization. If the government didn’t 
compel the production of war mate
rials, the people might keep right on 
producing whatever it is they want 
most.

Now, undoubtedly there have been 
times in the history of most nations 
when some of the people — perhaps 
the great majority of them — did want 
to produce war materials, particularly 
for defensive purposes. In that event, 
the competitive market would offer no 
hindrance to those who want to work 
full time and overtime for defense. 
This would by all odds be the most 
efficient method of providing as much 
national defense as the majority really 
wants. However, if a government is 
committed in a war effort which seems 
unreasonable to the citizenry, then it 
is necessary for the government to 
either compel mobilization or confess 
its unrepresentative character. The 
government finds itself in this same 
kind of a squeeze when it has prom
ised to deliver new housing which 
individuals would not build volun
tarily.

FREEDOM MAKES EFFICIENCY

People being what they are, the 
most efficient method of increasing 
the total supply of the things they 
really want is to allow every person to 
produce what pleases him, and then 
let him trade it, if he can, for anything 
which might please him more.

If people really want houses, let 
new ones be built or bought by those 
most able and anxious to build or buy. 
This is the most rapid and economical 
method of providing the total supply 
of adequate housing which free people 
want. There is no other way to make 
“adequate" housing available to the 
poorest among us without at the same 
time cutting back the supply of other 
things which we, as free people, would 
consider more important. To build 
new houses for families who couldn’t 
possibly afford them, and who 
wouldn’t try to pay for them as a 
matter of personal choice, is the kind 
of thing which has to be done by force 
— by the government — if it’s to be 
done at all. There isn’t any other way 
to get people to produce what they 
don’t want.
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Most individuals in America will 
not voluntarily open their own homes 
for use as public-housing projects. A 
man will rush downtown every work
day morning to open his place of busi
ness to the public; yet he wants a 
certain amount of privacy in his own 
home. All of us know of residential 
areas which are zoned against business 
use — the presumed objective being 
privacy, exclusion of the public, re
striction of noise and traffic.

Judging from the petitions of pro
test from nearby residents whenever a 
Housing Authority announces consid
eration of a site for a public-housing 
project, it appears that many home 
owners don’t even want to live close to 
such a project. Now, this seems to be 
a strange reaction from people who 
are supposed to believe that public 
housing is a fine thing for their com
munity! But the fact is that the erec
tion of a public-housing project tends 
to drive down the market values of 
nearby homes. It is as though a new 
and continuing tax burden is being 
imposed upon the property which ad
joins a public-housing project.

In fact, that may be precisely the 
situation. Suddenly the community 
“needs” additional water, sewage, 
road, school, police, and other facili
ties of a public service nature. The 
project which necessitates this in
creased cost to local government is 
not arranged to bear its share of the 
burden of these services. The differ
ence turns out to be a levy against 
other property in the community, a 
continuing burden which capitalizes 
itself into a reduction in the market 
value of such adjacent property7. Yet 
people will vote — or wire their con
gressman to vote — to do this to their 
fellow citizens in other communities.

CREATING SLUMS BY FORCE

When such a thing happens to any 
community, the tendency will be for 
the present residents to look else
where for homes. Homes and grounds 
which had been tended with pride will 
begin to show signs of neglect. The 
community will deteriorate by reason 
of the added burden of government 
which is imposed upon it. This is the 
manner in which new slums are cre
ated — by force. What the government 
takes from an individual as taxes is 
no longer available to that individual 
for use as he might please toward the 
care and improvement of his own 
home and his own family.

It is true, of course, that a new 
housing project might afford a growing 
volume of trade to merchants and 
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others who serve a community in 
a business sense. Local salesmen of 
building materials and workmen in 
construction industries may look upon 
the project as a source of new revenue. 
But . . . what might have seemed to a 
businessman to be a good idea when 
he was plugging for a public-housing 
project for his community may turn 
out to be the cause of his own down
fall as the deterioration of the com
munity follows its natural course.

Any individual who would live be
yond his means, voting himself into a 
home which he cannot afford, is not 
a desirable neighbor for those who 
adhere to the concepts of private own
ership and control of property. A per
son who will swallow his self-respect 
in order to live in subsidized housing 
may be expected to evade his other 
obligations and responsibilities in a 
similar manner.

HIGH-COST PUBLIC HOUSING

Public housing is sometimes 
thoughtlessly, or maybe willfully, de
scribed as “low-cost government hous
ing.” Though it may be low-rent hous
ing to the subsidized tenant, it is not 
low-cost by any acceptable method of 
accounting.

The late Senator Taft said: “I have 
not any doubt that as a general thing 
it probably is more expensive and 
usually does cost the government more 
to build than a private person.”3 And 
he might well have added that the 
costs to the government are always 
assessed in one way or another as 
taxes to be paid by private persons. 
. . . A Senate subcommittee study of 
public housing in Washington, D. C., 
revealed that private enterprise can 
build at a cost of from 25 per cent to 
40 per cent less than the public 
housers.4

It stands to reason that private 
builders, who must bear the cost and 
responsibility of their own mistakes, 
would be more efficient than those 
who plan and then keep changing 
their plans at the taxpayer’s risk and 
expense. It is not that private industry 
doesn’t perform the actual construc
tion job on a public project; the dif
ference is that they do the job under 
the added handicap of governmental

!’U. S. Congress, Senate, Housinfi nnd Urban Re
development, Hearings before Subcommittee on 
Housing and Urban Redevelopment, 79th Congress, 
1st Session, p. 2100.

^Public vs. Private Housing, National Industrial 
Conference Board, March, 1945; also The Answer 
to Public Housing, Home Builders Association of 
Metropolitan Washington, Washington, D. C., 1945, 
p. 8.
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rules and regulations, with the add^ 
overhead of governmental supervisor 
and inspectors of supervisors. Amofll! 
the rules laid down by the govern 
ment is one which discriminates 
favor of unionized laborers, a well' 
known method of boosting the cos® 
of housing construction. . . .

Some citizens of Los Angeles 
cently took the trouble to look 1^ 
the total costs which might be 
volved in a proposed ten-thousand 
unit public housing program in tM 
community. The cost of construct!01 
was to have been eleven thousa° 
dollars a unit. Their conclusion 
that “the taxpayers would be 
better off ... to build ten thousa^ 
houses costing eleven thousand 
lars each and give them away than . 
build and subsidize the ten thousa° 
unit public housing program.”5 .

It must be recognized that any 
tempt to compare the costs of pub 
versus private housing can never 
more than an estimate. When the 
ernment goes into business it does 
abide by the rules of exchange 3 
accounting which are observed by0 
dinary citizens. In the first place, 
ernment housing projects are selu*  
located according to the market . 
mand for housing. Public housing Pr 
ects often spring up on land wh1,^ 
private citizens would reject as a V 
for a new home. And once the site 
been determined, the governmei^ 
not bound by ordinary methods ot‘ 
quiring title from present owners. 1 
“just compensation” to an own^.j 
seldom the same as the price 
might have been determined by . 
petitive bargaining between wi^ 
buyers and willing sellers.

GOVERNMENT ACCOUNTING 
METHODS

The payment which the govern” 
may offer in lieu of local prnp‘ j 
taxes is not calculated according 
the usual tax formula. The 
interest which the government a*  j I 
on funds invested in such a proff j 
not necessarily related to the 
market rate. And, finally, it can 
be known just what part of J 
pense of central planning and j 
vision is properly chargeable | 
particular local housing project- ,/

In other words, the goverm”1 
which so concerns itself wit* 1 f 
maintenance of “fair” competit1'1^ 
the world of business and tr” y 
conducts its own operations in 11

'Rose Hills Report, Monterey Woods 
ment Association, 4400 Sinova Street, LoS j 
California, January, 1953, p. 11.
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^°polistic fashion. It does not compete 
:Or a man’s services or for his sav- 
lIJgs; it levies a tax and allows no 
alternative. The government is not 
subject to the profit and loss method 
°t measuring success or failure; if it 
^Perales at a deficit, the taxpayer is 
Oeld responsible and must pay for the 
government’s failure. As long as those 

ho want new homes are in the major- 
’ V over those who realize that they 

m be forced to pay for them, the 
government probably will carry on its 
,°oialized housing operations. And the 
jOllars-and-cents costs of such inter- 
orence with the freedom of individ

uals can never be measured precisely. 
J16 market would provide the only 

euns of such measurement, but the 
^'ernment does not allow the market 
0 function. . . .
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SOCIAL GAINS
Respite the long record of facts 

• Posing the economic waste involved 
housing, there are those who 

0 1 insist that it must be done in 
to clear the “slums.” It is said 

the children of the “slums” are 
y> undernourished, diseased, un- 

er.?|red’ disrespectful of law, and gen- 
L. y unfit for the duties and responsi- 
^’ues of citizenship. But even if this 
^ buo, it does not justify the con- 

that society would necessarily 
t^.^Proved if those children and 

Parents were transferred into 
p^'flized and supervised housing 

free” house isn’t going to stop 
^' Parents from bringing into this 
Pf)s more children than they can 

’bly rear to maturity in as genteel 

and ample a manner as other parents 
might like to prescribe. There is no 
assurance that a subsidized roof will 
impart to the tenant a more desirable 
character than might otherwise have 
leaked in upon him through a roof 
provided by his own efforts.

The owner-occupant of a house and 
lot may love flowers, a beautiful lawn, 
and a freshly-painted dwelling. But 
few would continue to maintain one 
home in a decent state of repair if 
another in perfect condition were 
available for the asking. The pride of 
ownership must soon pass away in a 
society which follows the downward 
path of compulsory equalization.

When a self-respecting individual 
who can afford to live in a used home, 
however humble, is led or pushed by 
the hand of public aid into a new 
home which obviously is beyond his 
means, just how does one measure the 
change in the value of the new ward 
of the government to the society in 
which he lives? And what kind of an 
attitude toward the personal and social 
problems of life is to be expected from 
the children who come out of such 
socialized homes?

Some of the proponents of public 
housing like to cite statistics as to the 
incidence of juvenile delinquency in 
“slum” areas, and then leave the in
ference that public housing projects 
would materially reduce such criminal 
tendencies. But when the Los Angeles 
Chief of Police was asked to make a 
statistical study of this matter in 1951, 
he found the incidence of crime in 
public-housing projects to be nearly 

twice as heavy as in the “slums” and 
17 times as heavy as in a nearby pri
vately-owned low-rent housing proj
ect. . . .6

Now we are being told that we 
ought to feel a sense of personal 
responsibility for the housing prob
lems which the government has man
aged to create. We must have better 
housing! And this strange theory pro
ceeds with the implication that if the 
individual isn’t able to provide and 
subsidize a few hundred thousand new 
homes for others, then he must keep 
on delegating to government the re
sponsibility for solving these problems 
which are the product of govern
mental interference with our lives. To 
accept that theory is to bow to tyranny 
without even struggling.

LIMITED GOVERNMENT

The idea of limited government is 
that there is somewhere a stopping 
point to the inevitable governmental 
grasp for authority. . . .

The authorized function of our gov
ernment is to restrain those who might 
attempt to deal coercively with one 
another. The government was de
signed to be the defender, not the 
equalizer, of life and property.

If a human being is ingenious and 
industrious enough, he can create a 
house and claim it as his own. If he 
is careless enough to let the govern
ment do it for him, he will live in the 
kind of walled enclosure which com
pulsory state socialism affords — public 
housing for those who serve political 
masters. end

c'Rose HUI Report, op. cit., pp. 14-15.
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^iave you been wanting a Tele- 
V1sion Set for your Social Room 
• • • Nursery . . . Club House?

The beautiful 21” ebony 
table model television 
pictured here is the newest 
from CBS COLUMBIA, 
one of the country’s 
largest manufacturers of 
quality TV sets.

Think what a set like this 
would add to your 
organizational facilities!

Write today to 
FACTS FORUM, Dept. O, 
DALLAS, TEXAS, 
for complete information.
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INTRODUCTION
Nothing is of more vital consequence to us, individually and collectively, than the progress and welfare 

our children, who represent the nation's future. That is why American communities support their public 

Schools with unselfish zeal, and watch keenly the effects of public-school training upon impressionable youth, 

^at is why widespread interest was focused on Pasadena, California, when the "progressive" or "modern" 

educational system was introduced there, only to be subsequently rejected by that city.

Our purpose in selecting this book for condensation is to present the lesser-known side of the story, as told 
by Mrs. Allen, a housewife and mother who, when these stirring events took place, was among those present.

The editorial attitude of FACTS FORUM NEWS toward the Pasadena controversy is one of complete 
^tachment and impartiality. Therefore, from numerous older, hence more widely-circulated books on the sub- 

lect which champion the opposite side, we refer you to the following books:

THE PASADENA STORY

THIS HAPPENED IN PASADENA By David Hulburd. Published by The 
Macmillan Company, New York, 1951

Published by the National Commission for the De
fense of Democracy through Education, NEA, 1951

Education or Indoctrination
A CONDENSATION

S
omething has ilappened in onr public schools, 
businessmen, university professors, ministers, judges, 
Politicians, commentators, doctors, writers, parents, 
uiany others have voiced their alarm. Concern over 

jsJ],eati°n has spread from the largest cities to the most 
ated communities. Our schools, once the proud heritage 

c " children in America, have become the center of con- 
nK.10n> emotional wrangling, and extreme differences of 
>niOn.
th has happened in our public schools to thrust 

111 into the forefront of a battle of ideas? Not long ago 
ih!?0 Sarne schools were heralded as institutions of learn- 
^itl offered to every child the opportunity to 

er knowledge and improve his status in society. The 
tjjr^0 were satisfied. Today the schools are losing pres- 

’ And the people are dissatisfied.
\vj||.Plainly the people of America have demonstrated a 

’agness to support their schools with tax dollars. At 
hc lrae in the history of America has so much money 
$l|it SPent on the temples of learning. Unquestionably, 

*e classroom facilities are necessary; but education 
ends largely on the teacher and the learner. It can 

Ik.. Place in a mining shaft, a prison cell, or a concen- 
eamp.

q s ‘any educators see today the educative process from 
C1al-economic point of view involving relation, inter- 

and elaborate tools of instruction, rather than as a 
bo]ess designed to provide each individual with the 

°f learning which would enable him to reason intelli- 
s ।I’drum News, April, 1956

gently, live morally, and strive toward the highest possible 
goals attainable in our society. This very difference in the 
meaning of the word education makes it difficult for the 
lay citizen and the educator to understand each other.

In the past, an educated person was considered to be 
one who had accumulated a storehouse of information 
and knowledge. The gathering of knowledge through the 
educative process was not considered a selfish goal or a 
waste to society. It was a respected goal because an edu
cated man was more likely to abet social progress through 
invention and wisdom. Social conformance was not so 
important as social progress. It was no crime to be differ
ent from one’s bellow man and no disgrace, among one’s 
classmates, to be an honor student.

Although the public schools made academic education 
available for all, not all were qualified to meet the require
ments. Since everyone has some contribution to make to 
society, the object of education should be to develop each 
child to the highest degree possible, commensurate with 
his ability. Therefore, trade, industrial, and business 
courses, equally as important to our society as academic 
ones, were introduced.

However, in making the changes to meet the needs 
of the child otherwise gifted, something happened. If this 
were not so, we would not be hearing from educators, 
writers, and businessmen that we are turning out illiter
ates, that children are poorly prepared for life in our 
competitive society, and that respect for authority, our
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Constitution, and our laws is tottering under a wave of 
ridicule, lack of discipline, and general disorder.

Yesterday, a high school graduate was instructed in 
moral values, proper behavior, English grammar, Ameri
can history, civics, citizenship, geography, arithmetic, and 
various other courses. He was a literate citizen. America 
was proud of the product of her public schools.

Today, people are wondering why children with equal 
intelligence are failing to respond with equal literacy. 
They are disturbed with the lack of discipline and the 
chscourtesy permitted in the classroom. There is so much 
pressure for conformance to the group that parents wonder 
how long the individual child can maintain his individual 
identity. Competition, the basis of our American society, 
is threatened. Many critics believe that the schools are 
thwarting all individual attainment and superior talent 
and holding all children down to the lowest denominator.

Children go from grade to grade without accomplish
ing proficiency in the basic skills needed to fulfill the 
requirements of the grades ahead. Some children in high 
school are unable to read adequately or to spell. Foreign 
languages are offered to children who have no foundation 
in English grammar. What has happened?

Dorothy Thompson discusses the merits of the educa
tional system of yesterday; in contradiction of the modern 
school theory on discipline, she says, “If anyone thinks 
that absolutely certain punishments for certain prohibited 
acts did not aid us in resisting temptation, or that the 
punishments created a ‘complex,’ that person, it seems to 
me, needs a little psychological analysis himself. We had 
the emotional security of early learning the consequences 
of causes.”

Concerning the emphasis on controversial topics in the 
classroom, Dorothy Thompson says, “Characteristic of this 
older form of education was its avoidance of the transient 
and currently controversial. The pupil read the literature 
that had stood fhe tests of ever-changing time. He was 
not quizzed on the current Readers Digest. The teacher 
had little opportunity and no encouragement to indoc
trinate the student with his own political and social ideas. 
The child learned the history of his country and something 
of the history of Western civilization factually. He read 
and declaimed the speeches that had become landmarks 
in American thought, and the literature that had charac
terized its phases and development. He thus imbibed the 
spirit of America. This sort of teaching did not produce 
conformists. It produced many rebels, and rebels who 
knew what they were rebelling against. Today our rebels 
are often the worst conformists of all — as though there 
were any rebellion in joining the Young Communist 
League in order thereafter to swallow blindly the Gospel 
according to St. Stalin.”

Harold L. Clapp of Grinnell College says, “As a parent, 
I want to have my sons educated by teachers who them
selves are broadly educated and kindled with the love of 
learning. As an observer of teacher training and selection, 
I see little likelihood that they will be so trained. The law 
of averages and the professional educational theorists are 
against us. For one thing, no dyed-in-the-wool Education
ist really seems to believe that knowledge of a subject has 
much to do with teaching that subject.”

The Harvard report states: “Our point is that in a 
proper scheme of liberal education, the man will acquire 
the capacity to meet various problems in matters of health, 
human relationships, and the like. In this view the educa- 

Mory L. Allen, 
California author 

and observer of 
educational methods, 

asserts: "There is 
no question but that 

the public schools 
do belong to the 

people of America.
Since teachers 

and school admin
istrators are em

ployed and supported 
by the people, the 

people's wishes 
should be con

sidered."

tion of the mind leads to a maturing of the whole pers0’ 
On any other view, the obvious danger is that schools 'V1 
set for themselves so inclusive an objective that they 'v’ 
fall far short of their main goal. The schools cannot ( 
everything. When they attempt too many tasks the- 
sometimes fail to do any of them well.”

Judge R. G. Wilson, Jr., of the Suffolk Probate Of’11, 
of Massachusetts, says, “Boston Public Latin School H 
discipline. Every student knows every day just what 
grades are. And he knows that if he fails a certain collf 
he does not merely fail. He knows he must go to so 
other school. In Boston Public Latin School, I — an^ 
seemed, all the others — wanted to make good grades. 
felt it no disgrace to be smart.” He observes that he 
heard of too many high school graduates and college s 
dents who cannot spell or punctuate and have no 
knowledge of history, Latin, and English.

A well-known personnel director in one of the oustil"‘( 
ing department stores in the Los Angeles area says * i 
employees frequently do not know their mathemat1^ 
tables and therefore must make calculations on 
fingers. Girls come to work with no knowledge of 
alphabet. They don’t seem to know what they read 
they are poor writers. Youth is bewildered. They Sl1 
from an unrealistic approach to life. The sense of a c 
petitive spirit is lacking. There is a lack of knowledg1 । 
to how the American business world functions. Preva 
is a strong desire for security instead of work. |t-

Lewis Haney, professor of Economics in the Grad11^ 
School of Business Administration at New York Unive>s 
says that after twenty years the product of progrfS 
education “is coming home to roost. We are seeing " 
the progressive educators do to our children, and 0° 
whole we don’t like it. ^1

“It isn’t merely that they can’t write or spell, or 1 ( 
they don’t know history or geography. Worse than 1 ; 
we find them being taught a ‘way of life’ that tends 1 ,|, 
lack of respect for many respectable things such as n1’ 
and nation.” m

Roman Catholic Bishop McGucken states, “Cid11 
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educators do not approve of those features of progressive 
education which stem from the materialistic philosophy of 
John Dewey, the results of which we regard as no less 
than tragic.”

Uorothy Thompson says: “A generation ago an Ameri- 
ean high school graduate could enter a European univer- 
S1h’ equipped with approximately the same intellectual 
disciplines, body of knowledge, and frames of reference, as 
’ds European fellow student. Today he is isolated. At a 
time when America is, in terms of power, the leader of this 
Clvilization, its high school or junior college graduates, 
Unless especially brilliant or self-taught, or especially pre
pared, could not pass the entrance examinations of Oxford, 
Cambridge, or any great Continental university.”

Dr. E. Merrill Root, professor of English at Earlham 
College, Richmond, Indiana, sees a threat in textbooks and 
Published material submitted to students as factual. He 
says, “In the library of a midwest state university, Commu- 
nist publications were prominently displayed as if they 
^ore reliable data.”

Nationally renowned commentator John Flynn quotes 
rorn texts to show the method of slanting, such as, “Our 
Constitution-makers built for property rights, not human 
dghts.” He further says, “I say there is a powerful move- 
^ent, led by important educators, to use the public schools 
o influence the minds of students in favor of Socialist root 
uoas and objectives. I charge that a number of influential 
educators, teamed up with social propagandists and poli- 
lc'ans, have for twenty years been trying to use the 

Public schools to shape the minds of children in support 
. * Socialist theories. I am not charging them with promot- 
'"S communism — although many Communists have aided 
uiem.”

Where is present-day American education leading us? 
W it destroy or strengthen us? The schools belong to 

. e People of America. It is the duty of the people of 
Uierica to examine the facts carefully to determine where 
e educational program of today is leading.

t origin of the present-day school system dates back 
। the turn of the century, to an American philosopher, 
। 111 Dewey. To support Dewey’s position as a philosopher 

°ue thing. To support his philosophy whole-heartedly 
। u unequivocally, and to the exclusion of all other phi- 
Os°Phies, is another.

v Df Dewey, Albert Lynd, seven years a teacher at Har- 
ru College and Stanford University, says: “Dewey is not 
hirxist; he had no truck with communism. But the kind 

d ftS°ciety toward which he wants change to operate is 
prQ a sPecies °f socialism. . . . The argument of 

gressive education versus traditional education does not 
j^111 on the merits of doll-playing versus Latin grammar, 
i hirns on the question: Are there any ‘constants’ in 
l^un thought? Are there any absolutes in ethics? Are 

anY immutable principles in anything?”
he apparent beginning of the progressive education 

Vv.^cment was in 1919. Its aims and goals were consistent
1 those earlier defined by Dewey. In 1933, the plan for 

social order began to emerge.
in<r i r' Jesse H. Newlon urged that the material for teach- 
U how to build the “new social order” be introduced into 
iln |CUrr^cl,lum of the schools and extended to kindergarten

( Uursery schools.
Ur- Harold Rugg said, “The schools must be used to 
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create a new social order. The first step must be to develop 
a new outlook upon life and education among teachers. 
Teachers’ oaths to defend the Constitution must be abol
ished. We must impregnate the young mind with the dra
matic wonder of change. We must undermine the child’s 
belief in the greatness of our history and institutions. We 
must make them realize that the United States has been 
a failure because we are a planless society and must turn 
to national planning by the national government. To plan 
our life, the government must take over the great indus
tries while the rest must be run on blueprints provided by 
the government. Russia plans everything. Through the 
schools of the world, we shall disseminate a new concep
tion of government — one that will embrace all of the col
lective activities of men, including economic government 
and social government.”

Another man who dreamed of revolutionizing the pre
vailing social order was Dr. George S. Counts. In 1932, 
he said: “The world is full of social experimentation. There 
is one experiment, however, that dwarfs all others — so 
bold indeed in its details and its program that few can 
contemplate it without emotion. Soviet Russia is endeavor
ing with all the resources at her command to bring the 
economic order under a measure of rational control. She 
issues to the Western nations and particularly to the 
United States a challenge — perhaps one of the greatest 
challenges of history. She issues it not through the Com
munist International, nor through the Red Army, . . . but 
through her State Planning Commission and her system 
of public education.”

Many of George Counts’ theories were compiled in a 
series of volumes which he and other educators wrote as 
a result of research and study under a grant of $300,000 
by the Carnegie Foundation. In the last volume, according 
to John Flynn, collectivism was urged, and teachers were 
advised to indoctrinate pupils in order to prepare them 
for a collectivist society.

Harold Laski, British Socialist, described the plan for 
the new social order in the following words: “Stripped of 
its carefully neutral phrases the report is an educational 
plan for a Socialist America.”

When we realize the Socialist nature of this movement, 
we must conclude that the great majority of loyal Ameri
cans in the teaching profession who advocate progressive 
education are not aware of the danger.

JVIany of those who defend progressive education say 
that social reconstruction, the plan for the new social 
order, never has infiltrated the schools, and that it is no 
longer supported actively by any who influence the schools 
today. Unfortunately, this argument is based upon wish
ful thinking. Social reconstruction theorists have not been 
eliminated from the education field. To mention a few 
still actively at work, we find William Heard Kilpatrick, 
Theodore Brameld, and Ernest O. Melby. Books written 
and published in the 1930’s for the purpose of molding 
the thinking of students toward the new social order are 
still in print, still available on library shelves, still in use 
in some schools. The Rugg social science textbooks are 
still influencing thousands. The “Building America Series,” 
edited by Hollis Caswell, one of the original planners, is 
still in use in some schools. Kilpatrick’s book. The Teacher 
ami Society, has influenced and is still influencing thou
sands of teachers throughout the country.
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JLhe primary aim of the Communists is to change society. 
The primary aim of the social planners is to change 
society. Obviously, the danger of progressive education 
lies in its proximity to socialistic and communistic theories. 
Dr. Bella V. Dodd, as an ex-Communist, told the United 
States Senate Subcommittee on Internal Security in 1952: 
“The Communist party as a whole adopted a line of being 
for progressive education.” She said that progressive edu
cation was “eagerly seized upon and championed by the 
Comintern as being the ideal system for limiting the ability 
of children in capitalistic societies to.read, write, and 
think or act for themselves, and so to cause them to depend 
upon the state for a guaranteed livelihood and for pro
tection against the hazards caused by their inadequate 
training for the battle of life.”

John Morley, foreign correspondent, wrote: “I came 
out of the Iron Curtain (secretly) in a wagon last year, 
with two University of Prague professors. Both had been 
educators and statesmen under Eduard Benes and Jan 
Masaryk. Their conclusion as to the real reason back of the 
‘Red Victory’ behind the Iron Curtain was that it was due, 
for the most part, to Communist infiltration into schools, 
all schools, from elementary to college level.”

Concerning infiltration of the schools, he says: “I heard 
it from Protestant Winston Churchill, from Hindu Nehru, 
and directly from the lips of Pope Pius XII, that infiltra
tion into schools is the modern method of most effectively 
spreading the cancer of communism. Igor Gouzenko, who 
confessed to Russian espionage in Canada and in the U. S. 
a few years ago, told that Zarubin’s Number One target 
was the schools in Canada, the U. S. A., and Mexico. 
Zarubin is Russia’s Ambassador in Washington.”

In 1948 the planners of the new or modern, alias pro
gressive, education, launched a full-scale invasion of the 
schools in Pasadena under the leadership of Willard E. 
Goslin. There seems little doubt that Pasadena was the 
testing ground for the nation. Therefore, it behooves those 
in other communities to know what really happened in 
this conservative city.

The average reader has had little or no opportunity to 
get facts about the story. From coast to coast a distorted 
version of what happened in Pasadena has been circu
lated. Practically all the material written concerning the 
Pasadena controversy has indicated strongly that the 
people who opposed Willard Goslin’s modem education 
were undermining the public schools and were thereby 
traitors to America.

What were these people defending? What were they 
opposing?

The people of Pasadena were defending the American 
way of life as provided in the Constitution and the Bill of 
Rights. As parents, under the Constitution they exercised 
their right to state the kind of education they wanted for 
their children. Since they felt that the traditional form of 
education provided greater literacy, more inquisitive 
minds in their children, and better discipline, parents 
sought to protect this form of education against annihila
tion. They urged the teaching of competition, American 
history, and the basic fundamentals. They defended the 
free enterprise, capitalistic system.

When they saw the axe swing at their concept of 
democracy, saw the blows strike the individual, and 
learned that they had to be re-educated in their concept 
of democracy, they rebelled. Loose interpretation of the 
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Constitution, the use of textbooks (such as the “Building 
America Series”) which had been declared unfit for Cali' 
fornia schools, the hiring of radical left wing thinkers to 
augment the school program, and constant pressure to 
eliminate the majority vote in favor of the consensus, all 
contrary to the security of the American way of life 
frightened the people of Pasadena. It appeared that not 
only democracy but also the public schools, life blood of 
democracy, were in danger. Therefore, they protested 
loudly.

When citizens protested, they were ignored. As then 
voices grew louder, they were criticized. Every conceiV' 
able weapon was used to drown the voice of the people 
Anyone who opposed the school administration was 
promptly denounced. Finally, when the people of Pasa
dena knew that their voices would not be heard, when 
they learned that they must accept something they did nd 
want, they turned to the one defense that the Constitution 
of the United States provided for them.

On June 2, 1950, the voices of more than 22,000 peopk 
were heard. In the secrecy of the election booth they 
stamped their disapproval, and the Goslin administration 
was defeated by a vote of two to one. Five months latd 
Willard E. Goslin was asked to resign.

The Pasadena story should have ended with the resig' 
nation of Mr. Goslin. It didn’t. The citizens of PasadeH3 
found that instead of being heralded as the standard be#' 
ers for good education, they were being condemned # 
attackers of the public schools. Dr. Harold Benjamin 0 
the National Education Association branded Goslin’s opp° 
sition as “the enemy.”

In the summer of 1948, Willard E. Goslin assumed 
duties of superintendent of the Pasadena schools. He 
welcomed by many who, if they had taken the time 
examine the contract that the Board of Education signe 
at the request of the superintendent, might have bee 
wary. This contract virtually promoted the new suped1* 
tendent to a role of supreme power. The board was 
subordinate itself to the superintendent in the choice 0 
administrative personnel, outside lecturers, and in all A1* 
ters pertaining to the schools. .

In retrospect it is quite clear that this contract { 
it possible for the superintendent to introduce ideas tA 
would otherwise have been rejected. When Willard 
lin first interviewed the board, he asked them if Pasade 
were ready to become the “cutting edge” in educate0 
Undoubtedly, they didn’t know what he meant. It is 9111 
certain that he was proposing to them to use the Pasad# 
schools as the testing ground for modern or progress1 
education.

According to The Pasadena Story, Mr. Goslin had d11 
goals: to improve the quality of teaching; to carry edllC 
tion in democratic practices to the community; to den1(j 
ratize the administration. Although these goals may soi1'1^ 
commendable, they carried all the elements required 1 
reconstruction of the school system and revision of c° 
munity thinking as well. ,

Like the planners of the new social order, Willard b 
lin did not wait for the enlightenment of the people be*  
introducing his program. Inasmuch as his program cOl\J 
tuted a major change not only in the schools but in c°i 
munity life as well, the people should have been consul

Anyone seeking to ferret out the story of Willard b „ 
lin’s administration would find it exceedingly di^jj 
today. He did not leave an easy trail to follow. RecO
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have disappeared and there is no ready reference or writ
ten evidence of any program. Much material apparently 
;vas lost when the libraries of the elementary curriculum, 
secondary curriculum, and personnel offices were coordi
nated into a central filing system under Superintendent 
Goslin. Evidence of change in the school program is 
scattered all over Pasadena — in newspaper files, in private 
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familiar ideas UNFAMILIAR IDEAS
The conservation of natural 

resources necessitates public 
ownership and communal enter
prises.

There should be no grades, 
no failures, no curriculum re
strictions, and no competition, 
because “competition is the 
poorest base on which to try 
to develop the little citizens of 
a free country.”
Were re-interpreted in terms of 
a new and questionable concept 
of democracy.

. We should conserve and pro- 
our natural resources.

. Children should not be made 
‘eel inferior.

fr n summary: Words such as 
v. .( c oni, liberty, peace, conser- 
boH0, ^OVe man f°r 

‘her, democracy:

For years in America, the schools have been the center 
uiuch community activity; however, this activity has 

* UaHy been confined to education, social gatherings, lec- 
es> and occasional local meetings. In this capacity the 
lools have served the community well.
The Goslin administration advocated a school-centered 

^Uirnunity in which the school was elevated to a position 
extreme importance. The school was to be the living 

ity^ comrnun,ty> the center around which all activ- 
revolved. With the school as the leader, the community 
s to participate in solving problems of labor, business, 

t.^llSlng, welfare, medicine, public services, public utilities, 
> ’Nervation, food, race and class problems, and even h°sPitals.
iltl he pressure for a school-centered community created 
^.°'^iness in Pasadena. Although few were acquainted 
Hie * ^le Plan f°r such a school, many were aware that 

Sch°ols were expanding into more and more of the 
ttiunity life and into the home as well.
R order to organize a school-centered community it 

pl 1]>ecessary to use groups. Groups were the “pilot 
Cj1.r,ts through which the activities of the people were 
|I14nne^d. The group was important first, last, and always, 
t; the group idea was to be enlarged into interna- 
% liSm‘ U was believed that there should be the “devel- 

an ever-widening group consciousness until 
it Rirnan race is the group.” Excessive emphasis on the 
^ l^'tance of the group at the expense of the individual 
$(1 e people wonder if this interpretation of group 

ernacy hnd a collective significance. They were not 
where it was leading.

Mi 11 Or^er to speed up the program, study groups of 
°1 personnel were organized to discuss the Pasadena 
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schools. Later these study groups, or workshops, extended 
to the lay people in the city who met to discuss civic and 
world problems, conservation, UNESCO and world under
standing, and human relations. The method used for con
ducting these meetings was group dynamics.

Although The Pasadena Story maintained that there 
were no curriculum changes under Willard Goslin, there 
were many. The 100 per cent experience curriculum was 
introduced by Dr. William Heard Kilpatrick. The curricu
lum was to be broadened on the base of experience. Fixed 
courses of study were to be reduced. The teacher was 
freed from curricular requirements in the lower grades. 
Courses of study were introduced as experience necessi
tated. The first job of education was defined as person
ality and character development. The teacher was de
prived of guides and a set curriculum which had already 
been tried and tested.

In the upper grades the 100 per cent core curriculum 
was expanded to include subjects such as citizenship, 
home and family living, philosophy of life, personality 
problems, the spirit of science, and human relations or 
race and class consciousness. One bulletin carried the 
amazing description: “The curriculum is within the child. ’

Both teachers and parents were confused with the 
100 per cent experience curriculum, which removed yard
sticks for measuring achievement. The experience curricu
lum threatened to water down courses of study with vague 
substitutions which could not be graded. People began to 
wonder if children could receive an education under the 
new curriculum.

It was further recommended that college requirements 
be abolished. Colleges were to be open to everybody 
regardless of qualifications. Scholarship societies should 
be abolished. These recommendations made many feel 
that the whole structure of education was being broken 
down.

One of the suggestions that met stonewall resistance was 
concerned with setting up school camps. A committee met 
for the purpose of setting up a school camp for sixth 
grade children far away from home and parents. Distance 
from home influence was essential. Children in school 
camps would learn “group-cohesive” living. The individual 
would learn to accept his place within the group. The 
group would rule and the individual would be subordi
nated to the group at all times. Discipline, rewards, pun
ishments, and routine duties would be imposed not by the 
teachers and counselors, but by the group. Socialism was 
to be lived in the mountains, away from home influence. 
Boy Scout, YMCA, and other independent summer camps 
would be replaced by school-ruled camps.

Parents and citizens in Pasadena feared these camps 
in which children ruled themselves and decided upon their 
own discipline. In Japan as in Germany, school camps 
started innocently as week-end sojourns and ended as 
harsh training camps. The camps were used to indoctrinate 
youth in totalitarian doctrines and to alienate children 
from their parents.

In group self-discipline children were not to be restrict
ed with rules, except those which they agreed upon. 
Students were to decide upon the course of study, and 
were not to be committed to the teacher’s choice.

The feeling was widespread that group self-discipline, 
as advocated in Pasadena, threatened teacher authority 
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and control. Without proper discipline children would 
lose respect for those in positions of authority; and a gen
eration of lawless individuals, without respect for law 
and order, could result.

A new interpretation of learning flourished. Anyone 
acquainted with the dictionary meaning of the word was 
baffled. Drill and repetition were considered to be mean
ingless in the learning experience because learning could 
not be imposed on the child from without. He had to 
accept learning. Therefore, it was necessary to employ 
new methods.

Group discussion technique was introduced; it was 
even recommended that the group discussion technique 
replace the pro and con of debate. The majority vote was 
to be abandoned in favor of the consensus, a single opinion 
supposedly representing the group opinion. When a meet
ing was deadlocked, it was not possible to vote. The dead
lock had to be broken by some members’ giving up their 
views — in a word, compromise.

JVIany felt that the American way of life was threatened 
by the group discussion with its accompanying consensus 
wherein the majority vote was abandoned. The majority 
vote guaranteed to each individual the right to express his 
opinion on a final decision through the secret ballot, 
whereas the consensus did not. It seemed that the con
sensus, or collective opinion, was not necessarily the result 
of majority thinking. Therefore, the group discussion tech
nique as advocated in Pasadena appeared to be a serious 
threat to the representative form of government.

Pasadena had long been aware of the need for an 
intercultural program and had taken steps to meet this 
need. A human relations committee had been functioning 
for several years before the arrival of Mr. Goslin; its pri
mary goal had been to create better understanding among 
those of different races and culture. Under Mr. Goslin this 
committee was sidetracked; the primary aim of human 
relations became that of creating awareness of race and 
class, and discrimination against minorities. Understand
ing was of secondary importance. Racial awareness and 
feeling were created where none existed before.

Sex was to be taught at all levels of the school in mixed 
classes (boys and girls). Sex pictures were to be shown 
to children according to their ages. Books supplementing 
the pictures were to be introduced to high school children. 
The teaching of sex by the schools is a highly controversial 
subject.

If Willard Goslin had brought his own dictionary to 
Pasadena he would have spared the people considerable 
confusion. Leadership, the dictionary states, means the 
ability to lead; or, the guidance of a leader. Under Mr. 
Goslin, leadership was defined as the function of the 
group. The teacher was to recognize that all children were 
leaders. In practice it meant that the best students and 
the natural leaders were repressed. Since no one received 
recognition for ability or application, there was little 
encouragement to excel or to reach a position warranting 
leadership.

lx*  spite of the fact that we are a highly competitive 
society Mr. Goslin did not believe in teaching competition 
to children. He said it was a great way to sell bananas but 
a poor way to raise children. Competition was frowned 
upon because children of lesser ability could not compete 
and would feel like failures. Grades were competitive, 
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hence other methods of evaluating the child’s progress 
were recommended. Grades made children feel inferior' 
All children were to be promoted whether they failed or 
passed, because a child’s confidence and personality wonk 
be injured if he had to repeat a class.

Such views were not acceptable. Without lessons in 
competition, children would not be adjusted to fit oui 
society which is highly competitive. With no grades, thetf 
would be no measuring rods for achievement. If good an< 
poor work received equal recognition the incentive to exce 
would be destroyed. With no failures for incomplete and 
below-passing work, children would go from grade 
grade without adequate foundation. Some citizens in Pasa*  
dena who were informed concerning education in total!' 
tarian countries stated that the aim of those countries wa5 
to eliminate competition in all forms from the mind of the 
student so that he would be incapable of earning a living 
and would lean on the state for support.

Teacher-parent relations became very strained und^ 
the Goslin administration. This was due in part to tne 
basic changes that the teachers had to incorporate int° 
the curriculum in the classrooms and in part to the extrem1’ 
emphasis on psychology. Parents resented the intrusio’1 
into their home life.

iVIosT revolutionary was the “philosophy of change’ thn*  
Willard Goslin brought to Pasadena. Those participating 
in a group were persons trained to effect change, who 
to be action-minded so as to carry change into actin11 
Change — for what? By whom? Where were the inno''* 1 
tions leading? Those who had the temerity to questin'1 
the changes were informed that the educators were 
qualified to determine the needs of education.

By creating an aura of superiority around the Gosn11 
program and by ridiculing the tried and tested vie^’ 
many changes that made no sense whatever were in^ 
duced and accepted. Change — for what? By whom? 
modern education? For the new social order? For sod11 
ism? For communism? For chaos? For greater indepe* 1, 
ence, or for slavery? Change is a means to an end, n11 
is it an end in itself?

Too many changes too fast create uneasiness and d5 
trust. Willard Goslin moved too fast. Almost immedia^/ 
after assuming office he began to reorganize the suptf 
visory staff at the central office. His actions seemed 
follow the pattern of gathering greater control. He 
not the blustering type. He made friends who became k 
followers, and he gradually wooed them away from 
established order to his dreams of modern education. .

Imported to Pasadena by Mr. Goslin was Dr. Robert; 
Gilchrist, in the summer of 1949, to fill the important 
tion of assistant superintendent in charge of instruch^ 
Unfortunately for those who desire a more conservat1 
form of education, Mr. Gilchrist is still in Pasadena, sp°j 
soring the same program of education as that advocate 
by Willard Goslin.

Outside speakers were employed to speed the progr‘l 
Dr. William Heard Kilpatrick, one of the original 
hers of the Progressive Education Association and P^ . 
ently connected with the American Education Fellows^, 
Dr. Theodore Brameld, known for his pro-Marxist 
Erika Mann; Owen Lattimore; Michael Fielding; - 
Hubert Herring; Dr. William Jack Stone; Dr. Robert

One fact was clear — Willard Goslin’s main supr
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came from outside Pasadena. It would not have been pos
sible for him to work with the existing personnel of the 
Pasadena schools.

Subterranean channels were used to introduce curric
ulum changes, and members of the central staff were not 
consulted. For example, the five-hour core program (in 
"Inch English, history, geography, social studies, art, and 
other subjects were incorporated as one) was started in 
°ne of the junior high schools. By undercutting supervisors 
at the control office and the principals, and by disseminat- 
lng changes directly to the teachers, the control of curric
ulum was centralized in the superintendent.

Another irregularity is to be found in the fact that no 
Permanent record of curriculum changes was kept during 
^h'- Goslin’s superintendency. Specific changes could not 
ue traced through any definite channel to the administra- 
uon. The method of selecting textbooks was so vague that 
n° one person could be held responsible.

In less than two years Willard Goslin not only suc- 
Ceeded in organizing a tremendous sales machine, but 
also in changing the policies so as to give him greater 
Control. For a short period he enjoyed a position of absolute 
Power. The personnel and policy changes gave him direct 
c°ntrol over the school system. The program changes 
'v°uld have spread this control to the community.
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^r*] 1 JDEA indoctrination did not originate with Wil- 
F’Oslin. One of the most influential planners of the 
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examining the facts, one finds that he introduced 
Uew method of indoctrination: group dynamics, “an area

research in the group aspects of social change.” In 
Practice, this means that the group is the channel through 
^nich social change is made. To accomplish this, the 
Ambers are conditioned to think in terms of change. An 
Rareness of the need for change is created so as to direct 

group toward this change. Ghange is the underlying 
^ce for action. Every member of the group thinks of him- 

Tk as a change agent,” a person trained to effect change. 
le complete sublimation of individual identity is essen- 

al for group productivity. The goal of group dynamics is 
sroup productivity.

Members of the study groups recognized that there 
there spotters who had been indoctrinated in advance with 
ne Goslin program and with the group goals. These 

‘°ple introduced and pressured for certain ideas to be 
^e|udec] as part of group thinking. They also worked 
filler to reject ideas.

Example: One teacher had just been exposed to Com- 
ln,st activities and felt that she should awaken people 

cFmger of communism in the schools. She waited 
ur leader or someone else in the group to introduce 
j. 0 problem. During the first three meetings nothing was

1 abont communism, but she observed that the leader 
the recorder worked together to indoctrinate the 

Wiiv ’ finally she told the group about her experience 
Communists, and suggested that there should be a

*n the schools to point out the dangers of com- 

i Tfie ]eacier looked at the recorder and said, “Witch- 
uat, eh?”

^he recorder added, “Red herring.”
i hat was all. Her suggestion was dropped. She was 
tl^ailiated. The subject of communism did not appear in 

report of the discussion group.

new social order openly advocated indoctrination. Dr. 
George S. Counts said, “You will say, no doubt, that I am 
flirting with the idea of indoctrination. And my answer is 
again in the affirmative.”

The Pasadena conflict might have been avoided if the 
people had been aware of the dangers of the technique 
of “divide and conquer.” But what was this technique? 
Pasadena had no example to follow. She did not know of 
any other city that had been torn apart as she was. There
fore, she could not profit by the experience of others.

Research material indicates that the agitation in Pasa
dena was not accidental, but planned. The planners must 
have examined the history of Pasadena to determine its 
weaknesses. One (weak) factor in Pasadena was progres
sive education, which had long been smoldering under 
recurrent streams of protest. There had been flurries of 
disapproval of progressive education in Pasadena, but no 
violent reactions. Differences of opinion were respected. 
Teachers and parents were not discredited for voicing 
their opinions. Ulterior motives were not read into people’s 
objections.

In the normal course of events, the dispute over pro
gressive education would have been settled cooperatively 
or would have subsided. Why didn’t this happen in Pasa
dena? It didn’t happen because the disputed phases of 
progressive education were accentuated by the Goslin 
administration despite the well-known dissatisfaction. 
Thus coals were heaped on the smoldering fire and the 
flames of protest were fanned. There was no attempt made 
to settle the dispute.

The people wanted this:

More stress on the 3-R’s and 
basic fundamentals.

Fixed curriculum.
More discipline (adult, over the 
children).
More stress on the teaching of 
American history and civics.

Higher standards of achieve
ment.
Less talk about psychology, 
guidance, reading readiness; 
more time devoted to the actual 
learning process.
Assurance that speakers invited 
to lecture in the schools would 
support the American way of 
life.

This is what they were 
offered:
Widen the curriculum to a 100 
per cent experience curriculum 
with no stress on the fundamen
tals.
No fixed curriculum.
Group self-discipline (by the 
children; classroom freedom).
More stress on world history, 
world citizenship, and living de
mocracy within the group.
No grades, no failures.

More emphasis on the need of 
psychologists and guidance in 
the home.

Intolerance of public opinion as 
to the subversive connections of 
the speakers.

I n January, 1950, the Pasadena Independent published an 
editorial revealing its views on progressive education; the 
public was invited to submit letters on the school debate. 
Response was overwhelming. In general, the letters asked 
for more emphasis on the 3-R’s, spelling, discipline, Amer
ican history, and for the restoration of the good features 
of past educational programs.

Most people felt that after these public protests some
thing would be done to settle the dispute. Instead, some
thing was done that widened the rift. The people who 
protested were stoned with words. Mr. Goslin began to 
discredit his opposition.

When people asked sincere questions about the origin 
of progressive education, they were told that some people 
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wanted to turn the clock back twenty years. Parents who 
were eager that their children learn about the great Amer
ican heritage through history were called reactionaries. 
Those who asked for drill, phonetics, more emphasis on 
the 3-R’s, and teaching the alphabet, were looked upon 
with suspicion or amusement.

At last, people knew that they had to accept Goslin’s 
program of education without questioning, and they were 
furious. They rebelled. Mr. Goslin never admitted the real 
areas of conflict. He claimed that his opposition favored 
education for the aristocracy, whereas his supporters fa
vored education for all.

To say that the fight over progressive education was a 
conflict between the aristocracy and the common man was 
a fabrication. There was no evidence to support such an 
idea. This was not a class struggle. Yet, by his own defini
tion, Willard Goslin set the stage for the class struggle 
between the aristocracy and the common man; he divided 
the people of Pasadena by using the class approach.

Besides stressing the need for eliminating inequalities, 
the Goslin program over-emphasized discrimination. Race 
and class consciousness was first created and then race 
feeling was agitated. There is voluminous evidence to 
show that this radical human-relations program was na
tionally sponsored.

To the average man, race and class agitation is a 
crime against society. To the social planners it was essen
tial in order to effect change.

In spite of the swelling tide of dissatisfaction, Mr. Goslin 
stunned the people by asking for a 50 per cent tax increase 
for the elementary district on April 12, 1950. For months 
the superintendent had ridden roughshod over the people. 
Now he dared to ask for more money to support his 
roughshod tactics. If he had scanned the horizon he would 
have seen smoke signals springing up all over the city. If 
he had read the signals correctly, he would have known 
that he had pressed the people too far, and that this was 
not the time to call for an election.

The past history of Pasadena must have made Willard 
Goslin confident of success because there never had been 
a school tax defeat. In 1948, a few months after Mr. Goslin 
came to Pasadena, a $5,150,000 school bond issue passed 
by a majority of almost 6 to 1. What possible reason 
could there be to suspect a tax failure in 1950?

The majority of the people in Pasadena agreed that 
a tax increase was needed. This was a period of inflation. 
Costs were steadily rising. Teachers’ salaries had to be 
adjusted to meet the higher cost of living. More teachers 
and more facilities had to be provided. These were facts. 
Every one in Pasadena had to face them whether they 
voted Yes or No.

The people had to take these facts and weigh them 
against the threat that Willard Goslin brought to the 
schools. If they supported the tax, they would be voting 
in favor of continuing to support a program of education 
that had created misunderstanding between teachers and 
parents, and conflict between races.
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Willard Goslin, it would not have been necessary to defeat 
the tax. But the only machinery given to the voters 
through which they could make a majority protest was 
the tax election.

On June 2, 38 per cent of the voters (32,242), an un
precedented turnout, swarmed to the election booths in 
Pasadena. In the secrecy of the voting booth 22,210 indi
viduals stamped their disapproval of the Goslin administra
tion. The tax increase failed by a majority of 2 to 1.

If Pasadena had abolished the majority vote in favor 
of group dynamics with its accompanying consensus, as 
advocated by Mr. Goslin and his associates, there would 
have been no election and the tax increase would have 
passed. It was the majority vote that opposed him. This 
should be a warning against group dynamics and the 
group process as taught in Pasadena.

The people in Pasadena voted No for the same reason 
that the founders of this country overthrew British con' 
trol — “No taxation without representation.’’ Willard Goslin 
denied the people the right to representation in their 
schools; therefore, the people defeated the tax.

After the tax failure, Mr. Goslin should have conceded 
victory and worked cooperatively to adjust the school 
program to meet the people’s demands. There was no
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evidence of such cooperation.
Progressive education is based on the philosophy 

pragmatism, i.e., no absolute truth. A thing is true only 
the moment in which it is useful. Under pragmatism there 
would be no permanent religious doctrines or moral stand' 
ards. However, America was founded on moral values. I” 
the past we were taught moral principles, love of country’ 
that honesty is the best policy and anything less tha1’ 
honesty is wrong in the sight of God, that man was mnde 
for eternal destiny, that man should look to himself 
salvation and not to the state, and that courage, intell*'  
gence, and hard work should be rewarded.

As the people weighed the need of the tax against the
threat, they knew that they must defeat the tax. This was 
not an easy decision. Many people felt that by voting 
against the tax they would deprive their children of neces
sities for a school year. Many were angry and ashamed 
to defeat a tax so obviously needed; but there was no 
other way. If they could have had an election to pass on

Exponents of progressive education claim that coinpe 
tition is a warping influence on a child, and they oppoSj 
it. But competition is a basic condition of human life a* 1 i 
cannot be abolished. |

Progressive education talks about the individual, I 
stresses conformity with the crowd. It offers no rewar, 
for excellence and no moral standard for young peop*  
to hang onto.

Criticism of communistic influence was contained 
a letter submitted by the School Development Cou^ 
(an organization which opposed Goslin). In the let* 
they expressed fear of the Columbia cult and the 
Dewey philosophy. They pointed out that certain 
books and audio-visual material were slanted. They

“As the University of California president, Dr. 
Gordon Sproul, stated, the struggle between communis 
and American democracy is not a debate, but war. \ 
found, and we are sure, that the majority of teacher5 « 
our public schools are excellent teachers as well as e:<c% 
lent Americans. But an instructor or administrative 
member or civilian aide who follows the Communist 
certainly has no ‘right’ to employment or continued ser^vl 
in a public institution of the United States.”

This letter brought Mr. Goslin face to face with the 
that had been harassing many Pasadena citizens 
long time. He should have been ready with an 
If he had been a wise administrator he would have l,;’ J 
this opportunity to remove suspicion of his administrab* 0

Facts Forum News, April, j
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could have said something like this:
All right, let’s get our heads together. If there is any 

Possible question of subversion in the Pasadena schools, 
Want it exposed and eliminated. A man in my position 

Cannot afford the blight of such suspicion. Let’s make an 
Appointment to thrash out this problem. If you’re right, 
o be with you. If you’re wrong, I’ll expect you to be 

with me.”
. Such a statement from Superintendent Goslin would 
ave put every one behind him — teachers, parents, the 
oard; in fact, the entire city. If he had handled the dis

eased citizens tactfully he could have restored harmony 
0 a city rife with conflict.

But Mr. Goslin chose to take the defensive. He stoked 
e coals of suspicion between teachers and parents. His 

attitude increased the fears of citizens who suspected 
subversive influence.

At the July 18, 1950, board meeting Mr. Goslin an- 
s^ered the letter of the School Development Council. He 
snored the request for an ideological investigation of his 
^Ministration and transferred attention to the idea that 

e Council had questioned the teachers’ loyalty. In this 
he reaped the support of the teachers; and the teach- 

r$ were on the defensive.
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°XfMUNiSTS do not openly declare their affiliations. They 
e not straightforward. They are in hiding. They do not 
enly present communism in books under the label of 
Mrnunism, but cloak it with certain of democracy’s rai- 

(I Ms so that children accept communism along with 
toe,T10cracy, and the teacher unwittingly becomes a party 

*ne indoctrination.
i lr- Goslin made a mistake when he did not cooperate 

Sat' PeoPle who hacl askecl f°r an ideological investi- 
or 1.0r1, Such an investigation would have proved his guilt 
f^’Mocence; and if he were innocent, it would have 
ki] °Ve(l anY ancl aH suspicion of his administration. He 

C(1 to meet this challenge, and chose instead to widen 
rttt in the city.

]j n the fall of 1950 Willard Goslin violated his contract 
3 ,ISllrping authority which was legally invested in the 

of Education. Without asking board approval, he 
nP^tcd the Pasadena schools to an expenditure of 

P 9./8 for a child study project in conjunction with 
it] Beach and San Diego. Besides involving the schools 
e^^'Mcial obligations, Mr. Goslin made plans for a school 

Program without discussing his plans with the board.
'naIly ^ie B°artl Bad to take action. On Nov. 9 they 
4 telegram to Mr. Goslin (who was attending a con- 

offfi06 ln New York), requesting his resignation. In spite 
Complete disruption of the school system, the board 

bri . rs planned to permit Mr. Goslin to save face and
Quietly.

Joslin himself was responsible for publicizing the 
He] Be had been fired. A few days later the superin- 

returned to Pasadena. Upon his arrival, blasts of 
Th00 that were to rock the city for days commenced, 

to t.fi10se 'vBo stood with Mr. Goslin pressured the board 
vQi|e(|lrMe its decision. An atmosphere of hysteria pre- 
%t-k teaching ranks were split further apart. Citizens 
Of c Msive letters and telegrams to board members. Lists 

'‘Mes supporting Willard Goslin were published in 
^11 '^papers. The Citizens Action Committee employed

>fi?S1ble means to force the board to change its decision. 
t}/011 Willard Goslin’s firing was literally lifted out 

e Bands of the local people. National intervention
k

ORuxi News, April, 1956

broadened the conflict. If the board members had sud
denly announced that they planned to abolish the public 
schools they wouldn’t have received more publicity. Sus
picion began to grow that the board members had blocked 
some national plot when they fired Willard Goslin. Many 
national organizations connected with education wired 
the Pasadena board asking for delay. Willard Goslin 
stated: “Nearly all of the organized strength of American 
public education and many laymen across the country 
have urged me to withhold my resignation.”

By this time the board members were alert to the 
organized pressure behind Goslin; therefore, they did not 
change their decision. Willard Goslin resigned but his 
false martyrdom had been broadcast to the nation.

After public sympathy had been organized and dem
onstrated, the price of freedom for the Pasadena schools 
went up from $17,500 to $23,250. This represented a bonus 
of $5,750 to Willard Goslin, a good return on a week’s 
investment in stirring up human emotions.

In summary, Mr. Goslin left confusion where he had 
found order, race and class consciousness where he had 
found oneness, hatred where he had found love, conflict 
where he had found harmony, and a smear where he had 
found a clear slate.

It may be surprising to many people that a radical 
educator such as Willard Goslin could gain the organized 
support of educators throughout the nation. Again, one 
should examine past writings. Dr. John Dewey said: “What 
we need is an aggressive alliance of these groups. Divided 
we may fall. United we shall stand, and in standing shall 
do our special work.”

Before Willard Goslin left Pasadena, the California Sen
ate Investigating Committee on Education arrived to in
vestigate the reasons behind the conflict that had arisen 
in the city.

The investigation cleared Willard Goslin’s opposition 
of any subversive suspicion. The report stated that, con
sidering all the factors (subversive films and textbooks, 
Communist front affiliations of speakers and writers, public 
demonstrations, Communist techniques, and Communist 
newspaper support), “one should certainly hope to find, 
as in the case of Pasadena, a thoroughly aroused public . . . 
It is apparent that the Communist party had hoped to 
create a situation in Pasadena which could be used as fuel 
for attacks on the school system of the State.”

(Continued on Page 54)
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SIBERIA

artyommunMowow

WHAT IT IS - HOW IT WORKS A Handbook for America"

This vital material, prepared by the Senate Internal 
Security Subcommittee of the Committee on the Judi
ciary, headed by Senator James O. Eastland, in an 
effort to counteract current misinformation regarding 
the Communist movement, is being presented to our 
readers in several sections, the first of which appeared 
in our March issue.

Mr. Seese. I know other members in the local who h^l', 
Communist literature mailed to their homes.

Mr. Tavenner. What explanation is there for member5 
the union who are not members of the Communist ; 
receiving this literature? ,

Mr. Seese. I have no explanation for it other than the 
that it seems evident that by some means the member5 
lists of the stewards’ council are available to the Comn1111^ 
Party, because if there are errors in the addresses of any u0 
members, the same errors are made in sending out the C j

i
I 
(

I

c

F

incmDC j rheC^

X

'Hi

Evidence of Party Membership j

The simple evidentiary test of a Communist Pa’ ;]( 
will not suffice for proof of membership. Nor will t* 1 J 
fictions incorporated in the official Constitution । 
Communist Party, USA, serve as a fruitful guid6, J

An excellent guide to determine Communist Pn1^

Facts Forum News, A/,rl

Mailing Lists

The extent and interlocking character of mailing lists 
maintained by the Communist network is disclosed 
by the fact that those whose names appear on mail- 

x ing lists of one front organization, suddenly and without 
solicitation receive mail from another. An envelope sent 
out by the National Council of American-Soviet Friend
ship has used the stencil of the Voice of Freedom Commit
tee. The New York World Telegram of January 17, 1946, 
described how a housewife from Wyckoff, N. J., solicited 
literature from the National Federation for Constitutional 
Liberties and thereafter began receiving under the same 
stenciled address unrequested printed matter from the 
National Citizens Political Action Committee, the National 
Council of American-Soviet Friendship, Inc., and the 
Committee for a Democratic Policy Toward China. On 
August 9, 1949, Mr. Blair Seese, a member of local 601 of 
the Communist-dominated United Electrical, Radio, and 
Machine Workers of America, which has been expelled 
from the CIO because of this domination, testified before 
the Committee on Un-American Activities on the Party’s 
access to mailing lists, as follows:

Mr. Tavenner. What about the Communist Party litera
ture; do you receive it yourself through the mail?

Mr. Seese. I have and I still do at times.
Mr. Tavenner. Do other members of the union also re

ceive it?

munist literature.
Under these circumstances it is inconceivable 
Communist Party would not maintain a roster of 
members. J

The Communist Party is most scrupulous in the 
checks upon and husbands its forces to insure the j 
mum utilization of every ounce of available coop1 J 
and support and to guard against possible losses. ( 
purpose rigorous registrations of all Party menu11 
conducted regularly. As J. Peters indicated in The 
nist Party —a Manual on Organization, “The pad? 
ership must know its forces, must be able to assir1 
one to the place where he is most suitable and ffl°st 
ed.’’ In this respect he cites with approval Lenin s - 
to the Party leadership:

Not only to advise * 0 0 but really conduct the orc 1* ijK 
one must know exactly who is playing first or second D J 
and where, what instrument he was taught, where and jA I 
where and why he plays out of tune (when the music jji 
to be trying to the ear), and what changes should be | 
the orchestra so as to remedy the dissonance 0 0 *•

*>1(1
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oership is to be found in section 5 of the Communist Con
sol Act of 1954:

Sec. 5. In determining membership or participation in the 
Communist Party or any other organization defined in this 
Act, or knowledge of the purpose or objective of such party 
or organization, the jury, under instnictions from the court, 
shall consider evidence, if presented, as to whether the ac
cused person:

(1) Has been listed to his knowledge as a member in any 
book or any of the lists, records, correspondence, or any other 
document of the organization;

(2) Has made financial contribution to the organization in 
dues, assessments, loans, or in any other form;

(3) Has made himself subject to the discipline of the 
Organization in any form whatsoever;

(4) Has executed orders, plans, or directives of any kind 
of the organization;

(5) Has acted as an agent, courier, messenger, corre
spondent, organizer, or in any other capacity in behalf of the 
Organization;

(6) Has conferred with officers or other members of the 
organization in behalf of any plan or enterprise of the organi- 
Zation;

(7) Has been accepted to his knowledge as an officer or 
oiember of the organization or as one to be called upon for 
Services by other officers or members of the organization;

(8) Has written, spoken or in any other way communi- 
cated by signal, semaphore, sign, or in any other form of com
munication orders, directives, or plans of the organization;

(9) Has prepared documents, pamphlets, leaflets, books, 
Or any other type of publication in behalf of the objectives 
and purposes of the organization;

(10) Has mailed, shipped, circulated, distributed, deliv- 
ered, or in any other way sent or delivered to others material 
Or Propaganda of any kind in behalf of the organization;

(11) Has advised, counseled or in any other way im
parted information, suggestions, recommendations to officers 
m members of the organization or to anyone else in behalf of
ue objectives of the organization;

(12) Has indicated by word, action, conduct, writing, or 
any other way a willingness to carry out in any manner and 
any degree the plans, designs, objectives, or purposes of the

Organization;
if (13) Has in any other way participated in the activities, 

anning, actions, objectives, or purposes of the organization;
o (14) The enumeration of the above subjects of evidence

I an Iritni^ers*̂P  or participation in the Communist Party or 
in' ?t^er organization as above defined, shall not limit the 

Quiry infO an(j consideration of any other subject of evi- 
eUce on membership and participation as herein stated.

Un appraisal of the forces at work in be-
is j fhe Communist movement in the United States, it 
to . essary to understand the various categories involved, 
^tl t reciate the shade of difference between categories 
th^ 0 deal with them accordingly, recognizing, however, 

category constitutes a definite security risk oper-
11 hiterests of a foreign power. It should also be 

^o^l'^^crcd that these categories are not static, that Party 
^rs are shifted from one to another like pawns on the 

esshoard. 1 he following would constitute a rough 
^cation of these categories:

Ms °Pen Party ambers. - This would include individ- 
^bli"l Orn ^le Party has found it expedient to designate 

as ParIy members, such as Party officials, candi- 
M Or Public office, official representatives and writers 

Communist press. The existence of this group is 
’al to maintain the fiction that the Communist Party, 

an °pcn “political party of the American working

nbers 
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( (Party has been compared to an iceberg with one- 
.'cSe 0Ve the water and two-thirds submerged. Though 

b,<)P°rtions are not accurate, the open Party mem- 
5Mo1.t0llsdtute its visible portion. Since the submerged 

ls considered more important, members of the open
1 FtoRUM News, April, 1956
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WIDE WORLD PHOTO 
Whittaker Chambers (right) accuser of Alger Hiss, shakes hands with 
Maj. Gen. Claire Chennault, wartime airforce commander in China, dur
ing 1952 hearings about the influence of the Institute of Pacific Relations 
on U. S. Far East policy. Elizabeth Bentley (center), ex-Communist, was 
also a witness at these hearings.

Party can be commandeered at any time in the service of 
the underground. The testimony of Louis F. Budenz, 
Whittaker Chambers, and Elizabeth Bentley has shown 
that men like Jack Stachel, Max Bedacht, and J. Peters 
functioned simultaneously in both the open and the under
ground apparatus. Well-known Party members will sud
denly disappear from public view to be engulfed by the 
underground, whose orders have distinct priority.

2. Semiconcealed Party members. — Most Party mem
bers are known as such to their fellow members in the 
Party club, union, front organization, or place of employ
ment. Within the Party they operate under one or more 
aliases, making no avowal of Party membership publicly. 
This type of membership can be established by a member
ship card of former days or record, evidence of payment of 
dues, attendance at closed meetings, association with Com
munists in Party enterprises or campaigns, soliciting new 
members or appearing in any other official capacity repre
senting the Party.

3. Members at large. — Party members who occupy im
portant positions in government or organizations where 
knowledge of their affiliation would be an obstacle to Partv 
purposes, are made members at large. They do not attend 
Communist Party meetings and are contacted solely by an 
emissary assigned to receive dues, distribute literature and 
di recti ves.

4. Members of the underground apparatus. — For rea
sons of secrecy it may at times be necessary to withdraw an 
individual entirely from any contact with the open Com
munist Party. Whittaker Chambers, Elizabeth Bentley, and 
John Sherman, for example, were withdrawn from the 
open party to work in the underground. Other members of 
the Communist underground apparatus may never have 
been members of the legal party. An individual assigned 
for this purpose may even submit a public resignation 
under the direction of his Party superiors. On the other 
hand, a member of this apparatus may be a purely 
technical assistant with no trace of Party sympathy or even 
knowledge of the true nature of the organization for which 
he is working.

An operative active in the United States may have no 
direct responsibility to the CPUSA. He may be linked with 
some special arm of the Soviet government and be directly
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responsible to it, such as the Soviet Military Intelligence, 
the Soviet Foreign Office, or the Supreme Economic Coun
cil. In each case his responsibilities to the Soviet agency 
have complete priority over any consideration of the 
domestic Communist Party.

5. Nonparty Communists. — Certain sympathetic per
sons find it inadvisable or inexpedient to join the Commu
nist Party. For example, a person of great wealth or promi
nence may be in full sympathy with the Party, but he may 
be unwilling or unable to attend meetings or carry out all 
Communist duties. But he agrees to abide by the Party’s 
wishes and submit to its discipline. He may be a business
man who depends upon the Soviet government for com
mercial favors. He may be a politician or a union official 
who could not be elected to office without the votes con
trolled by the Communist bloc. In some cases compulsion 
may be employed to whip the individual into line.

6. Communist Party Supporters. — There are other indi
viduals to be distinguished from the above group who are 
in no sense under Communist discipline, but who volun
tarily and knowingly support the Communists in one or 
more ways such as voting for Communist candidates, sign
ing of Communist election petitions, donating money for 
the Party or its press, supporting campaigns in behalf of 
the Party of individual known Communists, supporting 
organizations openly sponsored by the Communist Party, 
defense of Communist legal cases, doing organizational 
and political favors for the Party, or writing for the Com
munist press. In each case the subject is fully aware that 
he is supporting the Communist Party or one or more of 
its members or one or more of its directly espoused activi
ties. The usefulness of such non-Communists is demon
strated by the example of Raymond Boyer, a wealthy and 
noted Canadian chemist, who described himself as having 
“worked in organizations in which there were Communists 
and in which I knew there were Communists, and I have 
worked very closely with Communists, but I have never 
held a Party card nor paid dues.” A memorandum found 
in the Soviet Embassy cites his services as follows:

Gives full information on explosives and chemical plants.
° * ° (Gave the formula of RDX

RDX is an explosive perfected in England in 1942. He also 
furnished information regarding the pilot plant at Grand 
Mere, Quebec, for the production of uranium.

Fellow Travelers

1. Fellow travelers. — As differentiated from the above 
categories, a fellow traveler may be defined as an individ
ual who from time to time supports one or more organiza
tions or campaigns operating under the indirect and usual
ly unpublicized initiative and control of the Communist 
Party or its representatives. Here we must point out three 
distinct types.

(a) Conscious fellow travelers. — A conscious fellow trav
eler is one who affiliates with or supports one or more of 
these groups with full knowledge of its character. For the 
most part, such persons are motivated by a definite sym
pathy for the Soviet Union or the Communist Party or 
both. Here again we must differentiate between two 
groups under this heading:

(i) Consistent fellow travelers. — Among those who 
support or affiliate with such organizations or cam
paigns are those who on no occasion take issue with the 
Communist Party or its auxiliary organizations. They 
have a consistent record of such affiliations or sympathy 
throughout all changes of the Party line, and despite the
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fact that such organizations have been publicly expos*  
as communistic.

(ii) Unreliable fellow travelers. — Occasionally there t| 
is defection among the fellow travelers who support the Sl 
Communist Party or its auxiliary organizations. This 0 
may be due to disillusionment as to the real nature I *1  
the Soviet regime or antagonism toward such actions a5 ti 
the Stalin-Hitler Pact or disgust with Communist meth' 
ods in a particular organization. The sincerity and depth 
of the individual’s conversion may be measured by the
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individual’s subsequent behavior. If he supports no pr°' 
Communist organizations or campaigns subsequent to 
his first break, it may be assumed that this break is siO' 
cere and thorough. If, however, his name is to be foufld 
supporting such organizations or campaigns at a late1 
date, it may be properly concluded that his break 'va5 
neither genuine nor substantial.
(b) Unwitting fellow travelers. — It would be only 

to indicate that individuals have supported Communis 
inspired organizations in the belief that such organization 
were accomplishing some meritorious, social purpose. Thu 
may have had not the faintest notion as to the organic 
tion’s Communist character, they may even be anti-Co1’’' 
munist. In other words, they may be outright dupes. Su 
names are not usually found in organizations of an outri# 
Communist character. Nevertheless, the Communists 
come their financial and moral support.

The Communists are perfectly frank in admitting 11 
usefulness of the fellow traveler. F. Brown, an agent of 
Communist International who operated in the Unlf , 
States in the 1930’s, who was also known as Alpi 
Marini, has testified to that fact in the Daily Workcf 
August 25, 1937, page 2, where he declares:

It is no exaggeration to state that besides the 55,000 CoiR' 
munist members, there are today tens of thousands of individ' 
uals who are active in every field of the progressive move' 
ment, carrying out the line of the Party in practice. They wor*  
shoulder to shoulder with the Party members, follow the i 
Party line through our press — Daily Worker, Sunday Worked 
language press, through the mass activities of the Party'' 
mass meetings, lectures, and all struggles in which the CoiR' 
munists are in the forefront. ° 0 0 We must point out: Fi^’ | 
that their actual work is appreciated by the Party; secon( ’ 
that we consider their work Communist work and want the111 
to continue it.

How to Judge a Fellow Traveler
It is possible to set up definite standards for juC^’!1j)l 

fellow traveler’s devotion to the Communist Party ancl m 
Soviet Union, which must be taken into considerati° j 
judging his loyalty to the United States. This scale jS 
hard and fast. It cannot be applied mechanically. It 
be utilized intelligently with an eye to the history ot 
period, our current relations with the Soviet Uniofl’^d 
age of the individual at the time of his affiliations 
possible changes in his views. It should be recognized 
an individual who has passed through certain experi^ 
with Communist organizations and who has been 
oughly and completely disillusioned, can be of consl 
able value in counteracting Communist machination’'J 
adopt an attitude of “once a fellow traveler, always ,l 
low traveler,” is to place an obstacle in the path of 
education of such individuals and to make it undesd1.^ 
for an individual to desert their ranks. The following 
should, therefore, be kept in mind in judging a I 
traveler.

1. The number of his associations with Comm11 
controlled organizations.
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2. The importance of the post or posts he occupied in 
these organizations. (The Communists commonly limit 
such posts to individuals who are either Party members 
°r who possess the Party’s confidence, though sometimes 
oig names” are pushed up front as protective colora

tion. )
3. The extent of his activity.
4. The importance of such organizations in the Com

munist setup.
5. His adherence to these organizations despite public 

exposure of their Communist character.
6. His standing in the Communist press, which oper

ates under strictest Moscow and Party censorship.
7. His standing in Communist organizations.
8. His public statements and writings regarding the 

Soviet Union, the Communist Party, individual Commu- 
msts and Communist-initiated campaigns and organiza
tions.

9- His personal associations with Communists or sym
pathizers.

Extent of Communist Party Membership
ii latest estimate of Communist Party membership by 

Federal Bureau of Investigation is about 22,663. The 
i.st recent breakdown by states is based upon a member- 

P of 31,608 in 1951, as drawn up by the FBI.
Communist Party membership by states 1951
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I Alabama  
Arizona 

I Jansas  
I California  

Colorado  
Connecticut  
Colaware  
^rida  

 l^orgia______
daho........

{Hinois_________
;ncliana..

E* 4-- ' J^sas. 
pntucky _  
{fuisiana.  

Blaine.
IZ’Z 

‘ assachusetts .... ^h«an  
/pnnesota  
w^issippi------
\.1Ss°Uri 
ftntana . . 
debraska 
vevada .. .Z

ew Hampshire.. ..
s^Ow the growth of the Party, it is interesting to add 

qj review of the total Party membership over a period 
^til rS as given by Earl Browder, its general secretary 
S| ^45, in his pamphlet Where Do We Go From Here? 
Zl*  Pseudonym Americus. His references are un- 

to open Party members. Mr. Browder’s figures 
k sbow that the Party membership had increased over 

11168 from the depression year of 1932 to 1945.

Changes in the volume of membership of CPUSA
Zginning of 

year of -
1930
1931.
1932
1933
1934
,l(ling 13,000 in the Armed Forces.

l oRt’M News, April, 1956

96
136

New Jersey.
New Mexico______

1,070
22

20 New York_________ ....15,458
..... 4,295 North Carolina____ 95

72 North Dakota______ 52
580 Ohio____ _________.... 1,290
22 Oklahoma_________ 83

.... 135 Oregon___________ 125
51 Pennsylvania______ .... 1,441
60 Rhode Island______ 54

..... 1,596 South Carolina_____ 15

..... 475 South Dakota 38
25 Tennessee_________ 21
12 Texas____________ .... 196
71 Utah__________ __ 67
50 Vermont__________ 25
25 Virginia__________ 53

250 Washington ______ 350
759 West Virginia______ 96
450 Wisconsin_________ 420
701 Wyoming_________ 2

1 Puerto Rico__ 96
.... 362 Washington, D. C__ 60

82 Hawaii_______ __ _ 36
25
15

Alaska____________ 25

52 Total 31,608

Total 
membership

At beginning of 
the year of — Con.

Total 
membership

7,500 1935________ ... 30,000
.... 8,339 1936________ ... 40,000
... 12,936 1938________ ... 75,000
.... 16,814 1944..... ......... 1 66,000
.... 24,500 1945________ ... 80,000

Election returns for 1928, 1932, 1936, and 1940 show how 
many voters actually supported the Communist Party pres- 
identical candidates, except in the states where the Party 
was not admitted on the ballot. In 1932 this figure was 
approximately seven times the Party membership figures 
as given by Browder. In 1940, during the highly unpopular 
Stalin-Hitler pact, it closely approximated the Party mem
bership figure, on a one-vote-per-Party-member basis.

The Progressive Party backing Henry A. Wallace was 
publicly supported by the Communist Party. In this con
nection the Senate Internal Security Subcommittee re
ceived, on October 7, 1954, the testimony of Matthew 
Cvetic, a former FBI informant who had worked his way

Matthew Cvetic (left) 
of Pittsburgh, FBI 
undercover agent 
within the Communist 
Party for seven years, 
in 1950 shows records 
to Rep. Francis E. 
Walter (D., Pa.), 
Acting Chairman of 
the House Un-Ameri
can Activities 
Committee.

into the Communist Party of western Pennsylvania, becom
ing a member of its organizational, educational, and 
finance committees as well as its nationality, political, and 
trade-union commissions. We quote him in part:

Now, we were directed, in a directive which was read to 
us in the Communist Party headquarters, based on the Com
munist International of 1935, where all Communist Parties 
in the world were ordered to set up in the various countries — 
and this included the American Communist Party — a coalition 
party of Communists and Progressives * * 0 The primary 
steps which were taken during the years after 1945 to con
summate this objective — and this was as early as the last part 
of 1945, in a report which was given by William Z. Foster, 
the then national chairman of the Communist Party in which 
he stressed that one of the big objectives of the Communist 
Party is the setting up of a coalition party in the United 
States 0 0 0 And as a result of this report of William Z. Fos
ter, subsequently an organization known as the Progressive 
Party of the United States was organized on a national basis.

I was a member of the organizational committee of the 
Communist Party, and as a member of this committee I was 
one of the eight ranking members of the Communist Party 
for the western Pennsylvania district. The Progressive Party, 
which later you will recall, in the 1948 campaign, had presi
dential candidates, was set up by the organizational commit
tee and also the political commission of the Communist Party. 
I myself sat in dozens of meetings where we set up the Pro
gressive Party * * 0 The personnel that moved around within 
the framework of the Progressive Party in key positions were 
assigned out of the Communist Party office ‘ * In other
words, it was controlled by planted, key Communist agents, 
who had absolute control of the Progressive Party 0 * “

I attended meetings in Communist Party headquarters 
where we discussed candidates who would be put up for 
office in the Progressive Party. And the final determining fac
tor of who the candidates would be was decided right in the 
headquarters of the Communist Party • • •

I recall very vividly sitting in several meetings in Commu
nist Party headquarters ® 0 0 and I recall why the decision to
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Sen. Glen H. Taylor, 
Idaho, vice presi

dential candidate on
the Progressive Party 
ticket, 1948. Portrait 

of Henry A. Wallace, 
presidential candidate 

on the same ticket 
appears in the 

background.

support Henry Wallace and Glen Taylor was made. That was 
because they were two men who were willing to work with 
the Communist Party in this coalition party 0 * ’

And, too, when we had on two or three occasions meet
ings in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, at which Henry Wallace and 
Glen Taylor spoke, the fund-raising activities and the ticket
sales activities in connection with these meetings were 
directed right out of the headquarters of the Communist 
Party ° * ’

On the same day, John Lautner, a former member of the 
review commission of the CPUS A, testified regarding the 
Party’s efforts to “break out from its isolation by forming 
the Progressive Party, and he declared:

It enabled the Communist Party to reach into ranks, into 
sections, of the American population into which they could 
never have reached before, and it opened up all kinds of new 
possibilities for the Communist Party throughout the country 
and enabled the Party to carry on a Communist ideological 
campaign in the labor movement, in the trade-union move
ment 0 # 4 In addition to that, because it was not necessary 
for the Communist Party to put forth its own national candi
dates, Wallace and Taylor served that very same purpose for 
the Communist Party.

In the light of the above, it is interesting to note the distri
bution of the popular vote for Wallace in 1948, totaling 
1,137,957.

Popular vote, 1948, for president
Source: Compiled by the United Press from official and unofficial 

returns (as of December 1, 1948J1

States Wallace, 
Progressive States Wallace, 

Progressive

Alabama____________ 1,522 Nevada 1,400
Arizona __________________ 3,310 New Hampshire 1,970
Arkansas ____________ 751 New Jersey 42,683
California------------------- ------ 190,381 New Mexico . 1,037
Colorado ------------------------ 6,115 New York____ .. ........... 501,167
Connecticut_____________ 13,713 North Carolina 3,915
Delaware__________________ 1,050 North Dakota ___ 8,220
Florida____________________ 11,683 Ohio______________________ 37,596
Georgia----------------- ------ ----- 1,636 Oklahoma
Idaho -------------------------------- 4,972 Oregon__________________ 14,661
Illinois ___________________ ______ __ Pennsylvania______________ 55,161
Indiana----------------------------- 9,649 Rhode Island______________ 2,587
Iowa---------------------------------- 12,125 South Carolina. 154
Kansas ---------------------------- 4,603 South Dakota 2,801
Kentucky-------------------------- 1,567 Tennessee_________________ 1,861
Louisiana-------------------------- 3,035 Texas__ ____________  _____ 3,764

1,884 Utah 2,679
Maryland ---------------------- 9,983 Vermont 1,279
Massachusetts--------------------- 38,157 Virginia __ ______________ 1,863
Michigan---------------------------- 38,955 Washington ________ 29,745
Minnesota ----------------------- 27,866 West Virginia ____ 3,311
Mississippi ----------------------- 225 Wisconsin_________________ 25,282
Missouri ---------------------- 3,998 Wyoming__________________ 931
Montana__________________ 6,641

Total vote
___________

Nebraska —----- ----------------- — 1,137.957

’Taken from the World Almanac, 1949, p. 91.
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Presidential election returns by states for Communist 
Party candidates

204 

257
915

2,930
3,384
2,574

1,681
5,658

546

173
1,541

401
1,528

*4 I 
atin

9ui]
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B

319
253
280
405

98
1,907

133
------

491
15,582
2,187

559

364 
234 
207 
947 
195
86 

2,972 
444 

3,112 
180

173
1,257

158
10,884

Alabama
Arizona 
Arkansas_____________
California
Colorado_____________
Connecticut  
Delaware
Florida
Georgia
Idaho  
Illinois 
Indiana
Iowa
Kansas 
Kentucky 
Louisiana 
Maine ____________
Maryland 
Massachusetts
Michigan
Minnesota
Mississippi ...................
Missouri
Montana
Nebraska
Nevada 
New Hampshire  
New Jersey  
New Mexico 
New York
North Carolina
North Dakota ------
Ohio
Oklahoma 
Oregon  
Pennsylvania 
Rhode Island 
South Carolina 
South Dakota
Tennessee 
Texas .......
Utah
Vermont 
Virginia
Washington
West Virginia
Wisconsin .
Wyoming 

Total votes cast

162 
1,031 
4,821 
9,318 
6,101

'568 
1,775

2,197
91

193
1,590

43 
35,609

11
360

5,251
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± asadena has come into focus through wide public1^ 
the proving ground for the new plan. Although 111 u 
believed that Mr. Goslin alone was responsible f°r J 
conflict in Pasadena, his firing did not terminate the J 
troversy. Forces are still at work locally and nation^' - J 
promote and advance Mr. Goslin’s modern educati01’  
the Pasadena schools. As predicted by the Com11’1 J 
organ, the Daily Peoples World, Goslin’s supporters 
“continued and intensified their fight against retrogreS , 
changes in the school system.” j«

Willard Goslin’s modern education is not confi11^ 
Pasadena. Like a huge octopus, its tentacles are stretC{)^1 
throughout America. Once this octopus gets a 
hold on the education of a community it is virtually 
sible to eliminate, as the people of Pasadena have l?a J.

It is now obvious to interested, informed citizen5 jl 
political interests — socialistic, communistic, or exh^ (d 
radical — are attempting to use the public schoo1 
ulterior motives. Control of the schools appears to h^jl 
ultimate objective. Indoctrination of the children of y 
ica in a new theory of democracy and freedom jS | 
immediate goal. Will they succeed?

Not if America wakes up in time! lJI
In the next decade America will probably 11111 । 

choice between education and indoctrination.
Let us solemnly hope that education will be the '

Source: World Almanac, 1950, from official returns by states.

(To he continued next
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The Whys and Wherefores of . . .
1940

509 The White House Conference

on Education

Why Was It Necessary?
j ®re excerpts from an ad-
tk^88’ delivered a short time in advance of

* conference, by Neil II. McElroy of 
jJ^cinnati, Ohio, Chairman of the Vi hite 
p Use Conference on Education, and 

rt‘s*dent  of The Procter & Gamble Com-

e0c\°iV w,b the White House Confer-
the(* )e conducted? We have divided 
slih’ ^eneral problem into six study 
0oJCc.ts’ each being handled by a sub- 
t^plttee. Each of these subcommit- 
Mst ^as competent full-time staff as-
Cnce plus outside consultants who
^c/xPerts in the field and can bring
ktij'1'1 Information as well as stimu- 

linking to the committee. The
bas of these subcommittees will be 

niaterial for the White House 
u.erence.

* exPect about 2,0(X) to attend. 
sbt(.( h400 will be selected by the
% S’ Others will be selected by vari- 

r‘ational organizations. The bal-

J
2.^

t

N

E ARE currently spending 
about $6.5 billion a year to 

u educate our youngsters be- 
i een the ages of five and seventeen; 
$4 I960 we must spend an additional 
5?. billion to $6 billion a year on oper- 

ng expenses. In addition, an esti- 
a^e * *d $14 billion outlay will be re- 

’ Ired over the next five years to 
rjV'de needed facilities.

ahi cause ^ie unav°idable and si2- 
e implications of these statistics

s.e President asked for a national 
b’yy of our educational problems.

‘lowing the President’s appeal Con- 
g Ss authorized the conference pro- 
Darn; and appropriated $700,()()() to 

f°r bolding of confer- 
ji es on education in the individual 
ha es and in * * * the five territories. We 
of fk had a 100 per cent response; tens 
are 10usands of citizens and educators 
^0\v Par^ciPafing- President Eisen- 
t}i(> (r Was correct when he described 
hjs^Program as one “unparalleled in

Ts Porum News, April, 1956

HELD IN WASHINGTON, D. C., 

November 28-December 1, 1955

ance of the 2,()()() will be members of 
Congress, foreign observers, and a 
few selected by the Conference Com
mittee.

At the conference these 2,000 par
ticipants will be divided into groups 
of approximately ten individuals. We 
adopted this procedure to allow all 
who take part in the conference a 
chance for full discussion.

When our program is completed we 
may find that the most important re
sult will be an increased awareness on 
the part of businessmen, other public 
leaders, and citizens in general.

What Was Accomplished?
A Report from the White House Con- 

ference on Education is hereby reprinted, 
with permission, from The Texas Outlook 
oil Education.

I. "What should our schools 
accomplish?"

It was generally recommended that 
schools should teach reading, writing, 
and arithmetic and should teach them 
better. Schools should teach the math
ematical skills with emphasis upon 
problem-solving. Schools must stress 
appreciation for our democratic herit
age and must teach the responsibili
ties of citizenship and the need for a 
thorough knowledge of an understand
ing of American institutions. Schools 
must teach respect for the beliefs of 
others and appreciation of human 
values. Schools must help pupils de
velop ability to think and evaluate 
constructively and creatively. Effec
tive work-habits and self-discipline 
must be developed among pupils.

Other approved goals which the 
conference listed included esthetic ap
preciation and self-expression in the 
arts, a sound physical and mental 
health program, wise use of time, par
ticularly with emphasis on construc
tive use of leisure time. These broad, 
general goals did not exclude or 

supersede the need for each local 
community to plan its own educa
tional program. A balanced program 
is essential, but it should be a pro
gram fitted to the children of each 
individual community. Emphasis was 
placed upon the need for additional 
training for handicapped children and 
the providing of a more adequate pro
gram for the gifted child.

II. "How can we organize our 
school system more efficiently 
and economically?"

It was generally agreed that local, 
state, and federal government must 
join hands in providing facilities for 
education, but the most important 
factor in improving the public school 
system depends upon citizens’ advis
ory groups and citizens’ support of 
their own local schools.

Specific recommendations included:
1. Need for unifying the public 

school system and placing all divi
sions under the jurisdiction of a single 
administrative unit.

2. A school district should include 
well-defined communities or groups of 
communities and should have the nec
essary resources and sufficient popu
lation to guarantee the operation of an 
efficient elementary and secondary 
school.

3. School districts may become too 
large, for they should not lose the ad
vantages of local control, community 
contact, and responsiveness to public 
will.

4. The county or intermediate unit 
can provide services essential to the 
furnishing of equal educational oppor
tunities to all children.

In smaller districts, cooperative 
agreement between those districts will 
contribute toward providing special 
services which one district alone,can
not finance or provide. Citizens’ ad
visory committees can be most helpful 
in studying specific questions and can 
be valuable allies in achieving desir
able goals. The school plant should 
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be the community center and its facili
ties should be utilized to the fullest 
extent to provide full community use 
and secure corresponding increased 
citizen interest and financial support.

Finally, the schedule of the schools 
should be so arranged that the teacher 
is given full opportunity to devote 
most of her time to her most essential 
responsibility — instruction of stu
dents. Class size is a factor that de
mands careful study. Each teacher 
should be utilized to the fullest ad
vantage but the overloading of a 
teacher with too many pupils will 
result in corresponding loss of effi
ciency.

III. "What are our school building 
needs?"

The conference completely rejected 
the idea of poverty in school build
ings. Crowded conditions should not 
be accepted as permanent standards 
and double shifts are highly undesir
able and should be tolerated only in 
emergency situations. Despite the 
variety of opinions concerning the 
minimum physical facilities needed 
for an adequate school plan, general 
agreement was secured on the basis of 
the following:

Elementary school: adequate site, 
classrooms, kindergarten, office facili
ties, space for assembling and cafe
teria activities or multi-purpose room, 
physical education playground facili
ties, an equipped health unit, teach
ers’ rooms, service and sanitation facil
ities, toilet rooms, custodial and stor
age rooms. In addition, special service 
rooms, library and visual aid facilities 
are most desirable.

The basic facilities for secondary 
schools included: adequate site, gen
eral classrooms, special classrooms for 
science, art, homemaking, music, in
dustrial arts, vocational education, 
physical education facilities for both 
boys and girls, offices, library, cafe
teria, health unit, teachers’ lounges, 
locker facilities. Other recommended 
facilities included swimming pool and 
visual aid facilities. There should be a 
survey made as to the use of school 
buildings and, if more effective use 
may be made for school and commu
nity purposes, action should be taken 
to provide such increased use.

In planning for school facilities, all 
media of communication should be 
used in presenting to the community 
the building needs. There is need for 
equalized tax evaluation on a state
wide basis. Long-range plans for 
building needs are essential. In plan
ning a new school building, the aid 
of all concerned should be secured. 
This should include lay and profes
sional groups and individuals, teach
ers, pupils, administrators, citizens, 
community planners, etc. School 
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buildings and other facilities should 
be made available for adult evening 
classes and other general community 
purposes, but school activities must 
always have high priority. Finally, 
consideration should be given to the 
use of school facilities on a 12-months’ 
basis for civic, recreational, and edu
cational purposes.

IV. "How can we get enough good 
teachers and keep them?"

These basic factors emerged: The 
prestige and status of teaching must 
be improved to the point that teach
ing is comparable to other professions 
within the community; salaries paid 
must be sufficiently high to compete 
effectively with other fields now bid
ding for our more capable youth; 
the teacher’s job must be one that 
challenges and attracts the interest of 
talented persons. Stress must be 
placed upon instruction and less de
mand made in the area of routine 
duties.

Ten questions involving teacher re
cruitment were raised; each commu
nity should answer the questions in 
the light of its own particular situa
tion. These questions were:

1. Why should a teacher wish to 
come to our community?

2. Where will he live?
3. What kind of place is our school?
4. What teaching materials and 

equipment do we supply?
5. What is the pupil-teacher ratio?
6. Do we recognize that teachers, 

too, are human beings with feelings, 
tastes, and opinions?

7. Do we accept teachers as inter
esting and important members of our 
community, or do we set them apart 
where we may scrutinize and criticize 
them at will?

8. If we hear about a teacher’s 
methods which are unlike those we 
once knew, do we reject without in
vestigation any deviations from the 
procedures of our own little red 
schoolhouse, or do we take the trouble 
to find out why changes have seemed 
appropriate?

9. What kind of salary schedule 
have we; is it an inducement for quali
fied personnel to remain with us?

10. When new teachers come to us, 
do we take the trouble to see that 
they become acquainted? Particularly, 
are we interested when they are 
young and in their first teaching job?

In order to recruit desirable young 
people into the profession of teaching 
and retain in service experienced 
teachers, the following suggestions 
were submitted:

1. Supply present teachers with an 
adequate amount of good equipment 
and teaching materials and provide 
for use of the students, under direc
tion of the teacher, adequate library 
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materials. Among the equipment 
should be physical aids, films and, 
wherever possible, television.

2. Examine the benefit plans devel  
oped by industry as models for in1' 
proving the teacher retirement bene' 
fits as provided by the school district 
or state.

*

3. Emphasis should be placed 
Future Teacher Clubs, Career Day5’ 
and other guidance activities whose 
major purpose is to recruit young pc0' 
pie into teaching. Use scholarships f°r 
deserving young people, recognize 
that high school students in your oW” 
system are the most important source, 
of future teachers, and use all co 11' 
munity agencies to help in recruiti°& 
high school teacher candidates. <

*

4. Attempt to recruit from quali"®*
teachers living in the community wP 
have left the profession. Improvemcfl 
of working conditions and increase 
salaries will aid in this recruitm011 
effort. , J

5. Examine the personnel servic 
provided by your school system 1 
teachers. Are salaries comparable- . 
an adequate retirement program av^ 
able? Are sick leaves and release tn1^ 
provided? Are service awards for cu 
standing teaching made available? .

6. Teachers should be kept abre 
of policies, rules and regulations a 
board actions so that they may 
aware of plans under way for 1 
provement of local educational 
terns and may participate with a ba 
ground of knowledge that will eua 
them to contribute to the impr% 
ment of the operation of the sch00^ 
Give teachers as much time as P . 
sible for teaching by supplying m ■ 
with supervisory service and conSJj  
ant help. The teacher aid idea t>e^z 
much more exploration and eP  pt
mentation before it should be ad°P| 
ed or recommended as a means 
meeting the teacher shortage.

*

*

How can we finance our 
schools, build and operate 
them?"

r • 1 -The conference unanimously ..j 
ommended that the people of Am1 0 
need to re-examine the allocatin’1 j, 
tax funds at all levels of governn11^ 
The continuation of our demo01'^ 
way of life and the education 01 . fl 
children to face the complex soC(1fe 
in which they live require that n 
of the national wealth be sp^n 
education. By a 2-to-l majority - 
conference approved the federal r 
ernment’s increasing its financial 
port to public education. This J 
proval was given to the pr°P 
pending legislation providing 
sistance in construction of sc* | 
house facilities. (

Approximately 50 per cent 01 
participants also favored federal

•/ 1$
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ate

for local school operation. Just as 
Nearly, the delegates agreed that fed- 

ll?ral aid should not be substituted for 
bcal and state support nor should it 

I®1 * * * any way reduce the local controls 
; tyfoich have always marked the opera- 

of the public school system. It 
[ generally agreed that America 

nils the resources to provide more 
0o1s and teachers and to raise the 

J^ndard of education, but it was fur-

i M 'ncourage high school students
V sJf0- teaehing as a career, through

.ng up of courses and units of
%o()|'bon on the work of the public

i ?er agreed that we need the will and
machinery for accomplishing the

j oajectives.
r The majority of the participants 

j Sreed that state aid should be in
cased to provide a basic program on 
I?. Realized basis with a fair share 
einK provided by the local commu-

i They recommended that consti- 
i honal and statutory restrictions on 
। ading and taxing powers of the 
j^al and state governments should be 
yj?etl to the extent necessary to pro-

an adequate program of educa- 
lluo11, The fact that neither the state 
Lp the local community uses enough 
[. *ts  wealth for schools was unani-
j usly recognized.

"How can we obtain a continu- 
•ng interest in education?”
'Vas generally agreed that the 

(°ols must do what the public wants 
I Ij??1 to do but that the public must
k !nterested if we are to develop and 
obtain superior schools. To secure 
^1 k ln^eres^ and support, it is essen-

hat the achievements, the needs, 
die plans for the public schools 

available to citizens through 
r-v medium of communication and 
'-v source of information. It was 

itr^Hized that teachers and pupils 
in he most effective means for secur- 

and holding public interest in 
of j . schools, and that the providing 

'"h-quality educational opportuni- 
tyj^and acquainting the citizenship 

the quality of the program was 
effective in securing their sup-

Her
are sorne recommendations 

^trjQ|.are aPphcable to every local 

wider and more consistent 
Press, radio, and television, to 

2 afize the work of the school.
Poj^^se lay advisory committees ap- 
boiji' d by the board to study current 
N (ITls an(l recommend solutions 
■ 3, ^Provements.
V “jive open school board meet- 
iH'' 'i^  ^e public invited to attend.1

laarIy should representatives 
J'isjq immunity groups be asked to

>oard meetings and budget meet-
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5. Make regular reports to the pub
lic on the school program; include in 
such reports budgets, proposed build
ing plans, proposed changes in curri
culum, etc.

6. Secure publicity concerning the 
accomplishments of students in aca
demic areas in a manner comparable 
to that publicity secured for outstand
ing athletes.

7. Open the school to the public. 
Let them know that they are welcome 
to visit their schools at any time. Have 
open houses and other programs 
which emphasize citizen visits to 
schools.

Methods Criticized
Following is the comment of Joseph 

Kornfeder, formerly a member of the 
Anglo-American Secretariat of the Com
munist International in Moscow, the 
group which supervised Communist activi
ties in both England and America. A 
graduate of the Lenin School of Political 
Warfare, he is highly educated in the 
techniques of Communist operations. He 
is now devoting his time and efforts to the 
assistance of investigative bodies and 
groups of private citizens in exposing the 
Communist conspiracy.

To the best of my knowledge this is 
the first time in this country that a 
big national conference disregarded 
the customary method of procedure, 
and adopted methods which are tai
lored to domination by an inner 
clique. The surprise in this case was 
the methods, with the aid of which 
those who arranged the whole thing 
wanted to put over their program. 
Their method of organizing the so- 
called “round table” discussion groups 
and the creation of “levels” through 
which the discussions were to be fil
tered, proceeding from one echelon to 
another, remind me of the pattern of 
“legislative” organization devised by 
the strategists of communism for the 
purpose of manipulating the will of 
the electorate of Soviet Russia. My 
reference is to the so-called “Soviet 
Democracy.” Under that system every
one can vote but no one can elect 
whom he wants; he has to vote for 
the ones the Communist party selects.

Now I do not say that the ones who 
arranged this White House Confer
ence are Communists. But they must 
have been enamored of some of the 
methods by which Communists derail 
popular will. The usual democratic 
conference which you and I know, 
convenes and, after the opening pre
liminaries, chooses committees with 
the general consent of the assemblage. 
These committees then work over the 
problems and report back to the as
sembly for approval or rejection. In 
either case the results of the discus
sion are in the form of recommenda

tions or resolutions submitted to the 
general assembly.

In the White House Conference, 
however, everything was done just 
the opposite. The general assembly 
simply just didn’t have a chance at all. 
It was immediately scattered into 160 
“round table” groups. The 160 little 
groups discussed predetermined sub
jects and elected one of their group to 
still another higher echelon and, by 
the time they reached the top echelon, 
there were only two members; and 
those who were in opposition to fed
eral aid, or suspected of opposition, 
had been eliminated.

In Soviet Russia the workers of a 
factory, let us say, elect their dele
gates. These meet and elect delegates 
to the local Soviet. The local Soviet 
meets and elects delegates to the All 
Union Congress of Soviets. The All 
Union Congress meet and elect a slate 
chosen for them known as the Pre
sidium. The Presidium receives its in
structions from the Politburo of the 
Communist party. The Politburo is 
instructed by the current “Stalin” of 
the party. Long before the Congress 
meet, everything that they are to de
cide already has been decided for 
them.

That is how “Soviet Democracy” 
works under communism. The purpose 
of dividing or staggering the will of 
the electorate is to give the inner 
clique, which in that case is the Com
munist party, an extra chance at every 
level, of putting through their will - 
also of weeding out those who are in 
opposition, or are suspect of opposi
tion.

The method used at this White 
House Conference, while not an exact 
duplicate, reminds me very much of 
the type inherent in Soviet method. 
Certainly it lends itself to extreme 
manipulation by those who initiated 
it; and the suspicion is warranted that 
those who arranged it feared the will 
of the assembled delegates, and found 
methods of negating that will by the 
Soviet type of procedure. In short, the 
clique that organized and initiated this 
conference found the “fictitious de
mocracy” method as much to their 
convenience as do the leaders of So
viet Russia.

Generally, may I say, as a conclud
ing observation, that the Communist 
pattern of organizing and dominating 
the masses is a more visible pattern, 
once understood, than the methods of 
agitation; because their methods of 
organizational penetration are definite 
and concrete, whereas their agitation 
is very often deceptive and subtle. The 
pattern of operating the White House 
Conference on Education in Washing
ton showed the influence of the Com
munist method of mass domination on 
those who arranged the conference.

END
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KFSA-TV88 22 Sun 1:00 p
Harrison KHOZ88
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Hope KXAR8

KXARf 1490 Mon 8:30 p
Hot Springs KWFC8 1340 Sat 10:15 p

KWFC88 1340 Sun 10:30 p
Jonesboro KBTM8

KBTM88
Little Rock KARK8 920 Fri 10:15 p

KXLRf 1150 Mon 8:30 p
McGehee KVSA88
Magnolia KSSC8 550 Thurs 7:30 p
Malvern KBOK8 Sun 10:05 a

KBOK88 Sun 1: 30 p
Mena KENAf 1450 Mon 8:30 p
Monticello KHBM8 Sun 1:45 p

KHBM88 Sun 5:00 p
Morrilton KVOM8 Sun 2:00 p
Mountain Home KTLO Sun 9:30 a

KTLO8 Sun 9:00 p
KTLOf 1490 Mon 8:30 p
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What they’re saying . . •

. . . After having read the January and 
February issues [Facts Forum News], I like 
it so much, just wish I could afford to send 
it to every leader in every walk of life in 
America, who is not already reading it. . . .

Ann Bullion
1009 Moro Street 
Fordyce, Arkansas

FACTS FORUM PANEL has filled a most 
needed place on my TV [schedule]. To lis
ten to well-informed men discuss world 
problems, in a relaxed informal manner . . . 
is not only pleasurable, but most vital to this 
writer — as an American — [and] as a “citi
zen of the West.”

James Lee MacDonald 
11807 Randall Road 
Sun Valley, California

I have read raves in Facts Forum News 
about various issues being the best. ... I 
give up. All I can say is that they’re all 
“best”! I have a file of them that goes back 
to 1952.

Mrs. C. D. McNary
2312 Clermont Street 
Denver 7, Colorado

.... A copy of your publication was re
cently sent to me by a West German friend 
and this was passed in turn to Mr. Robert 
Row (Editor of the weekly newspaper, 
Union). In his acknowledgment, Mr. Row 
wrote: “I should like to thank you again for 
the material you are sending in, and particu
larly for the copy of Facts Forum News, 
which I hope you can let me have as often 
as possible in the future. . . .”

John G. E. Bedford 
128 Uxbridge Road 
London W-12, England

. . . May I take this opportunity to say 
that I regard Facts Forum [News] as the 
outstanding publication on Americanism. I 
particularly liked your publication of the 
Constitution of the United States and the 
article, “Christianity and the Economic 
Crisis,” both of which appeared in your 
January, 1956, issue.

William E. Spicer
3601 Connecticut Avenue 
Washington 8, D. C.

Your TV program is most enlightening and 
interesting ... I shall write the TV station 
commending them for giving us such a 
worthwhile half-hour of necessary instruc
tion.

Mrs. Rosena McCabe 
81 N. S. 45th Court 
Ft. Lauderdale, Florida

’•Facts Forum Panel; fReporters*
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WGRCf 
WFMW°*  
WFMW*

790
730
730

Mon
Sun
Sun

8:30 p
5:30 p
5:30 pWBBA* 1580 is still a semblance of freedom. Mayfield WKTM*

Island

■fcS>rcl

WBBA**
WHBF*
WHBF**

WHBF-TV**

1580
1270
1270

4

Mon 
Tues 
Sun

9:15p 
9:30 p 

12:00 n
Juan R. Socastegua 
Calle Ochoa No. 482, Ote.

Monticello

Murray

WKTM0* 
WFLW*  
WFLW**  
WNBS*

1570

1340

Tues 
Thurs

8:30 a
10:00 a

WR EX-TV** 13 Fri 10:00 a Cd. Juarez, Chi., Mexico WNBS°* 1340
WHCO* 1230 Fri 2:00 p Owensboro WVJS** 1420
WHCO** 1230 Tues 2:00 p Pikeville WPKEf 1240 Mon 9:30 n<’5

W,l*esa»

WSDR00 1240 Mon 7:30 p Prestonsburg WPRT°* 960 To be announced
WIZZ*  
WIZZ**

1250
1250 I always look forward to receiving Facts Vancleve WMTC* 730

WKRS* 1220 Sun 1:15 p Forum News because of the straightforward LOUISIANAWKRS** 1220 presentation of facts and issues. . . . You are
INDIANA doing a great service for all . . . who believe Baton nouge 

Lafayette KLFY-TV** 10 Fri 2:30 p
^rson

%n”ngton

WCBC*  
WCBC**  
WBIW**

in a strict interpretation of the Constitution. Lake Charles KTAG-TV** 25 Thurs 7:30 p1470
1470
1340 Mon 9:30 p

Keep up your good work of carrying a patri
otic message to the thoughtful readers of

Mansfield
Minden
Monroe

KDBC°» 
KAPK*  
KMLB*

1360
1240
1440

Sun
Sun
Sat

4:30 p 
12:00 p 
6:05 pWTTS* 1370 Sun 3:15 p your magazine. KNOE-TV** 8 Sat 4:30 pC0’”lers\ille WTTS** 1370

Wed 12:30 p
Natchitoches KWCJ* 1450 Sun 6:45 p

WCNB* 1580 Kent II. Courtney New Orleans WJMR-TV0* 20 Sun 4:00 p

'‘■’■ville
WCNB**  

WSJV-TV**  
WEHT-TV**

1580
52
50 Sun 10:00 a

7314 Ziinple Street
New Orleans 18, Louisiana

Retelecast
WJMR*  
WIMR°«

Tues 
Sun

7:00 p 
12:15p

^ayne WEOA* 1400 Opelousas KSLO* 1230 Sun 8:15 p
WEOA** 1400 Sun 9:30 p KSLO°* 1230 Sun 7:00 p
WANE* 1450 Ruston KRUS«* 1490 Sun 6:15 p&£'w WKJGt
WILO*

WKAM*

1380
1570
1460

Mon 
Sun

8:30 p
12:30 p . . . Excellent way of presenting both 

sides of every question of national interest.
Shreveport

Tallulah

KTBS*  
KTBS-TV**  

KTLD*

710
3

1360

Wed

Sun

9:45 p

9:30 a^^apolis

,5sPer
WKAM** 1460 You do a fair and competent job, in my

WISH-TV** 8 Sun 12:00 n opinion. MAINE
WIBC*  
WITZ*  
WITZ0* 
WIOU*

1070
990
990

1350

Sun
Sun
Sun

8:45 p
4:45 p

11:00 a Mrs. Edward J. Dougherty
6829 Blenheim Road

Bangor W-TWO-TV**

MARYLAND

2

yette
'"''""’sport

WASKf 
WFAM-TV0* 

WSAL*

1450
59

1230

Mon
Fri
Sun

8:30 p
8:00 p

12:15p

Baltimore 12, Maryland Annapolis
Salisbury

WASL*
WBOCf

810
960 Mon 9:30 p

Mt.v

WSAL*° 1230 Sun 12:15 p
WORX* 1440 I cannot too vigorously endorse the fine MASSACHUSETTS

WIMS*  
WIMS**

1420
1420

Sun 6:00 p work being done by your organization as 
concerns the spreading of real American-

Boston

New Bedford

WNACf 
WTAO-TV0*

WBSM*

680
56

1230

Mon 
Thurs

9:30 p
9:30 p

Ke WPCO* 1590
3:00 p

ism. . . . Pittsfield -VMGT-TV** 74 Fri 7:30 p
WPCO°* 1590 Sun West Yarmouth WOCB*° 1240 Wed 9:30 p

WMUN«* 104.1 Russell Gilmore Ryder Worcester WWOR-TV** 14 Wed 8:00 p

*̂T„  ..
WMUN*  

WLBC-TV’* 
WLBC*

104.1
49

1340 Fri 10:15 p
25 Avon Street 
Wakefield, Massachusetts MICHIGAN

Of'h v!.tle WCTW° 102.5 Sun 12:15 p Alpena WATZf 1450 Mon 9:30 p
Crnon WOCH*  

WOCH**
1460
1460

Ann Arbor
Battle Creek

>undup

WPAG-TV**
WBCKf

20
930

Mon
Mon

8: 00 p
9: 30 p
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MICHIGAN - (Continued) MONTANA — (Continued)

Cadillac WATT f 
WTVW-TV”

1240
13

Mon 
Thurs

9:30 p
7:30 p

Cheboygan WCBY’ 1240 Fri 12:45p '
Coldwater WTVB’ 1590
Detroit WJBK’ 1490 Sun 7:30 p
Escanaba WDBCf 680 Mon 8:30 p
Flint WBBCf 1330 Mon 9:30 p
Grand Rapids WFUR” 1570 Sat 12:30p

WFUR’ 1570 Mon 5:30 p
Hillsdale WBSE’ 1340 Tues 6:45 p
Iron River WIKBf 1230 Mon 8:30 p
Ironwood WJMSf 630 Mon 8:30 p
Lansing WTOM-TV” 54 Thurs 8:00 p
Midland WMDN’ 1490 Sun 3:45 p
Mt. Pleasant WCEN’ 1150 Sun 11:00 a
Petoskey WMBN RR 1340 Mon 9:30 p
Saginaw WKNX-TV” 57 Wed 10:30 a

Retelecast Sun 5:00 p
Saginaw-

9:30 pBay City WSGWI 790 Mon
Sturgis WSTR” *1230 Sun

WSTR* 1230

MINNESOTA
Austin KAUSf 1480 Mon 8:30 p

KMMT-TV” 6 Sun 9:30 p
Bemidji KBUNf 1450 Mon 8:30 p
Breckenridge KBMW’ 1450 Sun 10:15 a
Grand Rapids KBZYf 1490 Mon 8:30 p
Minneapolis KSTP’ 1500 Sun 9:45 p
Red Wing KAAA’ 1250

MISSISSIPPI
Biloxi WVMI’ 570' Sun 4:30 p

WVMI” 570 To be announced
Biloxi-Gulfport WLOXJ 1490 Mon 8:30 p
Brookhaven WJMBf 1340 Mon 8:30 p
Canton WDOB’ 1370 Sat 11:30 a

WDOB” 1370 Sun 3:00 p
Cleveland WCLD’
Columbus WCBI’ 1050

WCBI” 1050
WACR* 1050 Mon 10:30p

Corinth WCMA’ 1230 Sun 8:30 p
Greenwood WGRM” 1240
Gulfport WGCM* Sun 10:15 a
Indianola WMLA’ 1400 Tues 10:30 a

WMLA” 1400 Sun 1:00 p
Jackson WRBCJ 1300 Mon 8:30 p

WLBT-TV” 3
McComb WAPF’ 1010 Sun 2:00 p

WAPF” 1010 To be announced
Philadelphia WHOC” 1490 Sun 6:30 p
Starkville WSSO’ 1230 Tues 6:15 p

WSSO” 1230 Tues 6:15p
Tupelo WELO’ 1490 Thurs 8:30 p

WELO” 1490
West Point WROB’ 1450 Tues 7:15p

WROB” 1450 Tues 7:15 p
Yazoo City WAZFJ 1230 Mon 8:30 p

MISSOURI
Cape Girardeau KFVSf 960 Mon 8:30 p

KFVS-TV” 12 Mon 2:30 p
KGMO’ 
KGMO”

Caruthersville KCRV’ 1370 Sun 4:15 p
Charleston KCHR’ 1350 To be announced

KCHR” 1350
Clinton KDKD” 1280 Sun 12:00 p
Dexter KDEX’ Tues 10:15p

re-broadcast 12:15 p
KDEX” Sun 1:00 p

Festus KJCF”
Flat River KFMO’

KFMO”
Hannibal KHMOf 1070 Mon 8:30 p
Jefferson City KLIK” 950 Sun 1:45 p

KWOSf 1240 Mon 8:30 p
Joplin KFSB* 1310 Sun 3:30 p

WMBHf 1450 Mon 8:30 p
WMBH” Sat 8: 30 p

KSWM-TV” 12 Tues
Kirksville KTVO-TV”

1230 Mon 8:30 pLebanon KLWTf
Malden 
Maryville

KTCB” 
KNIM’ 1580 Sun 2:45 p
KNIM” 1580 Fri 3:45 p

Moberly KNCM” 1230 Sun 2:30 p
Poplar Bluff KWOC” 930 Wed 5:45 p

KWOC’ Wed 5:45 p
Rolla KTTR’ 1490 Mon 6:30 p

KTTR” 1490 Sun 1:30 p
St. Joseph KFEQ-TV” 2 Sat 1: 30 p
St. Louis KWKf 1380 Mon 8:30 p

KFUO’ 850 Thurs 3:45 p
Ste. Genevieve KSGM’ 980 Wed 7:45 p

KSGM” 980 Sun 4:00 p
Sedalia KDROf 1490 Mon 8:30 p

KSIS’ 1050 To be announced
Sikeston KSIM’ 

KSIM”
Mon 6:45 p

Springfield KICKJ
KICK’

1340 Mon 
Sat

8:30 p
6:30 p

KTTS-TV” Tues 10:30 p
Thayer KALM’ 

KALM”
Trenton KTTN” 1600 Sun 4: 30 p

MONTANA
Anaconda KANA’ 1230 Wed 8:15 p
Billings KOHL’ 790 Thurs 7:30 p
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What they're saying . . .
Bozeman

Butte

Glasgow
Glendive
Great Falls

Havre
Helena

a b o u t FA C TS FO K U M

.... The January issue of Facts Forum 
[News] featuring an artiele of mine as well 
as a cover picture has received lots of atten
tion from colleagues here. I appreciate their 
commendation since a “freshman’s” views,

Lewistown 
Livingston 
Miles City

Missoula

Shelby
Sidney

KXLK’ 
KXLK” 
KOJMf
KXLJ» 
KCAl’t 
KXLJ00 

KXLO” 
KPHKt 
KATLf 
KATL*  
K ATI.00 
KXLL*
KXLL0* 

KGVO-TV’* 
KIYIf 

KGCXf

KXLQ0’ 
KXLF0 
KXLF” 

KXLF-TV”

1 230 Sat 9:OOP
1230 Sat
1370 Sat 9:15?
1370 To be announce0

6 Sun 7:3uP
1240 Wed 7;15P
1400 Sun 6:1'5 P
1400 Sat 9:OOP
1400 To be announce0

610 Mon 7:3l’P
1340 Sat 9:15 P
1340 Mon 7:301]
1240 To be announce
1230
1340 Mon 7:30P
1340 Mon 7:30P
1340 Sun 7:OOP
1340 Sun 8:<>0P
1450 Sat 9: OOP
1450 To be announce"

13 Fri 9:3v e
1230 Mon 7:30P
1480 Mon 7:30P

blunt and outspoken, could have displeased 
some older members.

Congressman Bruce Alger 
House Office Building 
Washington 25, D. C.

I’ve just read Admiral Ben Moreell’s 
article, “Of Bread and Circuses,” in the 
[January, 1956] issue Facts Forum [News] 
and I think it a masterful, dynamic and ap
palling expose of the situation we face in the 
U. S. today. . . .

Mrs. Fred Harris 
5602 Jones Street 
Omaha 6, Nebraska

... It is gratifying to know that a panel, 
such as FACTS FORUM, exists to voice the 
opinions of America and its people, even 
those of a housewife like myself. It is the 
kind of thing which restores weakened faith, 
or strengthens that which we already have in 
this country. . . . The program is a wonder
ful example of democracy at work — provid
ing that our United States and its 'govern
ment is its people — a whole nation working 
together, with equal rights for all.

Mrs. W. V. Leino 
1520 Mill Street 
Reno, Nevada

I have long followed the FACTS FORUM 
programs on radio and television and regard 
them both as the best media for enlighten
ing the people as to what is going on in 
this country.

Leo R. O’Brien 
Scudders Lane 
Glenwood Landing, N. Y.

... I know of no finer manner to enlight
en the people than is contained in every 
article of your magazine, facts and thoughts 
most vital in their political lives and general 
well-being. . . .

Lawrence Wallace Latshaw 
Kansas City, Missouri

We need someone like you to present the 
facts to the . . . unthinking Americans. The 
time is late.

Harry Long
Box 202
Horse Cave, Kentucky

... I think the participants on your show 
[FACTS FORUM PANEL] do an excellent 
job in research work on the various subjects 
discussed and I do so much appreciate the 
wonderful way in which the thoughts are 
brought out.

Johnny Chambers 
2210 Klein Road 
Wilmington, North Carolina

NEBRASKA
1450
1450

Wed
Sun

7:45P 
4:OOP 
1:45 P

Chadron KCSR” 
KCSR’

Columbus KJSK’ 900 Tues
Hastings KHASf 1230 Mon

s:30P
10:1n2
7:30P

McCook KBRLf 1450 Mon
Norfolk WJAG” 780 Sat
Scottsbluff KNEBf 960 Mon

NEVADA
Ely KELY’ 1230

NEW HAMPSHIRE
nounc^

Manchester WMUR-TV” 9 To be an

NEW JERSEY
Atlantic City WLDB” 1490 4:S0P

8:30'’Pleasantville
WLDB’ 
WOND”

1490
1400

Sun
Sun

East Orange
South Orange

WV1K’
WSOU’ Mon 2:1S1

5:O0PWSOU” Sat

NEW MEXICO
7:15PAlbuquerque KHFM’ Tues

Carlsbad KAVE’ 1240 Sun
KAVE” 1240 Sat

Clayton KLMX’ 1450 Tues IS'
KLMX” 1450 Mon

Clovis KCLV”
Hobbs KWEWJ 1490 Mon
Las Vegas KFUN’ 1230 Fri ?:s»

«:30PPortales KENM’ 1450 Wed
KENM” 1450 Fri

Roswell KSWS-TV” 8 Sun
Truth or Conse- v30P

quences KCHS” Sun 5:30f
Tucumcari KTNM’ 1400 Sun

NEW
Albany

YORK
WPTRI 1540 Sun

9:30$

Amsterdam WCSS’ 1 190 Sun 'q.'30f
Auburn WMBOf 1340 Mon
Binghamton WKOP I 1360 Mon
Bronx WFUV-FM’ 90.7 Fri 7:'5
Dunkirk WFCB’ 1410 Mon r>:30
Elmira WTVE-TV” 24 Sun lioo
Hornell WWHG’ 1320
Hudson WIIUC’ 1230 Wed 1 '30
Little Falls WLFH’ 1 230 Sun 930$
Malone 
New York

WICYJ 
WORJ

1490
710

Mon
Mon

9^0 
1-OO

WPIX-TV” Fri 9-00
N’th Albany WROW-TV” 41 Fri 9:30
Plattsburg WIRY f 1340 Mon 7:00
Port Jervis WDLC” 1490 Wed
Watertown WATNf 1240 Mon

NORTH CAROLINA
Asheville WWNC’ 570 Sat
Brevard WPNF’ 1240 Mon 7’:'^

WPNF” 1240 Mon , );15
Concord WEGO’ 1410 Thurs 1$

WEGO” 1410 Sun
Elizabeth City WCNCf 1240 Mon
Forrest City WBBO* 780 Mon

Ils

$

J:*

WBBO” 780 Sun
Greensboro WBIG’ 1470 Sun
Henderson WHNCf 890 Mon
Hickory WIRC” 630 Sun
Jacksonville WJNCf 1240 Mon
Leaks ville WLOEf 1490 Mon
Lenoir WJRIf 1340 Mon
Lexington WBUY’ 1450 Sun
Mt. Airy WPAQ’ 740 Sun
New Bern WHITf 1450 Mon
Raleigh WNAO-TV” 28 Fri

WPTF’ 680 Sun
WRALI 1240 Mon

Roxboro WRXO’ 1490
Salisbury WSTPf 1490 Mon
States vifle WSICJ 1400 Mon 41
Tyron WTYN’ 1580
Wallace WLSEf 1 400 Mon 8:0"' I
Washington WHED” 1340 Sun

WHED’ 1340
Forum ’’Facts Forum Panel f Reporters’ Roundup
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NORTH CAROLINA — (Continued)
9:OOP | Wilmington WGNIf 1340 Mon 9:30 p

9:15 P 
dunce* 1

... WMFD-TV” 6 Tues 10:30 p
i ’'’Tnston-

Salem WTOB-TV” 26 Sun 5:30 p7:30P
7:15P
6:15P
9: OOP

NORTH
devils Lake

DAKOTA
KDLRf 1240 Mon 8:30 p

ounces f Dickinson KDIX"" 1230 Sun 1:30 p
7 ;30 P KDIX’ 1230 Thurs 8:30 p
9:15P f Fargo WD AY-TV” 6 Sun 4:00 p
7:30? It aalternating Sun 4:30 p
ounce® : Hettinger KNDC’ 1490 Sun 4:30 p

7:30P
vaUeyCity KO VCf 1490 Mon 8:30 p

7:30? OHIO7 :O0 P
8: 00?
9: 00?

^htabula WICA” 970 Sat 8:00 p
e WICA-TV” 15 Fri 7:30 p
k®nton WCMW’ 1060 Sun 5: 30 p

'<30? | L*eveland WHKf 1420 Mon 9:30 p
7:30?
7:30P

| ^oshocton WDOK’
WTNS’

1260
1560

Sun
Sun

4:00 p
12:15 p

Jayton 
! tlyria

WHIG" 
WEOL’ 930 Sun 11:45 a

7:45? P’Uipolis WEOL” 930 Sun 7:30 p
WJEH” 990 Sun 10:00 a

4:00? ! h1"’1*. WIMA-TV” 35 Sun 6:30 p
1:45 P {■'•milton WMOH” 1450 Sun 12:30 p
8:30? Arietta 

^‘ddletown WMOAf 1490 Mon 9:30 p
8-30? WPFB’ 910 Mon 7:45 p

10-15’ ^ewark WCLT” 1430 Sun 6:30 p11).
7:30? •],0rtsmouth WNXT" 1260 Sat 7:45 p

U?ledo WSPD* 1370 Mon 8:15p
vvan-en-
y ’oungstowi WHHHf 1440 Mon 9:30 p
<anesville WHIZ-TV” 18 Sun 3:30 p
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^tus KWHWf 1450 Mon 8:30 p
Elwell KBWL” 1580 Thurs 10:15 afeh‘ng KWHP" 1600 Sun 12:45 p

b * City
■fc”’*

nJahoma Ci

KRHDf 1350 Mon 8:30 p
4:30?
8:30?

KASAf 1240 Mon 8:30 p
KCRC’ 1390 Sun 8:00 p
KGLC’ 910 Sun 5:00 p

ty KOMA’ 1520 Sat 5:45 p
p^ulgee 
ft?*

KHBGf 1240 Mon 8:30 p5:0°? 1 WBBZf 1230 Mon 8:30 p
KLCO” 1280

7 15?
KLCO" 1280fcnee KGFFf 1450 Mon 8:30 p

J>’-35'l KVOO" 1170 Thurs 9:30 p
’-.'.lO? Mward KSIWf 1450 Mon 8:30 p
f,'-30? KSIW" 1450

OREGON

n;15?
■ 1 s p 1 CM>nnville

KRTV”
KMCM"

1360
1260

Sun
Sun

1:00 p
7:45 p

^and KMCM’" 
KXL"

1260 Wed 8:45 p

v30? t Pennsylvania
'7:30? Qfs,>oro WNCC" 950 Fri 9:15 p

WESBt 1490 Mon 9:30 p
r^lisle 
&',ersPort

WBUT” 1050 Sun 4:30 p
9-30$ 
11!

WHYL"
WFRM"

960
600

Sat
Sat

8:15e 
4:30 p

WGLV-TV” 57 Sun 9:00 p
q30? fethurg WEST" 1400 Mon 10:45 p

45? WGET” 1450 Sun 7:30 p
Vis? U'^n WARD-TV” 56 Fri 10:00 p

i .15?
< • in

WBPZf 
WHWL"

1230
730

Mon 9:30 p

Castle WKSTf 1280 Mon 9:30 p
i -30?

h'»i.
WKST-TV” 

WKRZf 
WPAMf

45
1340
1450

Wed
Mon
Mon

8: 30 p
9: 30 p
9:30 p

?:oo?

sCr, larys 
S^'don 
Statn’01<in

WKBI” 
WARM-TV” 

WISLf

1400
16

1480

Sun 
Thurs 
Mon

9:00 p
10:00 p
9:30 p& ^oUege

I S>oro
WMAJf 1450 Mon 9:30 p
WTRN" 1290 Sun 1:00 p
WTRN” 1290 Sun 12:30 p
WNBT" 1490 Sat 9:00 p

fi'3O?
v ’’Asport WNBT” 1490 Sun 9:00 p

WLYC" 1050 Sun 7:00 p
7;1V< brk WLYC” 1050 Tues 7:15 p

in-15 WNOW” 1250 Sun 3:30 p

81 WNOW’ 1250 Sun 3:30 p
WNOW-TV” 49 Sun 8:00 p

z:()0 WSBA" 910
i'10?

>1>ll
k Philippines 

1
DZAQ-TV” 3 Mon 9:00 p

!sa,>UERT<

J11 .
J RICO

WTIL” 1300
WHOA” 1400 Tues 7:00 p

9^
kfSOUTH CAROLINA

WBEU" 960 Sun 2:00 p
g-r

nt
WAGS"
WHAN"

1380
1340

Sat 4:15 p

^ter WORE"" 1420 Sat 2:30 p
WORE" 1420 Tues 10:45 a

1 WGCD" 1490 Sat 7:15 p
WGCD” 1490 Sun 6:30 p(1:05 WLATf 1490 Mon 9:30 p

6 WJMX” 970 Thurs 10:30p
WOLS" 1230 Mon 9:15 p

[That they’re saying . . .

$

about FACTS FORUM

I want to commend you highly on the 
article, “Of Bread and Circuses,” by Admiral 
Ben Moreell, February, 1956, issue. I would 
suggest that you have more along the same 
line. . . .

George Alt
Faith, South Dakota

I want you to know how much I enjoyed 
the January issue of Facts Forum News. 
The article, “Mr. Average American Goes to 
Washington,”0 was outstanding and very 
timely since this is the year of major elec
tions. . . . We need rugged individuals to 
guide our great country toward a wiser to
morrow. We should encourage people from 
all walks of life. Thanks a million for print
ing the Constitution.0 I have long awaited 
such a printing. . . .

Karen Fadeley 
196 Omar Avenue 
Struthers, Ohio

"Appeared in the January, 1956, issue.

... I hope that enough people can be 
brought to listen to your programs to eventu
ally bring our people to the common sense 
reasoning from which our politicians have so 
effectively diverted them over a period of 
years. . . .

H. Lawrence Rehmeyer 
Route 1
New Freedom, Pennsylvania

You deserve to be highly commended for 
publishing, and the author for writing the 
article entitled, “The Trend in Teacher 
Training,” by Jean H. Henry, in the Febru
ary [1956] number. During my twenty-eight 
years as a professor in three colleges, I have 
oeen confronted with the problems so well 
discussed by the author. Though many of my 
colleagues were aware of the situation, the 
public has remained apathetic. . . . This 
question of our national education policy is 
one of vital importance to our entire citi
zenry.

Carroll D. Billmyer 
Kingston, Rhode Island

... I do admire that wholehearted effort 
you put in your attempts to get the facts to 
the public in the clearest, most concise man
ner possible. Although I am only 17 and a 
senior in Lubbock High, I believe that I can 
appreciate the many major problems facing 
the free world today. . . .

Warren Dunn 
3616 30th Street 
Lubbock, Texas

... I think you are doing a wonderful 
work in educating the public, regarding re
ligious, as well as political affairs. Since my 
name appeared in your Facts Forum News, 
I have had letters, pamphlets, etc., from all 
over everywhere — the U. S., Stockholm, 
Sweden, and London, England. . . .

Mrs. A. G. Vaughan 
Drawer 1080 
Staunton, Virginia

SOUTH CAROLINA - (Continued)
Georgetown WGTNt 1400 Mon 9:30 p
Greenwood WGSWf 1350 Mon 9:30 p
Mullins WJAY’ 1280 Sun 5:15 p

WJAY” 1280 Fri 4:00 p
Orangeburg WTND’ 920 Sun 5:15 p
Seneca WSNW’ 1150 Sun 5:15 p
Sumter WFIGt 1340 Mon 9:30 p

SOUTH DAKOTA
Mitchell KORNf 1490 Mon 8:30 p
Rapid Cty KRSDf 1340 Sun 8:30 p

KRSD’ 1340 Sun 5:45 p
Watertown KWATf 950 Mon 8:30 p

TENNESSEE
Athens WEAR”
Chattanooga WAGCJ
Clarksville WDXN"
Cleveland WBACJ
Cookeville WHUB”
Dyersburg WDSG’

WDSGJ
Etowah WCPH’
Harriman WDEH’

WDEH”
WHBT”

Jackson WTJS" 
WTJS”
WDXII

Johnson City WJHL-TV”
Knoxville WKXV" 

WTSK-TV”
Lawrenceburg WDXE’
Lebanon WCOR" 

WCOR”
Lexington WDXL*
Maryville WGAP"
Memphis WHBQ’
Morristown WCRKf
Murfreesboro WGNS’
Newport WLIK”
Paris WTPR"

WTPRJ
Sevierville WSEV’
South Pittsburgh WEPG" 

WEPG”
Springfield WDBL’
Union City WENK’
Winchester WCDTJ

1450
1450 Mon 8:30 p
540 Sun 2:15 p

1340 Mon 9:30 p
1400 Thurs 9:00 p
1450 Thurs 5:30 p
1450 Mon 8:30 p
1220
800
800

1230

Sun 2:15p

1390 Thurs 9:15 p
1390 Thurs
1310 Mon 8:30 p

11
900

Wed 10:30 a

26 Thurs 8:00 p
1370
900

Sun 12:30 p

900 Sun 2:00 p
1490 Sun 7:00 p
1400 Sun 9:00 p
560 Sat 6:30 p

1450 Mon 9:30 p
1450
1270

Sun 2:30 p

710 Sun 2:30 p
710 Mon 8.30 p
930 Sun 4:15p
910 To be announced
910 To be announced

1430 Sun 2:15p
1240 Tues 7:15 p
1340 Mon 8:30 p

(Continued on Page 63)

TEXAS
Abilene KWKC" 1340 Sun 9:15p
Amarillo KGNC’ 710 Wed 9:45 p

KAMQJ 1010 Mon 8:30 p
Ballinger KRUN’ 1400
Beaumont KBMT-TV” 31 Mon 7:00 p
Beeville K1BL’ 1490 Sun 8:15 p

KIEL” 1490 Mon 7:00 p
Big Spring KTXCf 1400 Mon 8:30 p
Big Spring KBST-TV” Wed 6:30 p
Bonham KFYN’ 1420 Sun 12:15p

KFYN” 1420 Sat 9:00 a
Borger KHUZf 1490 Mon 8:30 p
Breckenridge KSTB’ 1430 Sun 12:45 p
Brownsville KBOR" 1600 Sat 6:15 p
Brownwood KBWDf 1380 Mon 8:30 p
Bryan KORA J 1240 Mon 8:30 p
Clarksville KCAR" 1350 Sun 1:45 p
Cleburne KCLE’ 1120 Sun l:15p
Colorado City KVMC’ 1320 Sun 12:30 p
Corpus Christi KRIS’ 1360 Wed 9:45 p

KVDO-TV” 22 Sat 1:30 p
Crockett KIVY" 1290 Thurs 1:00 p

KIVY” 1290 Sun 3:30 p
Dallas KRLD-TV” 4 Sat 3:45 p

WFAA’ 820 Wed 9:45 p
WFAA” 570 Mon 10:30 p

WRRJ Mon 8:30 p
Eastland KERC” 1590 Sun 4:00 p
El Paso KEPO’ 690
Fredericksburg KNAFf 1340 Mon 8:30 p
Galveston KLUF’ 1400 Sat 6:15 p

KLUF” 1400 Sun 7:00 p
Greenville KGVL’ 1400 Sun l:15p
Hillsboro KHBR’
Houston KPRC’ 950 Wed 9:45 p
Huntsville KSAMJ 1490 Mon 8:30 p
Jacksonville KEBE" 1400 Sun 7:00 p
Kermit KERB" 600 Sun 1:00 p
Kingsville KINE’ 1330 Sun 6:00 p
Kingsville KINE” 1330
Lamesa KPET’ 690 Sun 7:15p
Laredo KHAD-TV” 8
Levelland KLVT” 1230 Sun 1:00 p
Littlefield KVOW” 1490 Sun 7:30 p
Longview KLTI” 1280 Sun 3:30 p
Longview KFRO’ 1370 Sun 12:15 p
Lubbock KDUB-TV”
Lufkin KTREf 1420 Mon 8:30 p

KTRE’ 1420 Sun 6:00 p
KTRE-TV” 9 Tues 10:30 p

Marlin KMLW" 1010 Sun 2:00 p
Midland KCRS" 550 Fri 7:00 p

KIBC’ 1150 Sun 12:15 p
Monahans KVKMf 1340 Mon 8:30 p
Mt. Pleasant KIMP’ 960 Sun 12:30 p
Nacogdoches KSFA’ 860 Sun 2:30 p
Odessa KOS A” 5: 30 pPampa KPAT" 1230 Sun
Pecos KIUN" 1400 Sat 8:00 p

Forum "’Facts Forum Panel I Reporters’ Roundup
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CONTEST RULES

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR:
Write letters of 150 or less words to your 

favorite paper about any subject of national in
terest. If you need more than 150 words to 
express your views, divide the material into two 
or more letters. Letters must have been published 
in newspaper or magazine, and clipping sent for 
entry. First award, $25 cash plus 10 six-month 
subscriptions to FF NEWS for persons specified 
by winner; second award, $10 cash plus 10 six- 
month subscriptions to FF NEWS; third award, 
$5 cash plus 10 six-month subscriptions to FF 
NEWS; with a token award of 5 six-month sub
scriptions for all other letters published by 
FF NEWS.

SLOGAN:
An award of $10 will be made for the slogan 

adopted for use each month. This contest will 
close four days prior to the closing of each Facts 
Forum Monthly Poll. Each person is invited to 
keep one slogan only in this competition. Entries 
may be changed at any time.

POLL QUESTIONS:
Do you have questions regarding subjects of 

national interest which you feel would be suit
able for use in our Monthly Poll? Facts Forum 
offers a prize of $10 for each question selected 
by our judges for such use. Questions for the 
contest must not contain more than 72 charac
ters, including spaces. EACH PERSON MAY 
ENTER ONLY THREE QUESTIONS IN EACH 
CONTEST. Questions will be judged for their 
current interest, fairness and conciseness. Keep 
questions "unloaded." Questions must be worded 
so that they can be answered Yes or No.

SUBJECT FOR PROGRAM:

Send questions to be discussed on the FACTS 
FORUM PANEL programs to Facts Forum, Dal
las, Texas. Those whose entries are selected as 
the subject of a broadcast will receive a set of 
Collier's Encyclopedia. Each runner-up will re
ceive a set of Wedgewood china. Additional 
awards of lesser value will be sent to the persons 
whose sub-questions are used on each program.

QUESTIONS FOR
REPORTERS' ROUNDUP:

Send questions for this program to REPORT
ERS' ROUNDUP, Mutual Broadcasting System, 
Washington, D. C. The three persons submitting 
questions used on each program will receive 
Cyma dual-purpose clocks.

PROVOCATIVE PROSE:
Send quotations worth reading and remember

ing. Be sure to list authors and sources. Persons 
whose entries ore chosen for publication in FF 
NEWS will receive one-year subscriptions to 
FF NEWS. If winners are already subscribers, 
they may in turn designate someone whom they 
want to receive the award subscription. In case 
of duplication, the entry with the earliest post
mark will be used.
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LETTERS to the EDITORS

★ ★★★★★★★★★★★★★

First Award
OVERDOING FOREIGN AID

To the Indianapolis Star:
Doctors are worried about the 

“stooped” posture of Americans. A few 
more years carrying foreigners on their 
aching backs and Americans will be walk
ing on all fours!

The federal debt is nearly $300,000- 
000,000, so this year’s foreign aid of 
$4,500,000,000 means they’re picking the 
pockets of generations yet unborn.

Out of 165,000,000 “stoops,” only one 
man, J. Bracken Lee, courageously an
nounced he won’t pay another tax to 
support foreigners. Governor Lee should 
receive the Congressional Medal of Hon
or, but when the “great Humanitarians” 
finish with him, he’ll only be eligible for 
the “Purple Heart”!

Elizabeth Lippitt 
2414 Pacific Ave. 
San Francisco, Calif.

Second Award
MORE TURNCOATS

To the Chicago American:
We are hearing a lot, and will hear 

more, about “turncoat Americans.”
But why stop with the GIs? Why not 

include all Fifth Amendment pleaders?
Why not include the men who sent 

American boys into a UN war in which 
they were denied the right to win?

Why not include those who accepted 
the Status of Forces Treaty, by which our 
draftees in foreign countries are deprived 
of their rights as American citizens, 
though State Department employees who 
go voluntarily, and receive greater wages, 
are cloaked in American protection?

Isn’t it time Americans put their ethical 
and moral codes back into working order?

Leslie A. Shaw
122 East Avenue 45
Los Angeles 31, California

Third Award
U. S. SOVEREIGNTY IS 

THREATENED

To the Editor:
Recently three United Nations officials, 

none of them Americans, sat in judgment 
on the right of the American government 
to act against four United States citizens 
employed by UNESCO who were 
deemed disloyal or security risks.

The foreign trio told the United States 
it had no control over its own citizens. 
The ruling of the UN tribunal vindicates 
the action of the American Legion in re
fusing to accept a whitewash report for 
UNESCO. If there is anyone who does

u. s.

Wall Street Journal: y!
heartening to note that

not believe the UN threatens America11 
sovereignty or that the organization 15 
often utilized as defense for communisift 
he should look into this case.

Thus, it is now UN law that the U. $■ 
has lost all jurisdiction over its citizens J11 
UN employ.

Mrs. James T. McElWI1 
5298 West 15th Ave. 
Miami, Florida

GRANDMA'S POINTED EARS

To the Kansas City Star:
I agree with Mr. Batzner that it is 

enough for the American Legion to ufy 
Congress to quit UNESCO. Our slog^ 
should be to get America out of the 
and get the UN out of America.

We cannot afford to argue ourself 
into the belief that it is better to be a l’v 
ing slave than be a dead free man. If 
can only have peace at the price of s^, 
render to forces that take from us ev^ 
precious thing we have known, thcfl 
comes too high. ■

Thanks to some sound-thinking An1^ 
cans, the wolf between the sheets 
not look like grandma yet. When arot^j 
these citizens can make themselves hcaP

Mrs. May BesT . 
Lanagan, Miss°l1

WASHINGTON PARADE

To the Wall Street Journal:

dealers are joining the ever-g1'01,
parade to Washington, D. C. |);/

Some economic illiterates might |

Facts Forum News, April’

CALLS ATTENTION TO 
GIVE-AWAY

To the Houston Chronicle: u
An editorial in the Houston Chrori^ 

states that $140,000,()()() American n10’1^ 
was paid to British plane manufactutw 
for British-made jet fighter planes to 
given to Britain’s Royal Air Force, .a

British labor gets the jobs; Amei1^ 
labor is taxed to pay British labor 
goods to be delivered to Britain.

Britain boasts of a balanced buo» 
and lower taxes. . .y

For years the Communist leaders 111 (() 
told us in detail just how they intoo^ 
take us over, they keep repeating it, 
what’s more, they go right ahead 1 
keep their word. We smile at the^^ 
shake hands with them, wine and 
with them — could it just be that 
trying to help them achieve their g° j 
our destruction?

Louise GaH0 
3401 Sunset 
Houston, I6



★ *

AMNESTY
0 Y/ie Statesman:

jj he pre-Christmas petition to the Pres- 
nt for amnesty for imprisoned Com- 

that Eleanor Roosevelt and other 
[. ‘niinded notables signed, was, on its 
So ’ seemingly timely. Maybe it was not 
\v ^Pressed in words, but it probably 

n^eant to be implied that amnesty 
har C Ue as an act pacific reciprocity 

with the recent release of 
hot 11 d American prisoners. America’s 

S udl° signec‘ this petition con- 
are ently forgot that American citizens 
or not imprisoned, are not being exiled 
i>oii2ec?!ed for non-conformity as in 
IXirf10 s^ate countries, for being “avowed” 

ry niembers.
^hl^'rd it be that these petitioning not- 
eral| ^ancicd that informed citizens gen- 

"°nld forget that it is one of the 
ph Red tactics to summarily impris- 
gon nations’ citizens for just such 

strn/ '"’ill” gesture reciprocal bargaining l^Rv?
Adelbert Cornell 
Middleton, Idaho
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assumed that an industry as virile as the 
automotive might consist of throwbacks 
h) the discredited era of free enterprise. 
A businessman in those days when con
fronted with such problems as increasing 
competition, declining sales and profits, 
(kd not prostrate himself before the great 
gods in Washington. Instead by hard 
Work and thought he met those problems 
oy himself.

Happily no such old-fashioned con
cepts confuse the minds of the auto deal
ers, for in keeping with the sophisticated 
frend today, they look to the State for 
the solution of their problems.

And, of course, no progressive-minded 
American worth his salt pays any atten
tion to the fast-disappearing handful of 
crackpots who believe that the essence of 
socialism is to look to the State for the 
solution of the individual’s problems.

O. B. Johannsen 
825 Walnut Street 
Roselle Park, New Jersey
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NOT KNOWLEDGE ALONE
’1'o the Louisville Courier Journal:

Years ago, the president of one of our 
oldest colleges seemed to have had a pre
monition of the times ahead, long before 
he infiltration of communism and infi- 

oelism, when he said, “the influence of 
our educated men will gradually under
line the fair fabric of our freedom when 
he spirit of Christianity has no perma

nent abode. Neither liberty nor learning, 
’l°r arts, nor arms, nor wealth, can stay 

decline of the people.”
i A situation of this kind will come to a 
Jead in the life of any nation that leaves 
^od out of the affairs of men; for the 
Vv‘lf °f the world is heedless, rugged and 
'nd with little regard for the morrow or 
nrnanity. But Lincoln’s immortal words 

with us: “Let us have faith that 
^’ght makes might; and in that faith let 

h> the end dare to do our duty as we 
^hderstand it.”

Thomas L. Britton 
Oneida, Kentucky

FOR REDS

, ^Ts Forum News, April, 1956

CONSERVATIVES ASKED TO JOIN 
NEW NATIONAL POLITICAL PARTY

To the New Bedford Standard Times:
How many stay-at-home voters will 

there be in the 1956 presidential elec
tion? Probably millions, who cannot in 
good conscience vote for either a New 
Deal Democrat or a New Deal Republi
can.

We believe the American people have 
a right to a choice. Americans should 
have the opportunity to vote for a man 
who stands for the political principles 
expressed in our Constitution and Bill of 
Rights.

Because the nominating machinery of 
both major parties is in the hands of the 
Socialist-Internationalists, we believe that 
the only way for the American people to 
have a real choice in 1956, is for a NEW 
PARTY TO BE FORMED which will 
nominate Constitutionalist, States Rights 
candidates.

Kent Courtney 
7314 Zimpel St. 
New Orleans 18, La.

THINKS MORE ADOPTIONS 
SHOULD BE ALLOWED

To the Dallas Times Herald:
Why must we continue to have orphan

ages in this country when the desire for 
children for adoption far exceeds the 
number of children available? These in
stitutions remain crowded with children 
when there is absolutely no need at all 
for them to have to remain there. These 
children need a home and the love of a 
mother and father, and certainly no insti
tution can offer even a reasonable substi
tute for these.

I can easily understand the need for 
orphanages in war-torn countries, but in 
this country of ours, no. There would be 
a lot of Christmas trees that would glow 
just a little brighter this year if these chil
dren were placed in homes where they 
could live a normal, happy life. They be
long in our society. Let’s put them where 
they belong.

H. S. Martin 
5110 Reiger 
Dallas 14, Texas

STRANGE DOCTRINE
To the Los Angeles Times:

How much so-called “inherent power” 
has our federal government and its 
agencies?

On Nov. 8 the U. S. Civil Service Com
mission claimed “inherent power” to 
withhold information from the Congress, 
the press and the public.

It also appears that “inherent” treaty 
power for the executive department was 
upheld by the Supreme Court in the 
Curtis-Wright case.

Is there no limit to how far the federal 
government can go under the claim of 
“inherent power”?

The Constitution provides for a gov
ernment of limited and delegated powers. 
But if Americans are willing to accept 
this strange new doctrine of unlimited 
inherent power for the government, of 
what use is the Constitution?

Frances Beck
516 East Mayberry Ave. 
Hemet, California

RADIO and TV SCHEDULES
TEXAS ■— (Continued from Page <H)

Port Arthur KPAC’ 1250 Mon 9:15 p
Post raws’ 1370 Sun 3:30 p
San Angelo KTXL-TV«» 8 Sun 4:30 p
San Angelo KTXL’« Sun 1:00 p
San Antonio WOAI’ 1200 Wed 9:45 p

WOAI-TV” 4 Sun 1:00 p
Sherman KRRV’ 910 Sat 6:00 p

KRRV00 910 Sun 7:30 p
Snyder KSNYf 1450 Mon 8:30 p
Stephenville KSTW» 1510 Sun 1:45 p
Sulphur Springs KSST” 1230 Sun 6:30 p
Sweetwater KXOXf 1240 Mon 8:30 p
Temple KTEM” Wed 7:00 p
Texarkana KTFS» 1400 Sun 4:45 p
Texarkana KCMC” 1230 Sun 4:00 p
Texas City KTLW0® Sun 3:15 p
Vernon KVWCf 1490 Mon 8:30 p
Victoria KVICt 1340 Mon 8:30 p
Waco KANG-TV00 34 Sat 3:30 p

KYBS° 630 Thurs 8:30 p
KYBS0° 630 Fri 9:30 p

Waxahachie KBEC° 1290
Weslaco KRGV° 5 Wed 9:45 p

KRGV-TV00 5 Fri 8:30 p
Wichita Falls KWFT-TV00 Sat 12:00n

UTAH
Logan KVNUf 610 Mon 7:30 p
Price KOALf 1230 Mon 7:30 p
Salt Lake City KSL° 1160 Sun 2:15p

KWHO°
Vernal KJAM° 1340 Mon 6:00 p

. KJAM0° 1340 Sun 3:00 p

VERMONT
Newport WIRE0 1490 Wed 9:30 p
St. Johnsbury WTWN° 1340 Wed 9:30 p

WTWN0° 1340 Sun 8:30 p

VIRGIN ISLANDS
Christiansted,

St. Croix WIVI*
St. Thomas WSTA°*

1230 To he announced
1340 To be announced

VIRGINIA
Arlington WEAMO° 1390 Tues 10:00 p
Bedford WBLTf 1490 Mon 9:30 p
Clifton Forge WCFV° Sun 12:45 p
Crewe WSVS° 800 Sun 4:30 p
Galax WBOBt 1400 Mon 9:30 p
Hopewell WHAP° 1340 Tues 7:00 p

WHAP00 1340
Newport News WACH" 1270 To be announced
Newport News WACH0 1270
Norfolk-

5:30 pHampton WVEC-TV00 15 Sat
Richmond WMBG° 1380 Fri 7:30 p
Roanoke WSLS-TV00 10 Sun 3:00 p
Staunton WAFC° 900 Sun 5:30 p
Suffolk WLPM° 1450 Sun 7:45 p
Waynesboro WAYS’ 1490 To be announced
Win-

Chester WINC-WRFL0 1400 Tues 5:45 p

WASHINGTON
Colfax KCLX’ 1450
Moses Lake KSEM° 1450 Thurs 9:30 p

KSEMO° 1450 Sat 8:30 p
Pullman KOFE° 1150 Sun 10:45 a

KOFE0’ 1150 Sun 2:00 p
Spokane KHQ-TV” 6 Sun 2:30 p
Tacoma KTAC° 850 Wed 9:15p

WEST VIRGINIA
Bluefield WKOYJ 1240 Mon 9:30 p
Elkins WDNEf 1240 Mon 9:30 p
Huntington WPLHf 1450 Mon 9:30 p
Morgantown WAJRf 1230 Mon 9:30 p
New Martinsville WETZ° 1330 Fri 10:00 a
Oak Hill WOAY-TV00 4 Tues 10:00 p
Ronceverte WRON’ 1400

WRON” 1400
Wheeling WKWK° 1400 Sun 10:15p
Williamson WBTHf 1400 Mon 9:30 p

WISCONSIN
Appleton WHBYf 1230 Mon 8:30 p
Ashland WATWf 1400 Mon 8:30 p
Eau Claire WBIZf 1400 Mon 8:30 p
Fond du Lac KFIZf 1450 Mon 8:30 p
Green Bay WJPGf

WCLOf
1440 Mon 8:30 p

Janesville 1230 Mon 8:30 p
La Crosse WLCXf 1490 Mon 8:30 p
Madison WMFM’ 104.1 Sun 8:00 p
Manitowoc WWOC’ 980 To be announced
Medford WIGMf 1490 Mon 8:30 p
Reedsburg WRDB° 1400 Sun 6:00 p
Richland Center WRCO° 1450 Sat 7:30 p
Two Rivers W'TRW’ 1590 To be announced

WTRW” 1590 To be announced

WYOMING
Casper KVOC° 1230 Sun 7:15 p
Cody KODI° 1400 Sun 7:15 p
Lander KOVEf 1230 Mon 7:30 p
Powell KPOWf 1260 Mon 7:30 p
Sheridan KWYOf 1410 Mon 7:30 p
Torrington KGOS” 1490 Tues 7:30 p
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HELP THE CAUSE
OF

• Call or write friends to listen in on 
Facts Forum air shows. Type or write 
a list of stations on which they can 
hear and see FF programs and mail 
the list to them.

• If you cannot hear or see FF Radio and 
TV programs in your area, ask your 
station to carry them.

• Commend TV and radio stations for 
presenting FF. Your letters will help 
offset the ones they receive from critics 
of the FF idea of giving both sides.

• Ask newsstands for the Facts Forum 
News and if they do not carry it, ask 
them to do so.

• Get your club or discussion group to 
raise FF poll questions in their meet
ings.

• Write editors, columnists and commen
tators your informed opinions on prob
lems facing the American people. En
ter the published clippings of letters 
containing 150 or less words in the FF 
letter contest. Read rules of the FF 
contest on page 62 of this issue.

• Write Facts Forum, Dallas, Texas, for 
material which will assist you in get
ting business friends interested in 
ADDING PATRIOTISM TO THEIR 
ADS.

• Pass your copy of Facts Forum News 
around to friends so they may judge 
if they wish to subscribe.

• Submit three questions to enter in the 
May Poll Question Contest (72 spaces 
or less). Vote the April poll on page 65 
of this issue.

• Send your friends a subscription to 
Facts Forum News. Where else could 
you find so much of value for so little 
cost? 1-year subscription, $2, 3 years 
for S5.

!---------------------------------- ---------------- 1
I [Z] New ।

Enter My
/ Qj Renewal

Subscription Now!

I ENCLOSE $2 I ENCLOSE $5
 FOR 1 YEAR.  FOR 3 YEARS.

jl’H’TS FORUM NEWS]
I America's Most Thought-Provoking । 

Magazine

NAME------------------------------------------------------------ -
Please Print

SIRE ET------------------ - -----------------------------------------------

CITY______________ _ZON E___ STATE---------------
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SWEDEN MADE IT STICK

To the Chicago Tribune:
The smiling Russian farmers, visiting 

here, should fool no one in his right mind. 
The Russian tyrant has not changed. “By 
their works ye shall know them.”

There is, however, one country Russia 
has not fooled. That country is little 
Sweden. Russia is Sweden’s traditional 
enemy. The Swedes have not been taken 
in by Russian sweet talk and smiles; they 
just keep on building up their defenses 
on land, sea and air. Not so long ago, the 
Russians shot down a Swedish plane over 
the Baltic Sea, whereupon the Swedish 
government issued strict orders to “shoot 
to kill” any Russian plane attacking a 
Swedish plane. The result — no more 
Swedish planes shot down. If little 
Sweden can talk this way to Russia, and 
make it stick, so can we, the strongest 
nation on earth.

We have had ample proof that Russian 
tyrants cannot be trusted. America, keep 
your guard up.

Otto H. Olson 
804 East C Street 
Iron Mountain, Michigan

UNESCO
(Continued from Page 27)

As I understand what Mr. 
Combs is saying, there is no inher
ent conflict between UNESCO and 
a belief in God. I quite agree with 
him. And I think arguments against 
UNESCO based on the ground 
that one cannot support UNESCO 
and be a practicing Christian are, 
of course, sheer nonsense. I do un
derstand people urging good 
Christians to join UNESCO pre
cisely because it would be rather 
good to infiltrate such organiza
tions, for example, that nominate 
a man like Ralph Turner to head 
so important a project as a history 
of the world. Mr. Ralph Turner 
happens to be a very aggressive 
atheist. Although it is true there is 
nothing inherently atheistic in 
UNESCO, it is certainly an organi
zation whose tendencies in certain 
very critical respects have been to 
put in strategic positions people 
who are aggressively atheist.

Let’s look at who heads this 
organization. It’s had three heads. 
The first was Julian Huxley, a not
ed atheist Socialist. The second 
was Mr. Jaime Torres Bodet of 
Mexico, a Minister of Education 
in Mexico, also a noted Socialist 
and centralist, and also an atheist. 
And most recently, Mr. Luther 
Evans, who came from the Library 
of Congress, where he rushed to 
hire security risks the moment 
they were fired from the State 
Department; for example, Mrs. 
Esther Brunnauer.

Question: Recently, a United Na
tions tribunal in Geneva decided 
it teas not necessary at all for 
United States citizen working for 
UNESCO, or any other United Na
tions organization, to have allegi
ance or loyalty to the United States- 
W hat is your opinion?

Kendall: Enthusiasts for UNESCO 
get to assuming that the new world 
order, to be governed by the neW 
world bureaucracy, has already 
been created, that we’re really liv' 
ing in that kind of world. There
fore they sort of repeal the obliga' 
tion to be patriotic to one’s own 
country. Let’s all agree that con' 
ceivably it might be desirable tM 
a millennium should be ushered in, 
when patriotism to one’s own 
country will no longer be neceS' 
sary. I don’t particularly look for' 
ward to it.

Combs: I thoroughly agree that it jS 
wrong that the UN appellate tri' 
bunal should have ordered eith^J 
the reinstatement or the paymen 
of these men because I* 1 
UNESCO Director-General ha( 
fired them, since UNESCO pr°' 
vides that loyalty to one’s own 
country must be a touchstone o 
his availability as an employee 0 
UNESCO. That is still true, * 
cept that the UN tribunal, siin 
this is a part of it, has ordered m 
payment of these salaries as a 
alternative to their being rehir^ ’ 
I think it’s wrong; I don’t agrt I 
with it. 1

■11^ 
Facts Forum News, Aprib

WHAT ARE MAGAZINES 
MADE OF?

We commonly think of magazines n’ 
terms of art work, photographs anc 
subject matter or copy. These are the 
ingredients which largely deternii1’1 
our interest in any periodical. The 
manner in which these elements nr 
presented (layout and type faces! 
governs a magazine’s readability an 
pleasing appearance.

Likely you have had the feeling tha 
Facts Forum News is easier to rea 
than it used to be, perhaps with<’11 
realizing why. There is a reason. ** 
are now using a new and more legih 
type face to set the body matter. R ’j 
slightly larger, more rounded, an 
fuller in its design than the type 
that we previously used. The wor 
stand out clearly and legibly, 
making it more readable. This 
provement will be easily apparent 
a copy of any issue before Febma" 
is compared with this one. ,

Better typography is only one of t* 1 
many improvements that are consta11^ 
ly being made to give our readers 
better magazine.



FACTS FORUM POLL QUESTIONS

Yes N0 Closes April 1
Q r~l Should government spending be reduced until we pay our national debt?
Cj Q Should federal government enter the flood and storm insurance field?
Q Q Should our youth be taught the evils of communism in the schools?
0 |~~| Should parents have to answer for juvenile offenses of their children?
3 H Are government controls weakening American system of production?

CJ Has doing away with segregation been thrust on the people prematurely?
C] |~~] Is peace at any price a good thing?
CO Q Should labor be penalized for violence during strikes?
C r~| Should every American boy have one year training in our armed forces?

CO HO Are racial prejudices in the South a threat to democracy?
Cj Q] Should we refuse foreign aid to countries that lean toward communism?
CO ["] Should we have more than one vice-president in the U. S. government?
CO Q Should immigration laws be loosened up?
CO  Will the farm vote be the deciding factor in the coming election?
Remarks_______________________________1

(> l-bASE INOIE: Voters are requested to write in your votes by listing your answers 
a. SeI,arale sheet of paper, simply omitting the questions on which you have no 

। !plon (for example, 1. Yes. 2. No, 4. Yes, etc.) and mailing to Facts Forum. Dallas 
"h tXaS (n° °^ler address necessary). Your votes shown in this manner, or indicated 

X" above form, represent your ballot in the Facts Forum Poll.
C] Send me Facts Forum News for 1 year. I enclose $2.00.

oY FEBRUARY POLL RESULTS0 ies

71 Can a Christian country compromise with communism?
94 suPply and demand solve the critical farm situation?

Should pleading Fifth Amendment disqualify one from positions 
. of trust?

Should Secretary of State continue to hold conferences with Russia?
Should U. S. trade with Russia?
Should students be required to memorize Constitution and 
Amendments?

4 Are farmers getting a fair share of America’s unprecedented
Qn Prosperity?

*“ Should the government force a public accounting of union welfare 
j. funds?

Should we leave foreign policy out of the ’56 campaign?
Do you approve the stand taken by the American Legion relative

3r to UN?7. Will the labor merger lead to a third party?
9 Should surplus food in government warehouses be given to charity?

Do the so-called “junkets” of members of Congress justify the expense?
Should a Communist be permitted to be a member of a college faculty?

April Poll
Questions Winners

An award of $10.00 each has been 
made to the following persons who sub
mitted questions used in this month's poll:

1st: MRS. ESTHER ANDERSON
523 Lebaron Street
Meso, Arizona

2nd: MRS. LOUIS BOECKMAN
511 Montecito Drive
El Paso, Texas

3rd: W. A. BRITTLE
500 Spring Street
Richmond, Virginia

4th: THOMAS L. BRITTON
Oneida, Kentucky

Sth: SAM H. COLLINS
1201 West North Avenue
Pittsburgh 33, Pennsylvania

6th: MRS. C. A. CROCKETT
501 Poplar Street
West Terre Haute, Indiana

7th: MRS. WM. CUNNINGHAM
10855 South Maplewood
Chicago 43, Illinois

Sth: JOHN P. DEAR
220 South First Avenue
Paden City, West Virginia

9th: BILL HAMMER. JR.
6 Peter Cooper Road
New York 10, New York

10th: MRS. H. A. JEWELL
Route 2, Box 13
Warsaw, North Carolina

11th: MRS. GEORGE KNIGHT 
RED No. 1 
Salado, Texas

12th: ALFRED E. OLDAKER
79 Hudson Rood
Bellerose 26, New York

13th: G. WELCH
111 Eighth Avenue
New York 11, New York

14th: HARRY ZWARYZ
Route 4, Box 173
Jefferson, Ohio

slogan for april, 1956

SPEAK IIP FOB AMERICA
Submitted by 

BILL HAMMER, .JR.
6 Peter Cooper Road, New York 10, N. Y.
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